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Abstract 

This dissertation treats the potentials and limitations of wireless LANs intended for 

the support of services as envisioned for Broadband ISDN. The treatment is based on 

the assumption that the transmission takes place via millimetre"wave indoor radio 

channels. 
A method is discussed for the measurement of the wideband characteristics of 

millimetre-wave indoor radio channels. Measurements results obtained with this 

method are presented. These results are used for the development of a statistical 

model of the millimetre-wave indoor radio channel. In addition, a deterministic 

channel model is developed based on Geometrical Optics. A discussion concerning 

the applicability, limitations and accuracy of such a model is included. Results of 

simulations ba.~ed on the deterministic model developed are presented. These results 

give an indication of the influence of the environment and antenna radiation patterns 

on the channel characteristics. 

Using the measurement results, the maximum feasible bit rate is evaluated for 

millimetre-wave indoor radio transmission assuming QPSK modulation. In addition, 

the improvement by channel equalization is examined. The evaluation includes the 

influence of noise, number of equalizer taps, antenna diversity and antenna directivity 

pattern. 

It is shown in which way efficient, reliable and flexible information transfer can 

be achieved in broadband wireless LANs on the basis of the Asynchronous Transfer 

Mode. In this context a contention-free multi-access protocol is proposed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Today's telecommunication networks are passing through a rapid evolution as a result ()f 

the ever continuing advances in enabling technologies and the new demands on telecom
munication services. In addition to the development of fibre·based networks, this 
evolution is characterized by two major trends; service integration and radio networking. 

An important result of service integration is the advent of the Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN). The main feature of the ISDN concept is the support of a wide range of 
voice and non·voice applications in the same network_ A connection to the ISDN allows 
the user to have at his disposal different services such as voice, data or picture communi
cation services from the same access point. All types of signals arc transmitted in digital 
form from terminal to terminal across the network. To provide new attractive services 
like digital TV, digital HDTV, high qua.lity videophone, high speed data transfer and 
video on demand, a further step to a broadb,md network (B-ISDN) is necessary and under 
discussion. 

The developments in radio networking are spurred by the neeJ for mobility and 
flexibility_ The systems that are currently under development are based on digital 
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tcchnology and can be gathered into two broad classes: cordJess systems and cellular 
networks. Cordless systems are suitable for customers with limited mobility within short 
ranges from the base stations and with limits on roaming and mobile terminal speed. 
Cellular networks meet the demand of high mobility, whereas the set of ~rvices that can 
be provided is relatively limited. 

A combination of these two trends, i.e., the provision of real broadband services to the 
mobile user seems to be a logical step. However, to date, developments in the fidd ()f 
radio-based broadband networks are still in a stage of preliminary research. One po:-;sible 
reason might be a lack of interplay between the two entirely different disciplines. A 
second reason is a technical one: In radio-based networks the spectral ~pace :\vailable for 
information transport is a scarce resource, SO that even with a carefully designed 
frequency plan the user capacity is limited. The pan-European digital cellular network 
GSM (Global System for Mobile communications), for instance, features 124 bi-direc
tional 271 kbitls TDMA data streams, thus providing an aggregate user capacity of 
34 Mbit/s per coverage cdl. This capacity must be shared among 992 ~imultaneous users. 
In contrast, the information transport capacity of fibre-based networks is an abundant 
resource so that the 8-ISDN basic user interface could be smndardized on 155 MbiUs. 
Thus, abollt five times the tot'll transmission capacity of a (ISM coverage cdl would be 
necessary to serve only One B-JSDN subscriber! 

1.2 Use of millimetre-wave frequcllc.y bands 

1.2.1 Availability of required bandwidth 

From the above, it occurs that the conventional frequency bands for mobile communica
tions, lying around 900 MHz and 1800 MHz, are not suitable for moblle broadband 
applications since broadband ~ystems with an aggregate network capacity of hundreds of 
Mbitls will require on the order of hundreds of MHz spcctn~1 space. Uncongested 
bandwidths of this order are only available at radio frequencies above about 25 GHz. 

1.2.2 Safety aspects 

For many European countries, the general public exposure limits to radiofrequency 
electromagnetic fields are laid down in the Recommendations of the International Non
Ioni:i;ing Radiation Committee, a wNking group of the International Radiation Protection 
Association (IRPA/INIRC) [I]. The maximum power density for continuous exposure for 
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the general public is 1 mW/cm2 for millimetre (mm) waves!. Assumed that this limit is 
set at 6 cm of an antenna with 9 dBi (dB referred to isotropic) directivity of its radiation 
pattem, the transmitted power is limited to about 50 mW at the remote stations. 

1.2.3 Frequency reuse aspects 

Limiting transmitter power levels to $Orne tens of mW is not only a safety requirement, 
but it is also a measure to limit the coverage range in order to improve the frequency 
reuse capabilities, with the final goal again to gain network capacity. With respect to 
indoor applications, high traffic density can be achieved by using frequency bands above 
approximately 40 GHz due to the possibility of frequency reuse between neighbouring 
rooms because of the severe attenuation of electromagnetic waves at these frequencies by 
most inner walls. With respect to frequency reuse in outdoor cells, the band around 
60 GHz is especially advantageous because of the specific attenuation characteristic due to 
atmospheric oxygen of about 15 dB/km. The 60 GHz band is also of special interest for 
indoor systems since radio energy in the mm-wave range might still go through windows 
with the potential to interfere with neighbouring outdoor cells and other indoor systems 
operating in neighbouring buildings. It has been shown that a considerable performance 
enhancement is obtained by using the 60 GHz oxygen absorbtion band [2]. 

1.2.4 Technology aspects 

The safety limit of 50 mW transmitted power is about the power level that is feasible with 
state-of-the~art technology [3]. A preliminary feasibility study reported in [4] shows that 
this 50 mW might be sufficient for reliable broadband communication in a typical office 

environment. This may be realizable by taking advantage of advances in Very High Speed 
Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) technology and analog Micro-wave and Millimetre-wave 
Monolithic ICs (M3ICS), which will supply the signals to the VHSIC-chips at a rate that is 
compatible with the high processing speeds. The maturity of these technologies has 
already been demonstrated, although the initial costs of prodUCing such systems can be 
quite high. However, with large-volume manufacturing of individual circuit functions, the 
costs can be competitive when compared with installing new copper or fibre networks [5]

[8]. 

1 For comparison: the exposure limits tor 900 MHz and 1800 MHz are 0.45 mW/cm2 and 
0.9 mW/cm2

, respectively. 
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At first sight, low-power transmission at mm"wave frequencies enables improved por
tability of hand-held equipment since power transmission at a low level implie~ light and 
small-sized batteries whereas the usc of mm waves enables the use of small radio
frequency components and antennas with dimensions in the order of only a few centi
metres. However, it is important to realize that radio receivers for high hit rate signals 
have to perform complex signal processing in order to combat radio channel imperfections 
and in order to meet the performance requirements for B-ISDN services. These require
ments are much mare stringent than requirements for "ordinary" low speed data and 
coded speech as supported by the present radio networks. Although the intensive signal 
processing may be performed by sophisticated VHStC technology we might expect that 
the complexity required will contribute significantly to the size and weight of initial 
broadband radio equipment. To get around these difficultjes, the scope of our work is 
limited to systems in which the remote st.ations are portable but not mobile. This means 
that they are fixed during operation. Commonly used terms for such a system are radio 

Local Area Network (radio LAN, RLAN), cabldess (or cordless) LAN (CLAN) or wireless 

LAN (lVLAN). We will use the term broadband wireless LAN throughout this thesis for a 
system that supports services with rates in excess of 10 Mbit/s for a single u~er. 

1.2.5 Applications 

Now let us consider the application field of broadband wireless systems. Many applica
tions are envisaged in numerous publications [9]-[15]. 

In general, wireless networks greatly ea~e the w()fk required to install a system. 
Wireless networks ean be installed rapidly, often by userS themselves wh~:reas inst.allation 
and rewiring of cable-ba::;ed networks typically consume one to five Ilwnths from initial 
planning to actual installation [9]. The latter is due to the time consuming pmcess that 
entails providing precise specificati~m~, selecting a reliable contractor, negotiating with 
building owners, managing the project and waiting for a convenient time -usually at night 
or in the weekend- during which to install the cabling. Annually, approximately 30 per 
cent of local networks must be relocated or rearranged in that way. Sometimes, wireless 
applications are even unavoidable, for instance in case local regulations prohibit cabling 
in historic buildings Or in those buildings that have significant amounts of asbestos in the 
walls and ceilings, or between sealed areas in nuclear power plants. In addition, wireless 
technology is an ideal way to address temporary network needs or highly.flexible connec· 
tivity. 

More specific applications for broadband wireless systems can easily be. imagined. 
Many probable uses can be found in environments such as ship-yards, air basc:s, in- and 
outdoor factory sites, railway stations, sp~)rt arena's, hospitals, magazines, vehicle 
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guidanceltraffic control and in security and surveillance with video Cameras linked to 
control centres by mm-wave radio links. Further applications can be found in the military 
field where fast and efficient operations in the open field must be coordinated, demanding 
reliable high capacity and flexible means of communication. In the medical field, video 
communication between ambulances and medical specialists in the hospital might 
contribute to efficient emergency handling. Another application is a network of wireless 
cameras, within studios but also outdoors, for flexible (HD)TV recording. Such networks 
are also useful for flexible life reporting; in distant areas only the base station needs to 
have a satellite connection with a dish antenna critically pointed towards the satellite, 
whereas the wireless cameras are equipped with omnidirectional antennas thus allowing 
much more flexible handling. With respect to the domestic market the M 3VDS (Millime
tre-wave Multichannel Multipoint Video Distribution Service) concept will become viable 
[10]. In this concept, TV signals from satellite, UHF etc. are gathered at a head"end 
before being retransmitted from some suitable high point/building. The multichannel 
signal is then received by a small, unobtrusive, receiverldownconverter mounted on each 
viewer's home. 

Interesting market opportunities can also be envisaged in the introductory phase of 
B-ISDN; in the beginning of the B-ISDN era, not every company will have installed a 
fibre-based network for which 8-ISDN is actually meant and many company managers 
will be reluctant to make the expensive switch to a fibre-based B·ISDN. For such 
companies it would be a good thing to have a trial with a leased, easy-to-install broadband 
network on a limited scale and with interworklng facilities with their "good-old" twisted 
pair ethernet, for instance, in order to discover the relative merits and unique features 
offered by B-ISDN at their own premises. Wireless broadband networks can also be used 
at the edges of the backbone B-ISDN where "fibre-t()-the-home" is not yet realized. 

It is important to note, that a large user capacity does not only provide the 
opportunity to run bandwidth-hungry services such as videophone, but it can also be used 
to achieve highly reliable and secure communication (by additional channel coding). It can 
also be used to achieve immediate access (by creating congestion-free networks). Reliabil
ity and security are of prime concern for instance for the exchange of financial data as 
with Electronic Funds Transfer at Point of Sale (EFTPOS) providing direct debit of bank 
accounts at purchase or direct credit transfer if agreed by one's bank via mm-wave radio 
links between bank and supermarkets and stores. For such applications, point-to-point or 
point-to-multipoint mm~wave radio can be very cost effective when compared with leased 
circuits, especially when the rental charge for a leased circuit is considered over a period 
of several years [11]. 

In addition to reliability and security, delay-free access is a key feature with 
respect to data transfers on a stock exchange where crucial decisions must be taken within 
parts of seconds. The network for such applications should not become congested under 
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peak-traffic conditions as encountered al lhc time of an exchange crash ror instance_ They 
also may not be vulnerable tu deliberate interference_ 

With respect to small remote ~tations like laptops, a signi ficant amount of disk 
space can be saved by transferring software from a LAN each time it is actually needed 
and only keeping it in disk space for a limited time. Physically connccting or disconnect
ing a laptop to a LAN, however, can be inconvenient. A solution of this problem might 
be a reliable high-speed flexible wireless interface. 

For the more distant future, it can be foreseen that cells with high traffic density 
will be created in both indoor and outdoor areas, which might ult; mately lead to an 
infrastructure on a world scale supporting mass use of portable video phone in both the 
business and the public area. 

1.3 Use of infra-red 

So far, we have discussed the use of mm-wave frequency bands for broadband applica
tions. As an altemative for millimetre waves, the uSC of the infr:Hed spectrum can be 
considered. Infra-red has an abundance of bandwidth, and infra-red components are small 
and inexpensive. As with millimetre waves, infra-red pCTlc(ratt:s glass, but not walls, 
allowing neighbouring cells to co·exist without interference. However, an essential 
drawback, when compared with the use of the mm-wave bands, is the relatively high 
level of transmit power (i.e., in the order of watts) required for acceptable performance. 
This is because the levels of noise and interference due to common ambient light sources 
are relatively high. On the other hand, stringent power limitations on infra-ret! transmit
ters are imposed by safety considerations. These safety considerations are dictated by eye 
safety. The human eye f(lcuscS the energy density of light incident on the retina by factors 
of 100,000 or more. Therefore, the Maximum Possible Exposure (MPE) levels are quite 
small. The cornea, the ouler layer uf the eye, filters out all wavelength except those in 
the visible and near infra-red range.. The eye thus forms a window for infra-red light 
whereas reflections which normally appear as a response to t1uctuating levels of visual 
light are absent. In the medical professional world it is commonly agreed that continuous 
exposure to extraordinary high levels may damage the eye leading to cat.aract-like 
disorders. Various government.:1,I, nongovernmental and standards organizations worldwide 
have therefore specified MPE levels fur infra-red [16]-[18]. They are ne.1r1y in consensus. 
The power limits on infra-red transmitters irnp()sed by So1,fety considerations eliminate the 
possibility to use infra-red for reliable broadband communiC<ltions in cells with radii in 
excess of about a few metres [19].. Therefore, the use of infra-red C<lll be rule.d out for 
our applications_ In what follows, we shall therefore consider the use of the mmnwave 
bands only. 
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1.4 Research activities in Europe 

In Europe, research activities in the field of mm-wave radio communication have been 

carried out in the European Community research programs COST (European C()Qperation 

in the field of Scientific and Technical research) within Working Group 3 of the COST 

231 project, DRlVE (Dedicated Road Infrastructure for Vehicle safety in Europe) and 
RACE (Research into Advanced Communications Europe) within project 2067 (Mobile 

Broadband Systems). In ACTS (Advanced Communications Technologies and Services), 

the follow up of RACE, emphasis is put on demonstration of broadband wireless LAN 

system concepts and field trials. Harmonisation of the mm-wave spectrum is carried out 

by the ERe (European Radiocomrnunication Committee) whereas the harmonization of 

mm-wave radio equipment specifications are being formulated by ETSI (European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute) within committee TM4 (Transmission-radio). 

ETSI is open to manufacturers, user groups, administrations and research bodies. 

1.5 Framework of research activities at EUT 

Since 1990 the ~search programme of the Telecommunications Division of EUT (Eind

hoven University of Technology) includes a project in which various mm-wave radio 

items are studied. With this project EUT actively participates in Working Group 3 of 

COST 231 in which the use of mm-wave frequency bands is investigated. This investiga

tion is directed towards the generation of propagation models for small coverage cells 

with cross section dimensions of a few hundreds metres at maximum, and towards the 

development of high capacity transmission methods. Besides the Netherlands, universities 

and PIT's from Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Portugal 

and United Kingdom are actively involved in this field. There is also cooperation and 

exchange of results with national institutes, i_e., Dutch PIT, DUT (Delft University of 

Technology), TNO (Applied Physical Research) and Philips Research. 

1.6 Scope of thesis and survey of contents 

This thesis reflects the output of the research activities in the field of indoor mm-wave 

radio channel modelling and networking camM out at EUT by the author during the 

period 1990 - 1995. Numerous graduate students have worked in this area resulting in 

substantial contributions to the final output [20]-[31]. This thesis is intended as a contribu~ 

tion to the development of wireless LANs for broadband communications. It is not 

intended to advocate the use of specific transmission techniques, but the results may assist 
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in weighing design options as antenna use, channel equalizer complexity, application of 
external diversity and choice of transfer mode. 

It was decided to restrict the research topics to indoor applications in order to limit 
the scope of the project to reasonable proportions. However, it should be noted that the 
output of the project may also be useful to outdoor applications. 

The research plan carried out included channel, lransmi.rsion and network aspects which 
can be summarized as follows: 

Design of an equipment setup for the measurement of broBdband propagation 
characteristics of mm-wave indoor radio channds. 

Design of antennas for application in the measurement setup and evaluation of the 
characteristics of manufactured prototypes afterwards. 
Application of the meaSurement setup to measure the mill-wave channel charac
teristics of a sufficient number of indoor radio channd~ to allow statistically 
significant conclusions. 
Development of software t(x)ls for the simulation of broadband propagation 
characteristics of mrn-wave indoor radio channels. 
Application of these software tools to assess the influence of environment (con
figuration, wall reflectivity t antenna r;ldiation patterns, et.c.) on the characteristics 
of the rnlTI"wave indvor radio channel. 

Development of mathematical tools and models that enable the calculation of the 
obtainable performance of mm-wave indoor radio transmission. 

Application of these tools and models to analyze the sensitivity of transmiss.ion 
perf()rmance to transmitted signal, channel and receiver parameters. 

Determination of an information transfer method tailored to handle broadband 
informati()Il traffic in a wireless LAN. This topic includes items as transfer mode, 
duplex method, error control and multi-access control. 

These topics are covered by the various chapters as follows: 

Chapter 2: Digital transmission oyer millimetre-wave indoor radio channeL'i 

The first part of Chapter 2 treats the propagation characteristics expected to occur in a 
typical reflective indoor environment. Next, digital transmission over mill-wave channels 
is discussed, including some perfi)rmance improvement methods and the suitability of 
some figures·of-merit that are commonly used to quantify transrnbsion performance. 
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Furth/;:rmore, the parameters and terms which are used throughout this thesis are defined. 

Chapter 3: Wideband measurements of millimetre-wave indoor radio channels 

Chapter 3 describes the wideband mm-wave channel measurements carried out in eight 
different indoor areas in various buildings at the EUT. In the first part, the measurement 
method is discussed, including equipment setup, calibration procedure and equipment 
settings for acceptable time-domain resolution and dynamic range. In addition, the design 
of the antennas to be applied in the measurement setup is treated and the measured 
characteristics of manufactured prototypes are evaluated. Finally, the measurement results 
are presented in terms of the channel parameters defined in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 4: Statistical modelling of millimetre-wave indoor radio channels 

In Chapter 4, a statistical model of the mm-wave indoor radio channel is developed on the 
basis of measurement results as well as physical reasoning. 

Chapter 5: Deterministic modelling of millimetre-wave indoor radio channels 

Chapter 5 treats the deterministic modelling of rom-wave indoor radio channels. The first 
part of Chapter 5 contains a discussion and description of the principles on which the 
model!jng is based. Results are given indicating the influence of the environment and 
antenna radiation pattems on the channel characteristics. 

Chapter 6: Performance of millimetre-wave indoor radio transmission 

Chapter 6 contains a performance evaluation of mm~wave indoor radio transmission. The 
performance is evaluated for transmiss.ion with/without antenna diversity and with/without 
the application of a Decision Feedback Equalizer (DPE) with a finite number of taps. In 
addition, implementation issues (clock and canier recovery, traCking, convergence 
properties) of the most promising adaption algorithms for DFE's are discussed. 

Chapter 7: Application of the Asynchronous Transfer Mode in indoor wireless LANs 

In the first part of Chapter 7, the physical configuration of the network is discussed and 
functions are identified and positioned in a suitable protocol reference model. In addition 
the transfer mode applied in B-ISDN is outlined and its suitability for wireless tANs is 
discussed. In the second part, the duplex method to be applied is determined and the 
application of error control is discussed. Finally, a contention-free mul ti"access protocol 
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is proposed for reliable and flexible information transfer in broadband wireless LANs. 

Chapter 8; Summary and conclusion. .. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, the main results of this dissert.1.tion are summarlzed and conclu:-;ions 

are drawn. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DIGITAL TRANSMISSION OVER 
MILLIMETRE-WAVE INDOOR RADIO CHANNELS 

2.1 Introduction 

15 

This chapter treats the basic elements of electromagnetic propagation that are 
relevant to the problem of narrowband and wideband transmission over mm-wave 
indoor radio channels. This treatment shows to what extent propagation effects in an 
indoor environment might influence the performance of high-capacity indoor wireless 
systems and it demonstrates the effectiveness of performance-improving measures for 
such systems. Furthermore, the parameters and tenns that are used throughout this 
thesis are defined. 

The treatment is based On the assumption that rnm~wave propagation takes place 
between a transmission point and a reception point over a number of separate ray 
paths, simultaneously, where a ray path is a path along which electromagnetic energy 
propagates. This phenomenon is commonly denoted as mUltipath propagation [1]. A 
channel that is determined by multipath propagation is generally denoted as multi path 

channel. We further assume that for the environments and frequency bands under 
consideration the ray-optical approach is valid and that there is a limited number of 
individual rays. This implies that, when a pulse is transmitted, the received signal 
appears as a train of identically shaped pulses. 
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The assumption that a mm-wave indoor radio channel i~ e~~entially a ITlultipath 
channel and that the channel response on a pulse consists of a train of a finite 
number of replicas is confirmed by measurement results (see Section 3.5) as well as 
considerations concerning the influence of typical indoor environment configurations 
on nun-wave propagation. (see Section 5.2). 

The organization of this chaptet is as follows: first, in Section 2.2, the representation 
of a linear time-variant band-limited channel and its response to a handpass ~ignal is 
treated in both time- and frequency domain. In Section 2.3, the underlying 
mechanisms of the multi path effects are clarified and the significance of time
variability for the mm-wave indoor radio channel is evaluated. Section 2.4 contains a 
treatment of narrowband transmission over mUltipath channels. Section 2.5 gives a 
review of diversity techniques and show~ the improvement of communic.:ation perfor
mance that Can be obtaineJ by using ~uch techniyues. Section 2.6 evaluates the 
structure of the optimum receiver for processing a wideband signal. Furthermore, the 
favourable effect of the inherent diversity associated with this technique is 
demonstrated. Conclusions are summarized in Section 2.7. 

2..2 Representation of linear time-variant multipath channels 

2.2.1 Relationship between time domain and frequency domain channel description 

The channel considered is actually a bandpass filter centred around frequency /". This 
central frequency will be taken equal to the carrier frequency throughout this thesis. 
The channel can be characterized in the time domain hy its real impulse response 
V(T;t) at time t due to an impulse applied at time t-1" or hy its transfer function V(j;t), 

i.e.~ the Fourier transform of V(T;t) with respect to 1'. 'l'he fact that v(1';t) is real 
implies that 

V· (-{;/) = V(f;t) (2.1 ) 

If we define H(J-f.;t) as 

H(f-/J) = { 
V(f;t) />0 

o 1<0 ' 
(2.2) 

then 

V(f;t) " H(f-fc ;t)+H· (-j-fc;!) (2.3) 
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Inverse Fourier Transformation of (2.3) yields 

v(r;t) = h(r;t)dN"+h • (1l)e-fi-if,r = 2Re{h(T;t)ePwf>} , (2.4) 

in which h(T;!) denotes the Inverse Fourier Transform of Her;/) and is called the 
complex equivalent lowpass impulse response. This definition will be u~ed throughout 

this thesis. 

2.2.2 Time domain representation 

2.2.2.1 Charllcterization of impulse responses !IS a deterministic process 

Assume that we tran.~mit a short modulated pulse S(1) over a multipath channel. This 

pulse can be formulated as 

(2.5) 

in which u(r) represents the comple.): equivalent !OWpa.IS transmitted pulse which can in 

turn be written as 

u(r) = b(r)ej~(r) , (2.6) 

in case beT), the real envelope of SeT), varies slowly relative to the rapid variations 

exhibited by the carrier. 

AS already stated, the received signal is assumed to appear as a train of identically 

shaped pulses. According to this assumption, the complex equivalent lowpass received 

signal r(r;t) can be formulated as 

(2.7) 

where fla(t), 0.(/) and T.(t) are the amplitude, phase and excess delay for the nth 

received pulse, respectively. Note, that T represents excess delay whereas the t 

dependence represents the changes with time of the very structure of the impulse 
response. From (2.7) it is evident that the complex equivalent lowpass impulse 

response h(T,t) isl 

I It is implicitely assumed that the response 0(" each indivi(hlal fay is non-dispersive. 
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(2.8) 

with 6(') denoting the Dirac Delta function. This is proved hy convolving h(7';t) and 
b(7) yielding r(T;t). From propagation point of view, each pulse may be considered to 
be the result of a ray following a certain path from the transmit antenna through the 
environment to the receive antenna. Furthermore, each ray is weighed by the antenna 

gain functions2
• This meanS that {tI .. } , {On} and {Tn} are completely determined at 

time t by the (in general changing) environment and the position of the transceivers 
within that environment and by the antenna gain functions of the antennas applied. 
Relating r(T;t) and h(T;t) to the environment configuration and the anlCnna gain 
functions in such a deterministic way leads to a deterministic model of r(T;t) and 
h( T;1), respectively. 

2.2.2.2. Characterization of impulse responses as a statistical process 

In addition to deterministic modelling, the processes r(T;t) and h(r;l) can also be 
considered as stochastic processes with limited rcferen,e to the causal relationship 
between the environment characteristics and these response5, In the following, we 
formulate a number of correlation functions that can be used to dc):;cribc the mul
tipath channel statistically. 

In general, the autocorrelation function of h( 1';t) for the exce~s delay time instants T} 

and T1, and the time instants tJ and 12 can be defineJl as 

(2.9) 

where E{'} denotes mathematical expectation. 

2 The fact that a channel is characterize<.! in term~ of impulse rcspons.; (or traljsfer 
function) implies that it is considered as a two port. In order to define a radio t:hannd as a two 
port in an unambigious way, however, the antennas should be consiJ~reJ as being part of the 
channel. Hence; their antmna gain functions (which in,;Iude radiation patterns and antenna lo~~es) 
influence the channel characteristics. 

3 In the definition of the autocorrelation function of a (;omplex valued stocha.~tic pfOces~ it is 
common practice to incorporate a normalization fact.or of If... This is an arbitrary but mathemati
cally convenient normalization factor in advanced treatments of slich processes. as demonstrated in 
[3]. However, this factor is useless for our purposes so that we will omit it in OUT ddinitiU!l. 
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In order to achieve a convenient statistical description certain assumptions have to be 
made on forehand. A realistic assumption, which considerably facilitates the statistical 
description of the process h(1';t), is the assumption that h(r;t) is a wide-sense-stationary 

process with respect to the t variable. This means that 1) the mathematical expec

tation with respect to t is a constant and 2) the autocorrelation function docs not 

depend on the actual values of the time instants t, and t2 but only on the difference t,

t~=~. In that case) the autocorrelation of h(r;t) can be written as 

(2_10) 

The process h(T;t) is not stationary with respect to the 'f variable and thus nonergodic_ 

Because subsequent pulses in the received impulse response are the result of different 

rays following different paths we assume that the ray amplitude and phase of the ray 

associated with path delay rl is uncorrelated with the ray amplitude and phase 

associated with path delay 1'2- This property is usually c'llied un correlated scatterin.g 
(US). Incorporating the US-assumption into (2.10) yields 

(2.ll) 

For At"'O, the resulting autocorrelation i>h(T)i<'l>h(T;O) with 1"-1'/ is 

4>~(T) .. J E{h ·(r;t)h(1'~;t)}dr2 = E{lh(r;tWl . 
-00 

(2.12) 

This function is commonly called the delay power spectntm of the channeL An 
equivalent function ~r(l') '" E{ Ir(1';t) 12} can be defined as the delay power spectrum of 
the received signal. 

2.2.2.3. Characterllation of individual sample functions 

An individual sample function in an ensemble generated by the process r( 1';t) for any 

given but fixed value of t can be described by 

Irk)12 ;r L,s:.nb2(r-1'~)+2E E (:Jt.ni3t.lfib(T-Tk.")b(T"1'k.m)Cos«(Jk,n-(J~,,.) ) (2.13) 
.. n m:::'1E 

where index k indicates the specific unique sample function riT) under consideration_ 

Ir.tH 12 is conunonJy denoted as the power delay profile (PDP) of the kth individual 

sample function of the process r(1;t). The PDP is a convenient description since it can 

be determined relatively simply by power measurements without the need to deter

mine the individual ray phases_ It is, however) not a complete description of rt(r) since 
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information concerning the ray phases is missing. IIowever, this information is riot 
necessary to describe the most important overall characteristics of the channel as we 

shall see in the following. 

In case there is no overlap among pulses, (2.13) reduces to 

Ir/r)1 2 
= Lf3:.nb2(T-T~) . 

• 
(2.14) 

In case there is overlap among pulses, a similar simplification as (2."J4) can he 

obtained hy con~idering the {Ot.'> as statistically independe nt randolll variahles, 
uniformly distributed over [O,21l']. III thi~ ca~e, the mathematical expectation of (2.13) 

with respect to the O's yields 

(2.15) 

which is icJentic,tl to (2.14) but allows for overlap. 

Two simple parameters can be derived from a power delay profile that are useful in 
describing the overall characteristic~ of the received signal. A useful parameter in 
estimating the signal to noise ratio of communication systems is the nomw/ized 

received power which is defined a~ the ratio of the total received power Fr,. and the 

transmitted power P,. This ratio "an be written as 

J _: Ir~(T) IZ{iT 

J_:lb(T)I~dT 

Substituting (2.14) into (2.lti) simply yicld~ 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

The other parameter is the rms dday spread which is a measure of th(; chLlIlne1 lime 

dispersion (i.e., the temporal extent) of the power delay profile which relates to 
performance degradation caused by intersymbol interference (ISI). In accordance with 

commOn practice, we will define rills delay spread of the klh channel as 

(2.IS) 

where 
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"? __ L:1" i lrk)I'dr 

r:1rk)I'd-r 
, i=l,2. 
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(2.19) 

Note, that Pr_~/P, as well a.~ fJ"",.~ are independent of the choice of the time origin. 
Hence; the time origin does not need to be specified. 

An alternatively used, but considerably more loose, measure of the channel dispersion 

is the range over which the power delay profile is essentially nonzero. This measure is 
called the multipath spread and is denoted by T,.. 

2.2.3 Frequency domain representation 

In Section 2.2.2, we formulated an autocorrelation function for multipath channel 

representation in the time domain. Under the assumption that H(j;t) is a wide-sense
stationary process with respect to the t variable, a completely analogous charac
terization is possible in the frequency domain by defining the autocorrelation 

(2.20) 

The relationship between <'PufJd·.,ilt) and 4>ir,LV) is established by 

.. .. 
4>Hifl!';~) '" E{ J h ·(11;t)(/2~f,·'d71 J h(T2;t+~)e-J2..t,ild1) 

-00 -~ .. .., 
'" J J E{h • (1'I;t)h(72;t+,;lJ)}eJ2.-v;·,-r,<)ldr prz 

-(D-QIl! 

'" .. J J oI>kl;AT)5(r/-1
j
)efl.-v;·,-t,<,ld1' ;172 

-ato-U:o 

(2.21) 

f 4>h(r;At)eJ2'-V;-J,I<d1' 
-00 

= J ~ k;At)e -j2w4jfd1' == ~ 1/(t1j;!J..i) , 
-00 

where Il/-fdz' Hence; 'f>/I(tif;/U) is the Fourier transform of <l>i7,LV). Furthermore, 
the US ;l,.<;sumption implies that the autocorrelation function of H(f;/) in frequency is a 

function of the frequency difference Ilj and does not depend on the actual values of II 
and 12. The fact that we a.~sume strictly US, which is expressed by the Dirac delta 
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function in (2.11), implies that this holds for the entire frequency range. 

For Llt= 0, the resulting autocorrelation function i'J., liiifJ t:.<P J tJ.f; 0) is the 

Fourier transform of 4'h(r). This autocorrelation function is called the .\'paced-Jrequen

c.y correlation fu.nction of the channel. Its shape expresses the frequency c()ll{~refl(:e of 

the channel, i.e., the extent to which two different sinusoids with frequency separation 

AI are affected differently by the channel. 

The maximum frequency difference for which two sinusoids are still strongly 

correlated is called the coherence bandwidth and clenoted as (tlj)". According to the 

definition given by Jakes [2] it corresponds to the frequency :sepanltion when 

if!J!..t!.f)-OS In case 4>h(T)~e··I., which is in many cases a good approximation [2J, then 

it can be readily shown that 

(2.22) 

where (1"", denotes the rms delay spread of the delay power spectrum E{lh(-r)l2}. 

When a wideband signal is transmitted through the channel, i.e. if W~ (Ill)., where W 
is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, the channel is said to be !requemy-se!ective. 

In this case, the signal is severely distorted by the channel. On the other hand, if a 

ntllTowband signal is transmitted through the channel, i.e. if W ~ (llf),., the channel is 

said to he frequen(y-not/selective since all of the frequency components in the 

transmitted signal undergo the same attenuation am.! phase shift 13]. This means that 

for narrowband transmission Hif;t) ~H(O;t). Thus, if u(t), a narrowhand equivalent 

lowpass signal, is transmitted over the channel, then the received signal is 

r(t) = H(O;t) f U(j)e2'41Jf = fI(O;t)u(t) , 
-00 

(2.23) 

where U(f) represents the fourier transform of u(t). Hence; in the narrowhand c.e:;e, 

the received signal is simply the transmitted signal multiplied by the complex-valued 

process H(O;t), which represents the time-variant characteristics of the channel. Note, 

that, in case of narrowhand transmission, the individual lTIultipat.h components in the 

received signal are not resolvahle. According to the Central Limit Theorem, the sum 

of many mutually-uncorrclatcd variables is Ga.ussian distributeu. The US·'lssumption, 

made in Section 2.2, therefore implies that I1(O;t) is a complex-valued Gaussian 

random process. 
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2.3 Time dependence of millimetre-wave indoor radio channels 

2.3.1 Fading 

Movements of the objects and transceivers in the environment cause time variations 

in the channels impulse response and therefore in the received signaL This 

phenomenon is called fading [41. If the narrowband condition W « (tlf)c holds, then all 
frequency components fade "together" and H(f;t) has a varying amplitude which 

applies to the whole frequency range (within the transmission bandwidth), i.e., 

Hif;t) ~ H(O;t) = CI!(t) for I NI ~ w , (2.24) 

where CI!(t) is called the channel gain being a complex variable in its time variations 

[3]. This bas been termed non ~·elective fading or fiat fading [11. In that case, we may 

write for the received signal 

r(t) = a(t)u(t) . (2.25) 

A channel providing 1(t) according to (2.25) is therefore called a multiplicative fading 
channel. If W is not small when compared with (llh, then the channel is called a 

frequency-selective fading channel. 

Now let us consider the consequences of a movement on the characteristics of a mm

wave indoor radio channel. For this, it is convenient to distinguish between the 
consequences of the movement itself and the consequences of the final effect of the 

movement, i.e., the displacement. 

2.3.2 Effects of movement 

In order to relate Doppler effects to the time variations in the channel due to the 
movements itself we consider the Fourier transform of T;/..l::'f;tlt) with respect to the 
variable.1.t to the frequency (\1) domain denoted as SJ/.l1f;tJ). That is 

(2.26) 

With tif set to zero the function SH(V) aSJO;I') is called the Doppler power spectrum of 

the channel. An equivalent function can be defined for the received signaL 

In the case under consideration, the spectrum broadening due to Doppler 

effects is caused by scattering from randomly moving objects in the environment 
whereas the transceivers themselves are not moving. Therefore, we may expect S~I!) 
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to be bell-shaped like the Gauss Curve. For this case, we can define a measure for the 
spectrum broadening due to Doppler effects, the Doppler spread Rd , as the frc4ucncy 
shift that corresponds to SJ/{v) =O.5S I AO). Furthermore, we define thc colj(n~ncr. time 
(&) .. as the maximum time difreren<;e for which two impulse responses are still 
strongly correlated and let (t11),. c()rre::;pond to the time separation for which 
4>,,(~)/1>I/(O)-O.5. If we assume that SJ/(v) has the shape of a (Jauss curve, then it 
occurs from (226) that 

(~) '" ~ . 
I' Bd 

(2.27) 

A rough estimation of the coherencc time to be expected in a typical indO(lr environ
ment for a carrier frequency Ie ---60 GHz can be obtaincd as follows: a ray rdlecting 
from a moving ohject having a speed of S m/s may expericnce a Doppler shift of 
2/(v!(.·""2 kHz (with c the velocity of electromagnetic waves in vacuum). lIenee; the 
presence of many ohjccts moving at various speeds up to 5 Ill!S may re~lllt in a 
Doppler spread of about 4 kHz and, equivakntly, a coherence timc of ahout 1 ms. 
The fading experienced i~ termed slow jailing with respect to a transmitted data 
stream in case its symbol time 1: is sufficiently short so that fading variations cause 
negligible loss of coherence within each waveform as received, i.c. T, <S.«(~)".4 The 
""':"-symbol has a loose meaning; it might mean 1~ <. lO·!(dt)" or T, < IO·~(.::V),.. Refer
ring to the latter (most stringent) interpretation it implies that for (ill),,= I Il1S a data 
signal transmitted at a symbol rate of 100 ksymb!s experiences a channel tllat remains 
(essentially) constant over a single symbol period. It also implies that a data signal 
transmitted at a symhol rate of I Msyrnh!s experiences a channel th:H remains 
constant over 10 symbol periods etc. In situations where t.he transct:ivers operate at 
suhstantially higher symbol rates, as in our case, r,he channel is constant over many 
more symbols. Therefore, the mOl-Wave channel under consideration Can he regarded 
as constant Over many symbol periods for the data rates of int.erest so that thcrc is no 
significant loss of coherence over individual received symbols. This means that i r, in 
addition, there is no suhstantial frequency selective distortion of the symhol, then the 
receiving system can be designed on the basis of optimal processi ng of the rrun~miUed 
waveform with filt.ers matched to the t.ransmitted waveform or some s\litable ap· 
proximat.ion. 

4 Thi~ interpetation of the adjedive "slow" deviates from th~ official iJetlnitioll of slow fading 
given by tile International Electr()te~hlli(;al COlllmis:.>ion III whidl reads: Fading j{)I' whi(;h the 
fading rate (the rat.e at whi(;h fading OCCIll"S) is charaeterize.:f by a relatively long pt!fiou of. liJl" 
example, more than a few minutes. However, rdating the term ''slow'' to the coherence time of 
the channel amI the ~ymh()1 time of the received data signal yields a considerahly IIlm~~ meaningful 
interpretation for our plJ['pO~~~~. 
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2.3.3 Effects of displacement 

2.3.3.1 Scales of displacement 

With respect to the discussion of channel variabilities due to displacement of 
transceivers and/or objects in the environment, it is convenient to distinguish between 
small scale effects due to displacements in the order of the wavelength in free space 
~ and large scale effects due to displacements over distances that are large when 
compared with >-0- In between those two scales there is, of course, a gradual tran

sition. However, the distinction in those two extreme scales is useful in describing the 

different physical mechanisms that determine the narrowband and wideband ch'lrac

teristics of the channel. 

1.3.3.:Z Small-scale effects 

If the transceiver or one or more objects in the envinmment are displaced over a 
distance ~=~, then the ray phases {On(t)} undergo signifJcant changes and a 

significant change of the channel may be the result. We therefore expect the {O.(t)} 
to change in an unpredictable (random) manner. This implies that the impulse 
response h(r,t) and received signal r(r,t) be modelled as a random process as already 
stated. When there is a large number of rays, the central limit theorem can be 
applied. That is, h(t) and ret) can be modelled as complex-valued Gaussian random 
processes. In caSe of narTOwhand transmission, the vectors {,B.eo.} are not discernable 
at the receiver. The randomly varying phases {8n(f)} associated with the vectors 
{13 ~B.} at times result in rays adding destructively. When that occurs, the resulting 

re:eived signal r(l) is very small or virtually zen). At other times, the rays {,B/",o,} add 

constructively, so that the received signal is large. The resulting phenomenon of 
amplitude variations in the received signal is termed multipath fading, since the fading 
is caused by the time-variant multip.lth characteristics of the channel. The prohahility 
density function (pdf) of envelope A can be found by considering the transmission of 
an unmodulated carrier so that u(t) = L It follows from (223) that r(t) and H(O;t) are 

identical processes so that 

A " Ir(t) I = IH(O;f) I = ILI3/~·1 (2.28) 

Since H(O;1), and thus r(/), is modelled as a zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian 

process, the envelope A at any instant t is Rayleigh-distributed in case of narrowband 
transmission. In this case, the channel is said to be a Rayleigh fading channel. The 
Rayleigh pdf of the envelope A is 
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, O~A<oo , (2.29) 

where "S denotes the average power. 
In the case that there are abo fixed scatterers, there is a single nonfading com

ponent along with a fading process. In that case, A can no longer be modelled as 

having a 2:ero mean. The envelope A then has a Rician dist.ribution and the channel is 

said to be a Rician fading channel. The Rician pdf of the envelope A is [5] 

p(A) = A exp [_ So] exp [_~] To [AfiSo 
'Sf 'Sf 'is, 'S, 

, () :S:A < Qo , 
(2.30) 

where So denotes the average power iII the nonfading component while "Sf represents 

the average power in the fading component and 100 is the modified Bessel fundion 
of the first kind and zero order, When there is a single dominant component, the 

phase is no longer uniformly distributed, but rather more concentrated aroun(j that of 

the nonfading component. If there is no dominant component, "So hecome!; zero and 

expression (2.30) is reduced to (2_29) for the special caSe of Kayleigh fading_ 

In the case of wideband transmission, r(r;t) consisls of a number of resolvable 

components. The amplitude of such a resolvable component is Rayleigh distributed 

only if it is the result of sufficient non-resolvable ray5 in accordance with the central 

!intit theorem. 

2.3.3.3 Large-scale effects 

If the transceiver or one or more objects in the environment are displaced over a 

distance M> A(;, then a significant change of the channel may not only be the result 
of changed ray phases {O.(t)} , hut abo of changed ray amplitudes {#.(t)}_ If, for 

instance, a transceiver is moved over a relatively large distance, then rays appear and 

disappear suddenly due to occasional obstruction (shadowing) of the (lirect ray and/or 

reflected rays. When dominant rays experience occasional obstruction the channel 

statistics may not comply with the above pdfs and may not he considered as 

stationary. In an indoor environment, however, one might expect that next to a 

dominant first ray, associated with the direct line-of-sight (LOS) path, many reflected 

rays are present in case the associated antenna ntdiation patterns have only low or 

moderate directivity (us in Our cuse). In that case, shadowing effects have less 
influence on the impulse response statistics. This is confirmed by incidental LOS-
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blocking experiments during our mm-wave indoor radio measurements and by the 
observation that the removal of the LOS component from the data of a measured 
response does not lead to a significant cbange of the associated (normalized) received 
power and rms delay spread value (see Chapter 3). 

Another large-scale effect might be that with changing position of the antennas, ray 
amplitudes change gradually but significantly due to changing path lengths and 
associated path losses and eventually due to a changing antenna pointing error. It can 
be argued, however, that the large-scale variabilities can be described by channel sta
tistics that are quite similar to the small-scale statistics, if some conditions are met. 

One condition is that the indoor environment has a morphology in such a way 
that the ray distributions do not depend upon the position of the transceivers- This 
might be expected in rooms in which there are no dominant partition.. .. which could 
possibly cauSe obstruction of the direct LOS-ray and in rooms in which many rays run 
between the transmit and receive antennas_ It can be intuitively felt that such is not 
the case in a figure-U shaped room~ for instance; the amount of rays will then be 
much less when the transmitter and receiver are positioned each in another extreme, 
when compared with the situation in which the transmitter and receiver are placed in 
each others immediate vicinity_ 

A second condition is that no significant antenna mispointing occurs. When 
high·directivity antennas are applied, a small amount of mispointing might sig
nificantly influence channel characteristics such as the (normalized) received power. 
In order to prevent performance deterioration due to antenna mispointing, the 
antenna beam pointing must be manually or automatically corrected, These correc
tions thus allow displacements of remote stations without changing the channels 
characteristics significantly, 

If the conditions mentioned above are met, then the shape of the pdfs 
describing the channel characteristics are expected to be fairly independent of the 
spatial position of the antenna.~. However, the (normalized) received power might still 
exhibit a strong dependence on the separation distance between the antennas, due to 
significant path loss differences. This is the actual reason why it makes sense to 

consider statistics of (normalized) received power next to (but separately from) the 
statistics of the power delay profile details. 

With respect to mobile communications, methods for channel modelling and transmis
sion performance evaluations have received considerable attention [6]-[13]. It is 
common practice to examine mobile radio channels by using a setup in which a radio 
signal is transmitted by a fixed transceiver and received by a mobile transceiver 
having a certain speed (or vice versa). We obtain a sufficiently complete charac-
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terization of the mm-wave indoor radio channel, however, by collsiJ~ring a less 

complicated setup in which hoth transceivers are fixeJ_ Thi~ is hecaw;e the channel 

considered is essentially static so that time fluctuations are or minor iIllportance as 

indicated already. This implies that characterization of the channel dynamics (e.g., 

fade rate and fade duration) is not of primarily concern for our situation. In addition, 

the selection of a suitable coding and interleaving strategy to exploit/overcome fades 

is of less importance since in a (quasi) static environment, fades are much too long to 

be handled adequately by coding_ 

2.4 Narrowband transmission 

This section discllsses the relation between the average signal-to-noise ratio at the 

receiver and the resulting transmission performance under narrowband conditions 

(Le., W"III:(4f)c)' Two commonly used p~rforrnance measureS are considered, viz. I) 

the maximum probability of error for a given outage probability, which Can also be 

regarded as the prohahility of (hit) error threshold for that given outage probability, 

and 2) the average probability of (bit) error. The objective of this discussion is to 

enable link budget calculations for the narrowhand ca~e. As ,1 rewlt of thi~ di~cllssion, 

it will occur that a maximum probability of error of W·s required for an olltage 

probability of 1O-~ is well feasible whereas a rC4uircJ average probability of error of 

10-5 is much more difficult to achieve (without the application of diversity tcchni4ues)_ 

The results for the narrowband C<tse can be used as a reference for estimati ng the 

improvement effects of diver:sity technitlue~ as treated in Section 2.5 an(j Section 2.6. 

As a starting point we assume a symbol waveform with roughly unity time"bandwidth 

product and for which the symbol duration T, satisfies 

(2.31) 

For such key streams, we arc in the regime of the quasi static (slow fading) ~:hannel 

and negligible frequency selectivity_ In that case, (2.25) can he written [L, 

r(t) ;; Ae-itu (t) , 0'5, t '5, T, . (2.32) 

Now let us assume that the received signal is corrupted by additive while Gaussian 

noise (A WGN) and let uS consider the simplest case of hi nary keying with unity time

bandwidth product. Then, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the input of the receiving 

system is r:z::.Eb/NO' where Eh is the ratio of the energy per received bit and N" the 

(one-sided) spectral dcn~ity of the noise. The probability of error can be (;xpressed in 
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terms of 'Y by one of two forms; 

where 

a=Vi 
0:=1 

/3=lh 
/3=1 

for n()ncoherent orthogonal symbols (e.g., n(lncoherent FSK) 

for differentially detected antipodal symbols (e.g., DPSK) 
for coherent orthogonal symbols (e.g., coherent FSK) 

for ideal coherent antipodal symhols (e.g., ideal PSK, 
detected). 

29 

(2.33) 

coherently 

Both forms result in an asymptotic exponential dependence exp( -a)') or exp( -fil') at 
SNR's high enough to result in sufficiently low probability of error figures. Similar 
dependencies are found for higher-order alphabets, but we shall use the simple binary 
cases for our considerations. 

If there is no dominant ray, the amplitude A has a Rayleigh distribution as explained 

in the previous section. As a consequence, 'Y will be exponentially distributed because 

I'-A 2
. In that case, the outage probability P oot for the SNR outage threshold 'Yrlt. is 

1'_(,.I'Yl =1,(,<y.1 'Yl • 1++~ 1 d, = l-exp [ - ? I (2.34) 

where 1 denotes the average received SNR. We only consider P ",,-values of practical 

interest, i.e. P..,,< 1, so that we may take In(l-P <OII)=.p ""'. In that Case, it follows from 

(2.34) that I'1lo""'-:YP "",' Substituting this for 'Y in (2.33) yields 

P;I)(Ci.:Y I P ""') = ~exp( -oi;yp(~I) , 

pt)({3y I P _) "" ~erfC~p 01Ii • 

(2.35) 

P:l) and Pbm express the probability of bit error that corresponds to the SNR 

threshold I'M for a given 1 and P .,./. 
It would be interesting to compare the average SNR 1 for the multi path case 

(Rayleigh fading) with the SNR I' for the non-multipath case required to achieve the 
same p~l) and P?). The ratio 1h can be denoted as the multipath mwgill. It occurs 
directly from (2.33) and (2.35) that, for the noncohercnt FSK and DPSK keying 

formats. this margin can be written as 
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(2.36) 

Thus, a factor of 10 reduction in P _ requires a 10 dB increase of average SNR. A 

similar consideration can be given for Goherent FSK and PSK which yields the same 
conclusion. Note, that this is independent of Pi!), respectively p2)· 

In Fig. 2.1, Pill for binary DPSK modulation (0:""1) and p? for binary PSK modula

tion (11-1) are plotted against :y in dB for different values of outage prohahility, 

according to (2.35), together with the non-multi path curves, according to (233)_ It 

occurs from (2.33) and (2.35) that the corresponding Curves for coherent FSK and 
non.coherent f'SK can be obtained by shifting the PSK and DPSK curves, respec
tively. 3 dB upwards the abscissa. 
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Fig. 21: Maximum probability of error jor a given P"", and average probability of enw in 
case "t is exponentially distributed. The probability of error j()r comtant l' (no o 

mUllipath) is included a~' a reference-

The link budget listed in Table 2.1 is an example of a maximum data rate estimation 

for a 60 GHz indoor radio link consisting of a 50 mW transmitter and a basic DPSK 
receiver. Transmitter and receiver are located 40 metres apart. 
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Table 2.1 Example of a link budget for indoor mm-wave nanowband transmission 

Transmit power [dBm] 17 
Aggregate transmit and receive antenna gain [dBi] 13 
Transmission loss at 40 metres separation distance [dB] -100 
Received signal power C [dBm] -70 

Total available carrier to noise density ratio C/No [dB-Hz] 104 

Receiver noise figure [dB] 9 
Additional losses [dBl 2 

Required bit-energy.to-noise-density ratio Eb/NO 
for DPSl< modulation, Ph = 10-5 (see Fig. 2_1) [dB] 11 

Multipath fading margin under Rayleigh fading conditions 

for DPSK modulation, Pil
) "" 10-5 with P OHI'" 10-1 (see Fig. 2.1) [dB] 20 

Implementation margin [dB] 2 
Feasible data rate [Mbit/s] 1 

The SNR required for DPSK modulation can be obtained from Fig. 2.1. The link 
budget estimation for DPSK modulation yields a maximum feasibJe data rate of 

1 Mbit/s for an outage probability P "",'" 10-2 with a probability of error threshold 
p~1) = 1O"s under narrowband Rayleigh fading conditions. 

Up to now, we considered the maximum probability of error as a measure for the 

transmission performance under multipath conditions. AJternatively, we could take 
the average probability of error -p.~), respectively -r:, as a performance measure_ -p.:) 
and ~ can be determined by regarding the non-multipath expressions in (2.33) as 
conditional probabilities of error conditioned on 'Y. Averaging these probabilities of 

error over the exponential pdf of 'Y yields 

(2.37) 

Because the indoor radio channel is essentially static; -p.~) and -p;) should be con

sidered as the spatial expectation of error probability rather than the probability of 
error averaged over fading. 

In Fig. 2.1, P<;) and ~) are plotted against 1 in dB, according to (2.37), for 

the PSK and DPSK keying formats. Again, it occurs that the corresponding curveS for 

coherent FSK and non-coherent FSK can be obtained by shifting the PSK and DPSK 

curves 3 dB upwards the abscissa, respectively. 
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For low probability of error figures both formulas of (2.37) exhibit. an inverse 

algebraic dependence between the average probability of error :lnd the average SNR 

of the form 1/20:"? or 1/4try, respcctively, in.stead of the exponential depcm.iencc on 
average SNR found for the maximum probability of error for a certain outage 

probability according to (2.35), and error probability for the non-multipath case 

according to (2.33). If one wCre to try to operate a system with 10"5 average 

probability of error then, correspondingly, roughly 47 (iB average SNR would he 

required. For this, measures must be implemented to gain an additional 16 dB when 

compared with the link budget given in Table 2.1, which might be an unacceptably 

stringent requirement. The reason for this is the nonzero probability of occurrCnCC of 

signal values for which the SNR is so small that the probability of error approaches 

0.5. Although this probability is small it forms a dominating contribution to the 

overall average. For these lowest levels the Rayleigh law is invcrsely dependent on 

the mean SNR, which is the inherent reaSOn for the inverse dependence of average 

error probability on the average SNR The Pt) and p~n curves accordiIlg 10 (2.35) do 

not show such inverse relat.ion because these figurcs arc not condi1 ion~~d on )' and 

thus not on the occurrence of 'Y for 'Y::;; 'Y/h' Instead, this occurrence is c,Hered for hy 

an extra parameter, Le., P ""'_ 

The "outage"-curves (P~!) and Pf) versus :y for a fixed v,due of P'~I) and "average"

curves (P~) and p~) -versuS :y) in Fig. 2.1 show that the rcquircmcnt that PI> is m;LX

imally a certain threshold Pln;Q for a practical outage value (i.e., about 10 ~ to IO J
) is 

much less stringent when compared with an average probability of error requirement 

P b =Q in the range Q<. IO-s. Nevertheless, the "outage"-curvcs in Fig 2."1 yd show a 

large multi path margin up to 30 dB required for P''''i;;;: 1O-~" An additional cmnplication 

is the fact that, even if a sufficient amount of power could be transmitted to over· 

come the required multipath margin, irreducible errors remain due to phase distor

tions at the lowe.st SNR levels [2]. Examinations in a seri{~s of papers [14]-[Ih] show 

that the probability of error involves additional distortion-related factors, such that 

the probability of error becomes indepelldcnt of SNR at very high SNR vLllues" This 

is the so called emir-rate bottoming effecL The error rate at which error-rate bot

toming Occurs depends strongly On factors involving the channel dispersLoll ill time 

and the channel dispersion in frequency and may fall within the range W-~- w-<I 1141-
Another famlliar source is the distortion caused by properties of the non-ideal 

equipment, which again leads to occasional errors, independently of additive noise; 

the so called irreducible errors. A solution to the problem of a large required mul

tipath margin due to channel dispersion and the appearallce of bottoming effects is 

the USe of redundancy, which can be obtained by means of diversity techniqucs, as 

will be discussed in the next section. 
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2.5 Review of diversity techniques 

Diversity techniques are based on the fact that if the same information is received 
redundantly Over two or more channels with mutually independent impulse responses 
called diversity branches, the probability that any individual symbol will be struck by a 

deep null of SNR coincidentally in every one of the branches is much smaller than 
the probability that this happens in any of the branches, With intelligent processing, 
each symbol decision can then be based primarily on the versioI15 received at high 
SNR, thereby greatly reducing the overall probability of error. For L!h~order diversity, 
i.e" in case L uncorrelated diversity branches are used, with equal average SNR in 
each branch, the probability of en-or is e5sentially the LQo power of the probability of 
error for a single no-diversity channel. There are several ways to provide the receiver 

with L independent diversity branches. 
One method is to employ frequen(,.y diversity. When a bandwidth W> (41'>0 is 

available the same data signal can be transmitted on L carriers. This yields L-fold 

diversity in case the frequency spacing between successive carriers is chosen such that 
the impulse responses of the associated frequency channels are essentially uncor
related. 

A second method, called time diversity, is to transmit the signal in L different 
time slots, where the separation between successive time slots is sufficient to achieve 
uncorrelated impulse responses. This method is, however, only effective in combatting 

noise but it is not suitable for the quasi static indoor radio channel since the decor

relation requirement can not be met with acceptable small time separation. 
A third method is ~pace diversity. This method employs multiple antennas at 

the receiving end and is therefore also denoted as antenna diversity. It is a historical 
technique: which has found many applications over the years_ It is relatively simple to 
implement and does not require additional frequency spectrum as with frequency and 
time diversity. Space diversity therefore merits strong consideration for indoor radio 

applications. To fulfil the basic requirement of essentially uncorrelated individual 

impulse responses the receiving antennas should be spaced sufficiently far apart. It 

has been found that a minimum spacing of a half wavelength is sufficient for indoor 

reception [20]. 
A diversity technique that exploits the decorrelation of orthogonal field com

ponents is polarization diversity, It has been shown by [2], that signals transmitted on 
two orthogonal polarizations in a mllItipath environments exhibit uncorrelated 

multipath component statistics. One might consider polarisation diversity as a special 

case of space diversity since separate antennas are used. 
Another special case of space diversity is angle diversity. This method ha.~ found 

some application in indoor radio. The diversity is pr(lvided by an arrangement of 
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antennas with directivity in widely different directions [21J-[23J. 

A variety of methods are known of combining the two or more signal replicas to 

obtain an improved signal [23]. In case the noise processes in the /th channel of L flat 

and slow fading channels are assumed to be mutually statistically independent A WGN 

processes, then the best performance is achieved if each diverSity br:lnch consists of a 

matched filter wherea.~ each matched filter output is multiplied by the corresponding 

complex valued (conjugate) channel gain o:lt)=Alt)dil,W [3]. The effect of this 

multiplication is to compensate for the phase shift in each channel and to weigh the 

received signal by the factor that is proportional to the SNR. Thus, a strong signal 

carries a larger weight than a weak signal. In case of hinary transmission, two sums 

are formed after the complex-values weighing operation is performed. One consists of 

the real parts of the weighed outputs from the matched filters corresponding to a 

transmitted O. The second consisLs of the real part of the outputs from the matched 

filters corresponding to a transmitted 1. This optimum comhiner is called a maxinmi 
ratio combiner. 

Let uS consider the performance of a diversity system that performs maximal 

ratio combining with L uncorre1ated diversity branches. For this, we assunle for each 

diversity branch Rayleigh fading with -;y the average SNR. The resulting SNR after 

combining 'Y can be found via the characteristic function of /" as indicated in [21]. 
The resulting probability density function can be written as 

p( I' I ;y.z.,) = "1_-1 F'/ e -.. 0 

(L-1)! 

The outage prohahility P"", for the SNR outage threshold 'YUI is 

which can also be written as 

P = e-Y·IY t (rJ.lrY-J 

- M,J (k-·l)! 

The form (2.40) indicates that the approximations 

(23K) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

are accurate for sufficiently small 'Y tJtn. Substituting the explic:.:itly written 'Y1h for r in 
(2.33) yields 
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~ 1exp( -eir(P ooIL !rlt) 
,., .!.erfc !{3'Y(P Ll)l1L 

2 V "'" 
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(2.42) 

The factor (P "",U)lIL in (2.42) can be regarded as the reciprocal value of the 
multipath margin required for P r)f4 in case of L-fold diversity. With 101og(L!)"",U for 

2 ~L :::;; 8, the xnultipath margin (MPM) can be written in dB as 

lOlog..!'" 10log(U) _ WlogP ",,/ '"" -L _ 1OIogP "'" 
'Y L L L 

(2.43) 

Hence; for 2:::;; L :;;; 8 it can be roughly stated that 

{MPM (dB) for L-fold diversity} '"' {MPM (dB) for no-diversity} - L , 
L 

where "MPM for no-diversity" equals -lOlogP <H4 dB. 

Fig. 2.2 shows "outage"-curves with p'''4''''-1O"2 and P "",;;;;.1O-~ according to (2.42) for 

DPSK (a""-l) and L ... 1,2 and 4. 
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Fig. 2.2.- Maximum probability of error for a given L and P _ and average probability of 

error for given L in case ')' is exponentially distributed. The probability of error 
for constant 'Y (no-multipath) is included as a reference. 
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The "non-multipath".curve a(':cording to (2.33) for DPSK is also shown ill order to 
allow easy determination of the multipath margin for the various values of L. It 
OCcurS from (2.42) and Fig. 2.2 that the required average SNR depends strongly on 
P _ whereas it is rather insensitive to the probability of error itself, For outage 

probability values of practical interest many tens of dB's can be gained by applying 
diversity; a 2-fold diversity system yields a multipath margin of 8 dB instead of the 
20 dB necessary if no diversity is implemented. Referring to the link budget of Table 
2.1, the resulting gain due to diversity of 12 dB can be used to increase the feasible 
data rate to 16 Mblt/s, provided that the narrowband assumption W.( (i:J.j),. still holds. 

Expressions for average probability of error can be obtained by regarding the non

multipath expressions in (2.33) as conditiona.l probability of error conditioned on "/. 

Averaging over de pdf of 'Y given in (2.3R) yields 

p~l)(a;YIL)= 1~t'E[L-l+11[1+1-l-]1 with I' 
2 1-0 I 2 

~)(tryIL) ;;; I-t'E [L""l+'] ['I+I'J I with Ii 
2 1-0 I 2 

For ;Y",1 these expressions can be simplified tu 

pl)(cr ~ I L) = _1 _ ( 2L -I ] 
~ "f (20:y)L L 

P?>(rr I L) - 1 [ 2L-l ) 
I.> "f - (413:;)" L 

l·d/etY 
1 

----

[l:1ltr 

(2.44 ) 

(2.45) 

It follows from these expressions that the multipath margin for 25.L ~~ may he 
written as 

} 
L-l {MPM (dB) for L--fold dvs = {MPM (dB) for no-Jv~} + -lOlogPb ! L , 

L 

with p~=-p:) or Pb=~' It can be easily verified that "{MPM (dB) for no-diversity}" 
equals about (-1010gP~)/L+L-1OIog2Ct-ll dB or (.1OIogPb)/L+L-lOlog4f3-11 dB, res
pectively, 

Fig, 2.2 includes "average"-curves according to (2.44) for DPSK (0'= 1) and L= 1,2 
and 4, It Occurs from (2.44) and Fig. 2.2 that the average prob.lbility of error strongly 
depends On the average SNR. In case velY small values for the average prob,tbility of 
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error are required « 10-<1), many tens of dB's can be gained by applying diversity. 

The improvements that occur to be feasible with the optimum combining technique 

(Le., maximal ratio combining) can be closely approached by some alternative 

combining techniques which are much easier to implement It has been shown by [2] 
that just phase locking without the additional amplitude weighing is almost as 

effective when the contributions from the individual diversity branches are of roughly 

equal mean strength. This method is commonly denoted as equal gain combining. It 
does not require the. variable weighing capability as with true maximal ratio com
bining. However, it still requires phase locking which is necessarily a form of 

"predetection" (IF) combining. At the other extreme is selection: combining, i.e., 

selection of the best diversity branch as judged by some criterion or switched com

bining, Le., the use of one of the branches and switching only to another when the 

quality of this branch drops below a certain threshold. Selection Or switching com

bining is often implemented after detection (postdetection combining). 

2.6 Wideband transmission 

10 the previous section it was stated that, when a bandwidth W» (Llj). is available, a 

fonn of frequency diversity can be achieved by subdividing the available bandwidth W 
into L uncorrelated subchannels_ A more direct method for achieving basically the 
same result is to employ a wideband signal covering the bandwidth W. In this method 

the. fading is combatted by resolving the multipath contributions and combining them 

in an appropriate manner. Therefore, this kind of diversity is also denoted as roul. 
tipath (or path) diversity. In this section, we consider the optimum receiver for 

processing the wideband signal, i.e., a signal with W,. (1lf)c' The symbol time. T, is 

such that T, >- T".. Thus, we neglect any intersymbol interference (lSI) due to mul

tipath. For a wideband signal this implies that T.~ WI. This can be achieved by 
spread-spectrum techniques as described in [3]. Application of the sampling theorem 

for the equivalent lowpass transmitted signal u(t), bandlimited to If I :5 W/2, yields 

u(t) 
'" sin .. -W(t -!!...) 
L [n) W 

•• _'" u W 1rW(t-~) 
W 

(2.46) 

The noiseless received signal can be written as the convolution Sum of h(-T",J) and u(t) 
in the form [3} 
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r(t) t h.(t)u [t-!!....1 with hn(t) "- .lh {. !!....;tJ 
no-'" W W W 

(2.47) 

The above form of the recejved signal implies that the frequency selective channel 

can be represented as a tapped delay line with tap spacing l/W and tap weight coef

ficients {h,,(t)}. The complex equivalent lowpass impulse response for the (:hannel is 

~ 

h(r;t) = L hn(t)o(r-·.!!...) . 
ri.-OO W 

(2.48) 

Thus, an equivalent lowpass signal having a bandwidth W /2, where W» 1 IT", , yields a 

resolution of l/W in time domain. If the total rnultipath spread is TttI , then the tapped 

delay line model for the ch,wnel can be truncated at L '" T ... W + 1. The noiseless signal 

can he expressed in the form 

r(t) = th.(t)U.(I ... ~] 
n.l W 

(2.49) 

The L tap weights {h.(t)} are considered to he the result of the Sli mmution of many 
non-resolvable multipath components. According to the uncoJ'['elateu scattering a~· 

sumption, made in Section 2.2, and the Central Limit Theorem they are thus zero 

mean complex-valued stationary Gaussian random processes. The magnitudes 

{I h.(t) f} are therefore Rayleigh distributed. Since the {h,,(t») represent the tap 

weights corresponding to the L different delays r.=njW, n = 1,2 . ..1-, the u[)correlated 

scattering assumption implies that the {hit)} are mutually uncorrelated. But the 

{h.(t)} are Gaussian random pr()ces~es, hence; they are statistic,llly independent. 

The form of (2.49) suggests, that the optimum demodulator for the received signal r(t) 
is a filter matched to the tapped (.klay channel model. That i:s, the matched filter is a 

tapped delay line having L taps with spacing n/W. In order to achieve that the 

various dela.yed replicas of u(t) all add constructively, their phases ~h()uld be brought 

into common agreement. As already noted in the previous section, the SNR of a 

weighed sum, of which eaeh term is the combination of a sign,~1 and an additive, 

independent noise of fixed power, is optimum when the amplitude weighing is done in 

proportion to the signal strength. Provided that W is large enough to (solate a number 

of independent echoes, the unfavourable effects of multipath are largely eliminated by 

sllch a scheme, since the path contributions :tre added algehraically, not vectorially. In 

effect, the tapped delay line receiver collects the signal energy from all the received 
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signal paths that fall within the span of the delay line and carry the same infonnation. 

Its action looks like that of a garden rake, and is therefore called a RAKE receiver 
[25]. Note, that the L-taps RAKE receiver with perfect (noiseless) estimates of the 

channel tap weights is exactly equivalent to a maximal ratio comhiner in a system 

with L-th order diversity. Thus, when all the tap weights have the same mean-square 

value, then the error rate performance of the RAKE receiver is given by (2.38) to 

(2.45), 

A RAKE receiver is useful in case the data rate is low relative to either the 

coherence bandwidth or to the bandwidth utilized. If the data rate is not low relative 

to the coherence bandwidth, then lSI occurs which is statistically discriminated by the 

RAKE receiver. The RAKE receiver approach, however, resorts to bandwidth 

expansion to combat lSI and to achieve diversity gain. In this respect a RAKE 

receiver approach differs essentially from the application of adaptive channel 
equalization. Adaptive equalization enables operation at higher data rates by actually 

counteracting the lSI. Because adaptive equalizers can do this without expanding the 

bandwidth it may prove extra useful to have a closer look to the merits of channel 

equalizers fOT wide band communication over indoor radio channels, Considerable 

atteotion is devoted to this subject in Chapter 6. 

2.7 Summary and conclusions 

In this chapter, the ba..<;ic elements of multi path and digital tranrsmission are treated 

that are relevant to the problem of high speed transmission over millimetre.wave 

(mm-wave) indoor radio channels. 

Considering the propagation aspects, it is assumed that the mm-wave indoor radio 

chaMel can be regarded as a discrete multipath channel. This assumption implies that 
the channel can be described by an en5emble of "rays" each characterized by an 
amplitude, phase and excess delay value. For wireless tAN applications in which the 
transceivers are fixed during operation, it is made plausible that the mm-wave indoor 

radio chaMel IDay be considered as practically constant over many symbol periods for 

symbol rates of interest (> 1 Msymbjs). 

For binary transmission, the relation between the average signal to noL~e ratio at the 

receiver and the resulting transmission performance is examined in order to enable 

link budget calculations, Two performance measures are considered, viz. 1) the 
maximum probability of error for a given outage prohahility and 2) the average 
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probability of error. 

Under Rayleigh-fading conditions, the relation between the maximum probability of 
errOr for a certain outage probability and the average SNR shows an asymptotic 
exponential dependence at high average SNR's of practical interest. On the other 
hand, an inverse algebraic dependence is found for the relation between the average 
probability of error and average SNR. Because of this, an average probability of error 
requirement Ph =Q is much more stringent when compared with a maximum 
probability of error requirement Pb-Q for Q< lO-s and in case we a~sume practicaJ 
outage values (1O-~ to 10-3)_ 

The average SNR required for acceptable transmission performance is ,onsiderably 
lower when some kind of diversity technique is applied. It is demonstrated that for 
the optimum diversity combining technique, i.e. maximal ratio combining with 2-fold 
diversity, the required average SNR is 12 dB lower while maintaining the same 
maximum probahility of error and outage probability. This gain due to diversity does 
not depend on the actual value of the maximum probahility of error considered. With 
respect to the average probability of error P b' it occurs that the diversity gain is 
inversely proportional to the value of P b considered. 

With respect to wide band transmission, it is outlined how the inherent diversity of a 
multipath channel can be exploited. A bandwidth efficient method is adaptive channel 
equalization. Because adaptive equalizers cope with intersymbol interference without 
expanding the bandwidth they ,an be generally regarded as promising candidates for 
application in broadband wireless LANs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

W IDEBAND MEASUREMENTS OF 
MILLIMETRE-WAVE INDOOR RADIO CHANNELS 

3.1 Introduction 

45 

In the previous chapter, we treated the fundamentals of electromagnetic wave 
propagation relevant to the problem of transmission over mm-wave indoor radio 
channels. In order to attain a more detailed insight in the characteristics of practical 
indoor radio channels at mm-wave frequencies, an extensive set of wideband 
measurements should be performed which allows for statistically significant 
conclusions. However, prior to this study, nO results of extensive wideband 
measurements were reported in the (open) literature. Therefore, this research project 
induded a large-scale measurement campaign which was carried out in different 
indoor areas. The main objective of these measurements was to obtain subsets of 
complex equivalent lowpass impulse responses from which the channel characteristics 
can be derived. TIlese characteristics concern statistical distributions of 

1) values of normalized received power (NRP). The NRP of a complex equivalent 
low-pass impulse response is defined by (2.16). 

2) values of rms delay spread (RDS). The RDS of a complex equivalent low-pass 

impulse response is defined by (2.18) and (2.19). 
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3) valu~s of impul~e response detaih, i_e_, amplitude, phase and inwrarrival-timcs 

of echo's distinguishable in an impulse response. In this chapter, these echo's 

will be referred to as rays in accordance with the ray-optical concept as 

formulated in Section 2.2.2. 

For our purposes the 60 GHz absorption band, Le., the frequency hand around 

60 GHz in which specific attenuation due to atmospheric oxygen occurs, is of 
particular interest. Thi~ is because thi~ oxygen attenuation enahles very short frc4ucn

cy-reuse distances as explained in Section 1.2.3. Therefore, we decided to centre the 

frequency band in which the mea~urements were performed around a frequcn,-y at 

which the oxygen attenuation is more or less representative for the entire 60 Gl h: 
absorption band. Th~ width of the frequency band in which the mea.sllr~~ments were:: 

performed is termed the channel bandwidth throughout this chapter. At 58 GHz, the 

oxygen attenuation is 12 dB/kIn which is 3 dB below the maximum attenuation which 

occurs at 60 GHz. For reasons explained later (in Section 3.2.3) we chose a channel 

bandwidth B =2 GHz which was centred around 58 GHz. A practical consequence of 

this choice is the fact that the measurement setup must be based on WR· t 9 
waveguide which is specified for V-band (40-60 GI Iz) or, alternatively. on WR-IS 
wavel,1Uide which is specified for V-band (50-75 GHz). We dedded In choose in 
favour of the WR-19 option since for our purposes the 40-50 GIIz frequency range is 

of more interest than the {)O· 75 G Hz (see Section 1.2). The application of WR·19· 

based equipment enables additional measurements in the middle of the mm·wave 

frequency range of interest, i.e., 25-60 GHz. A reasonable assumption is that sllch 

measurements yield the most representative results for this frequency range. 

Therefore, we decided to perform additional measurements with the channel 

bandwidth B=2 GHz centred around 42 GHz. Comparison of the results obtained in 

the 41·43 GHO!: band with those obtained in the 57-59 GHz band yields an indication 
of the frequency dependence of the channel characteristics. 

Candidate measurement methods can be categorized in three groups, VIZ_: 1) tirne

domain methods, 2) frequency-domain methods and 3) correlation methods. 
To date, time-domain sounding is the most commonly applied method for 

radio-channel measurement. In this method, the stimulus signal consists of a narrow 

and strong radio frequency (RF) pulse which is periudically transmitted_ At the 

receiving end the pulse and its echo's, which result from rellections, are detected. By 

choosing a suitable pulse repetition period the power delay profile can he visualized 

on the display of an oscilloscope in real time. In addition, individual power delay 

profiles are digitized and stored On disk. Mostly, incoherent detection by means of a 

square law detector is applied_ This implies that no pha~e inform'l.tion of the RF sig" 
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nals becomes available. The attained lime-domain resolution, which we define as the 
minimum time spacing at which two neighbouring pulse echo's of equal amplitude are 

still disl;ernable, is directly related to the width of the transmitted pube and the 

bandwidth of the receiver. The dynamic range of the measurement equipment is 
directly related to the strength of the transmitted pulse. A problem with time-domain 
sounding of mm-wave channels IS that narrow and strong RF pulses, necessary for 

sufficient time-domain resolution, are difficult to produce at mm-wave frequencies. 
Frequency-domain sounding is a coherent measurement technique that can be 

performed with 1) a frequency-sweep stimulus or 2) a frequency-stepping stimulus. In 
the frequency-sweep technique the source is swept in a continuous fashion from the 
lower to the upper frequency and the received signal is sampled without ~topping the 
sweep. In the frequency-stepping technique, a single sine wave originating from a syn
thesi~ed source is transmitted and the received signal amplitude and phase are 

detected at the receiving end. Repeating this procedure by stepping through the 
frequency band with constant transmitted power produces the equivalent low-pass 
transfer function of the channel. Applying Inverse Fourier Transformation (IFf) 
yields the corresponding equivalent iow·pass impulse response. The frequency~sweep 
method provides fast measurements in comparison with the frequency-stepping 
method. The frequency-stepping method, however, provides the benefit of improved 
frequency accuracy since the source is tuned and phase-locked to each frequency 
point. With both frequency-domain techniques, the achievable time-domain resolution 
depends only on the channel bandwidth and the frequency-domain window applied to 
improv~ the dynamic range in the time domain (see Section 3.2.3). Another ad
vantage, when compared with time.-domain measurements, is that phase information 

of the RF signals is available. A drawback of the frequency-stepping method is, in 

general, that the channel must be fixed during a complete measurement sweep in 

order to obtain meaningful results. As a consequence, no Doppler effects can be 

measured. Another drawback is the fact that a phase reference is needed. 
With com:.lation sounding, the stimulus signal consists of a sine wave modulated 

with a pseudo~random binary sequence by means of Phase-Shift Keying. At the 
receiver this pseudo-random sequence i~ correlated with an identical sequence which 
runs at a slightly different clock frequency in comparison with the clock frequency of 
the sounding signal. The complex output signal of the correlator is proportional to the 
impulse response of the channel under test, but scaled in time. A similar technique is 

applied in the interleaved sampling oscilloscope, producing its output from successive 

samples of the impulse response. It is thus implicit that the channel under test does 

not change during the time required for each measurement. The time-domain 
resolution is determined by the chip rate of the transmitted sequence. TIle level of 
transmitted power is such that it does not significantly disturb other services when the 
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measurements are carried out in occupied frequen~1' hands_ In addition, this type of 

sounder is sometimes chosen for the simplicity of its constructi.on. 

After considering the relative merits and weaknesses of the different techniques men

tioned above, we decided to choose in favour of the frequency-stepping technique. 

The main reasons] for this choicc arC that 1) an unprecedented time-domain resolu

tion can be obtained, 2) a high measurement accuracy can be obtained and 3) a 

complete characterization (i_e_, magnitude as well as phase) of the channel responses 

can be obtained. 

The fact that the channel must be fixed {luring each measurement is not a 

serious restriction since the Doppler effects only cause slow fading as indicated in 

Section 2.3.2. A more annoying drawback is the fact that a phase reference is needed. 

This necessitates a waveguide connection between the transmitter and receiver. In 

practice, this makes the measmement setup more rigid and therefore it complicates 
the measurements_ 

The frequency-domain measurements were carried out in eight different indoor areas 

at the Eindhoven University of Technology_ The measurement results consbt of 14 

subsets of (complex-valued) equivalent lowpass transfer functions. Each subset 

consists of K (about 20) transfer functions obtained in one and the same indoor area, 

i.e., a single room, hall or corridor. For each subset, the position of the receive 

antenna was fixed. The transfer functions were measured at K positions of the 

transmit antenna. The positions of the transmitter antenna were randomly chosen in 
one and the same horizontal plane_ Hence; the height of this antenn;l was the same at 

all these positions. During the measurements people stopped moving to avoid channel 

variations. Since the channel is fixed we assume that a subset represents an ensemble 

of time-independent equiv'llent low-pass transfer functions {R/j)} called a /requ.ency
domain ensemble. For each subset, such frequency-domain ensemble can be expressed 

as 

(3_1) 

in which k represents the position of the transmit antenna_ 8lf) here represents the 

] There is also a pragmatic reason for supporting this choic~; the fr~4ut:ncy-st~pping 
technique (as well as the frequency-sweep technique) can be pe!'tormed by a n~two]'k analyzer 
which is a versatile general-purpose instrument for fulJ tw~)·pon characterization; it. can also he 
used for measuring many oilier types of communication channels and a hroad scala of passive as 
well as active devices_ Therefore, a netwOl'k a[\alyz~r is a s(.a[\dard (.001 for rnil,:l'Owave 
laboratories . 
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window function applied (see Section 3.2.3). 
By employing 1FT to each sample function Ri'/), we obtain an ensemble of 

time~jndependent equivalent lowpass impulse responses {rt(r)l which we call a time
domain ensemble. The IFf of (3.1) yields (2.7) with eliminated time-dependence, Le., 

ft(T) '" 'L{3k,He'°··'b(T-Tk) , k=l,2 ... K , (3.2) 
H 

with b(r) representing the 1FT of S(f). 

In Section 3.2, the measurement setup and procedures applied for conducting the 

indoor propagation experiments are described. In Section 3.3, the antennas and their 

connection to the waveguides are treated. In Section 3.4, the indoor environments 

under consideration are described. The measurement results am presented and 

discussed in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6, the accuracy of the measurement method 

applied is checked using the measurement results obtained. Results of additional 

transmissivity and reflectivity measurements are presented and discussed in Section 

3.7 and Section 3.8, respectively. Finally, in Section 3.9, a summary is presented and 

the conclusions are given. 

3.2 Measurement setup and procedures 

3.2.1 Measul'ement setup 

The system for wideband indoor radio propagation measurements is based on an 

HP 8510C network analyzer which is capable of measuring complex values of two

port S parameters. A schematic diagram of the setup is drawn in Fig. 3.1. The 

measurement system is essentially the same as an antenna measuring system. In facl, 

it was also used for determining the radiation patterns of the antennas applied. The 

network anal~er controls the RF source by an IEEE bus. The RF source is capable 

of generating sine waves up to a frequency of 50 GHz. To increase the frequency 

range of the setup, the output frequency of the RF source is tripled. A 20 dB 

amplifier must be inserted between the RF S[)Urce and the frequency tripler to obtain 

the power level required for proper operation of the tripler. For the investigation of 

the frequency band of 40 to 60 GHz the RF source is thus used at 13.33 to 20 GHz. 

The output of the tripler is applied t[) a -10 dB directional coupler via an isolator. 

The directional coupler separates the incoming signal into the test signal and the 

reference signal which run via the test channel and reference channel, respectively. 

The reference channel provides the analyzer with a phase reference. 
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Fig. 3.1: Diagram of the mea.I"/.I.rement sClup. 

The reference output of the directional coupler is conncded via an i~olat()r and a 

rectangular WR·19 waveguide to an harmonic mixer (termed "reference mixer"). The 

test output of the directional coupler is connected to the tran~rnit antenna via a piece 
of WR·]9 waveguide. The receive antenna is connected to an harmonic mixer 
(termed "test mixer") via an isolator. 

The LO/IF (Local Oscillator/Intermediate Frequency) unit uses a power 

splitter to feed one local oscillator signal which ranges from 4 to 6 GHr. to both 

mixers. The mixers are connected to the LO/IF unit by coaxial cables (each 8 metres 

long). This allows flexible displacement of the transmitter and tlie receiver. The 

maximum separation distance that can be achieved between the transmit ,mtenna and 

receive antenna is about 25 metres. TIle unit c()ntrols the level of LO power at the 

input of the reference mixer. This is possible by mean!o; of a feedback circuit which 

includes a detector at the mixers LO input. The harmonic mixers multiply the 10th 

harmonic of the LO signa.l with the RF frequency. The LO frc<.juen(,."y is offset by 
20 MHz. Hence; a 20 MI Iz IF signal is obtained from both rcferen(:e and test 

channel. Both IF signals are fed back to the network analyzer, where the complex 

ratio of the signals is calculated and displayed as the Sn two-port transmission 
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parameter. The S21 parameter is defined as the (complex) ratio of the received sine 

wave at the output test port (Le., the input of the test channel mixer) and the 

transmitted sine wave at the input test port (i.e., the output ()f the directional coupler). 

The receiver bandwidth is 10 kH:;:., which results in a noise floor of approximately 

-100 dBm. At every measurement frequency the receiver noise floor was reduced 

further by taking the average of 128 responses. This resulted in a noise floor of 

-120 dBm, thus an increase of the dynamic range by 20 dB. The power level at the 

test output of the directional coupler was 0 dBm. The average level of received power 

was approximately -80 dBm for all measurements. Thus a 40 dB signal-to-noise ratio 

was attained. This means that multi path fades to a minimum level of -40 dB could be 

detected. The specification of the (linear) magnitude uncertainty, defined as the maxi

mum relative error in the magnitude of the frequency response due to IF residuals, 

detector inaccuracies, mixer noise figure and conversion loss and due to the effects of 

cable instability, was approximately 0.02 [1]. This limits the difference between 

maximum and minimum ray amplitude to -201og(O.02) '" 34 dB. In many impulse 

responses, however, differences in ray amplitude of about 40 dB could be observed. 

J.2.2 Calibration procedure 

Before any mea...~urement can be done, calibration of the measurement equipment is 

necessary. A calibration quantifies and removes systematic errors introduced by the 

measurement equipment itself. 

The first step in calibrating the setup is the removal of the transmit antenna 

and receive antenna from the coupler output and test-channel mixer input, respec

tively, since both antennas (including their mismatches) are part of the channel under 

test (see Note 2 in Section 2.2.2). The coupler output and test-channel mixer input 

are considered as the reference planes of the input port and output port, respectively, 

of the two-port under test (i.e., the channel under test). 

The next step is the interconnection of these two ports and measurement of 

the S21 parameter for each frequency point J., i= 1,2, ... 1, where I is the total number 

of frequency points within the channel bandwidth B. We denote the resulting S21 
parameter values as S21~lf;). 

When the channel under test is measured, the S21 parameter of the actual 

channel at each frequency point J. denoted as S21.ehmoJo(h) is calculated according to 

S fA "- SZI,J'Ml/h) 1 2 3 ll,~VI' S (f) , i~, , ... 1 , 
ZI,itjI." I 

(3.3) 
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where S21 • ..-{JI) is the measured value of the S21 parameter at each frequency point f;· 

3.2.3 Equipment settings 

The BP 8510C network analyzer b capable of taking a maximum of 801 frequency 

samples. This number and the channel bandwidth determines the aliasing-free range 

T ""'to in the time domain, according to 

(3.4) 

where v is the frequency :ipacing between the frequency points, In order to investigate 

the maximum excess delay in the impulse response, we performed preliminary ex

periments in various inJoor environments which indicated that a total range of 4()() ns 

should be sufficient for characterization of impulse responses. Ac(,:ording to (3.4), the 

maximum (,:hannel bandwidth, necessary for a 400 ns aliasing.free range with full 

accuracy, is therefore B=2 (1Hz, Discrete Fourier Transformation of the equalJy 

spaced frequency samples yields SOl complex lime"domain data points which are al!5o 

equally spaced at l/B = 0.5 ns intervals. 

The: frequency response can be shaped (multiplied with a window function) in 

order to improve the: dynamic range of the computed time-domain response. Because 

the measurements are hara.llimited, no shaping is ill fact applying a rectangular 

window. Multiplying a frequency.rcSponse function with a winJow function results in a 

convolution with the 1FT of the window function in the time domain. Fo. example: if 

no windowing is used, the time-domain response to the Dirac Delta function is the 

sine function B(sin('ll'Br»j('l4Br). Hence; if no window function is used and if Ihe 

low-pass impulse response vf the channel under test i~ described by (2.R) then the 

time-domain response can be written as (2.7) with b(r) being a sine function. Because 

the maximum side-lobe level of a sinc function is 13 dB below the main-Iotn: level, 

the time-domain dynamic range will be limited to 13 dB in this case. A rectangular 

window, however, offers the highest time-domain resolution. Time-domain resolution is 

generally equated with the width of the main lobe of the 1FT of the window function. 

With a rectangular window and 8;;::2 GHz, the time-domain resolution is IjR=O.5 ns. 

Generally, dynamic range and time-domain resolution are two opposing requiremcIlls. 

Using a window therefore meanS finding a cornpromise between required resolution 

and dynamic range. The HP 8510C network analY7..er llses a Kaiser winJow for 

shaping frequency samples. Its formula and transform art: given by 
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(35) 

where 7:Br' = 0,6,13 for a "minimum", "normal" and "maximum" window. 10 is the 

modified Bessd function of the first kind and order zero. The "minimum" window is 

simply a rectangular window. In our measurements, we used the "normal" window. 

With this window, b(r) has a highest side-lobe level of -44 dB and its main lobe is 

slightly broader than when a rectangular window is applied. With the "normal" win

dow, b(r) has 99.988 % of its energy in the main lobe. With the "maximum" window, 
lJ(r) has side-lobes smaller than ·90 dB. However, because the signal-to·noise ratio in 
our system is limited to 40 dB, a "maximum" window would not increase the dynamic 
range. With a "normal" window and 8=2 GHz, a time-domain resolution of 1 ns is 

achieved. 

3.2.3 Alignment of time axis 

When the reference port and test port are interconnected, the time·domain response 

after calibration shows as a unit pulse at r'"'O seconds excesS delay. The moment p=O 
can therefore be considered as a common origin for all subsequent time-domain 
measurement results_ Due to the varying distances between transmitter and receiver, 

measured impulse responses did not have the line-of-sight (LOS) ray displayed at 

r=O. In order to obtain an ensemble of impulse responses with mutually aligned 

T-axis, all profiles were shifted in time so that their illS rays were all positioned at a 

common origin. If the LOS ray could not be clearly discerned in a response, its 

position was checked by placing a piece of absorber in the LOS path and noting the 

response change_ 

3.3 Antenna design 

3.3.1 Desired antenna properties 

The design of mm-wave antennas to be applied in the measurement setup should 

reCeive considerable attention since their radiation patterns will have a great impact 
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on the channel'S propagation characteristics. This implies that the m(;:\ .. <;l)rement 
results only reflect the channel characteristics with similar antennas. I knee; the 
antennas to be applied in the mea::;urement setup should have a strong sjmilarity to 
those expected to he applied in the actual radio networks. Therefore, we will focus on 
antennas with desirable properties for such applications_ Thi~ me,~ns that we have to 
deal with the conflicting requirements of relatively high levels of transmitted power 
needed for reliable broadband tranf;mission on the one hand, and technology, cost 
and safety confitraints on the other_ The requirement with respect to transmitted 
power can be relaxed by using antennas that exhibit radiation patterns with more 
directivity. The application of antennas with radiation patterns having some directivity 
in the elevation plane is illustrated in Fig_ 3.2. 

Fig_ 3-2: Lay-out of the antenna setup, 

This figure shows, ~chematically, a typical lay-out of an indoor mdio network consis
ting of a central base station (BS) with its antenna located in the middle of the 
indoor area and two remote stations (RS J and RS2)- J\1I antennas exhibit an om
nidirectional radiation pattern in the a.zimuth plane_ This offers the advantage of 
avoiding cumbersome pointing of a remote station (RS) antenna towards the OS 
antenna after each significant displacement of the RS. The antenna gain fundions 
thus solely depend on the elevation angle 0;;;; arcsin(Llh/r), where i:lJz is the mutual 
difference in height between the BS antenna and the RS antenna positions and r is 
the separation distance between the BS antenna and the RS antenna considered. 

If only the direct ray is considered, then the received power Pr versus scpanltion 
distance r can be determined by the well-known radio equ:ltion. We assume that the 
receive antenna and tmnsmit antenna have an identical antenna gain function GjO). 

Substituting this, together with :sinO = AIl/r, in the radio equation yields 

(3,6) 
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where ~ is the wavelength in free space. In theory it is thus possible to achieve that 

the received power is independent of the (horizontal) position of the RS by taking 

G~((I)- cosec(J) provided that M ~ O. TIle ability of the antennas to provide about 

equal received power for all RS positions would be a desirable feature since it would 

contribute to uniformity in performance of the various link.~ in the radio network2
• 

Since we consider the design for antenna.,; to be used for well-defined channel 

measurements, the antenna design should not only yield a well-defined radiation 

pattern but also a well-defined polarization state of the radiated field; in fact both 

these features arc a prerequisite for measurement antennas. 

3.3.2 Design procedure 

3.3.2.1 General Approach 

We consider biconical-horn antennas with a geometry as depicted 10 Fig 3.3. They 

consist of the radial section, i.e., the spacing between the lower antenna part and 

upper antenna part with spacing distance a and diameter b, a circular waveguide with 

interior diameter d, and a biconical horn with length from the (virtual) horn apex in 
the radial section to the centre of the horn aperture L and aperture width A. 

teflon 

taper 

~I I< d 

Fig. 3.2: Cross-section of a biconical-hom antenna. 

2 ThiS, e.g., provides a mcasure to tackle the ncar-far problem which may occur in radio 
networks in which random access and/or spread spectrum is applied [2]. 
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The design procedure Can be subdivided in three parts corresponding to the following 
design objectives: 

1) The achievement of the desired elevation dependence of the radiation pattern. 
(approximate cosecS pattern)_ 

2) The achievement of the desired azimuth independence of the r<.ldiation pat
tern. (rotationally symmetricaJ pattern). 

3) The achievement of the desired polarization ~tate of the radiated field_ 

In what follows, we show how each of these design ohjectives can be realized_ 

3.3.2.2 Achievement of the desired elevation dependence of the radiation paUern 

In this section, it is shown how biconical-horn antennas can he Llesigned to yield a 
radiation pattern that apprOaches a cosecO dependence in elevation_ This can be 

achieved for RS's that are located within a limited but sufficiently large area around 
the BS. 

The elevation dependence of the radiation pattern is determined by the horn dimen
sions L and A. The path length I from the apex to the aperture increases toward the 
horn edges_ Thus, a wave front, arriving at the aperture positions displaceJ from the 
aperture centre, lags in phase relative to its arrival at the centre. The phase variation 
in the aperture plane is given by exp(-.j27f(l·L)/Ao). This complies with the phase 
distribution in the aperture (If an E-plane sectorial horn (i.e., a rectangul:lr horn that 
is only flared out in the plane of the electric field £) with length L alld aperture 
width A in the E-plane. The radiation pattern can therefore be calculated hy the 
methods described for sectorial horns excited with the corre~pondlng mode, which is 
the TEol mode in (Jur case [3]. The normalized magnitude of the electric field ill an 
elevation plane, i.e., I F(fJ) I == I E(8) I / I E(O) I with 8 = arcsin(.:lh/r) can be expressed as 

(3.7) 

where C(x) and Sex) are the Fresnel integrals defined as 
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(3.8) 

and 

(3.9) 

with parameter s being 

[ ]

2 

1 A 1 
s ="8 ho LIAr, 

(3.10) 

The directivity D of the bicanical antenna can be obtained by 

D = 4.". 

1027 I _:: I F( 0 1 2cosOdOd<p , 
(3.11) 

while the antenna gain function C.(O) can be written as 

(3.12) 

where L~ represents the antenna losses and L .. represents impedance mismatches. A 

typical value of L4 for horn antennas [3] is La-O.8. 

If only the direct ray is considered, then the received power versus separation 

distance can be deterntined by combining (3.7) to (3.12) and substituting the resulting 

G"(O) in the radio equation. This yields 

P,(r,B) = 0;(8) [~]2pl . 
41fr 

(3.13) 

In order to show how biconical-horn antennas can be dimensioned in such way that 

the level of (normalized) received power does not depend strongly On T within a 

certain region we define the (directly-illwninated) coverage area as the area around the 
BS in which the antenna of an RS must be located to meet 

(3.14) 

where t1i is the (normalized) received power. The subscript "I" expresses the fact that 

we only consider the received power associated with the direct ray. /31 is the 
I.mat 

maximum obtainable (normalized) received power associated with the direct ray. 
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Fig. 3.4 shows the level of received power (relative to the maximum level of received 

power considered) verSuS (~/A)(rl M) for different values of the parameter s. The 

factor (1 +cosO)/2, which appears in (3.7), is not included in Fig. 3.4. It has only a 

small efkct for most situations and may be neglected_ 

o r---~~-----

s=0.12 
s=0.25 
$=0.32 

5=0.37 

s"'0.50 
-20 ~~L-~ ______ ~ ____ -L ______ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ 

o 2 3 4 5 6 
(;\1 A)(r/llh) 

Fig. 3.4: Universal coverage cunJes-

The plots in Fig. 3.4 show a high dependence of received power on (Ao/ A )(r / ~h) as 

well as relatively low levels of received power in the range (AJ A )(r / All) <. OA 
Hence; r n,/Jj should be taken so that ("-o/A)(rmin!6.h) > 0.6. 

Within the range of interest, i.e., ("-o/A)(r/Ah) > 0-6 each curve show~ one or 
two local maxima_ In accordance with (3_14), we can take the .J JH values of 

(~!A)(r! tJi) with respect to these maxima as the achievahle minimum and maximum 

value associated with r min. and r"",,", respectively. Table 3.1 lists these limits for each 
local maximum_ In addition, value::; of r '""-'Ir"",, are given which determi ne the extent of 

the coverage area in case rmax or r .. ilI is specified_ Furthermore, Tahle 3.1 includes 

values of the local maxima themselves which provide an indication of the power 
penalty that must be payed for the achievement of a particular coverage area. 

The fact that values of (AoIA)(rIM)""", do not exceed :).) is rel,lled to the fact 

that beyond this value the r-dependence of the CurveS asymptotically approaches -0 

dB per doubling of r. Hence; the free space losses in this "distant" range are not effec" 

tively compensated by the gain function of both antennas. 
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Table 3,1: Coverage data 

S (AjA}(r .. u./ ,:lh) (A/A)(r mru/ dh) '""",/'m;" Pr.!04< (dB) 

0.12 0.6 0.9 1.5 -10.3 

0.12 1,6 5.5 3.4 .1.7 

0.25 0.6 1.1 1.8 -6.3 

0.25 1.5 5.2 3.5 -2,8 

0.32 0.6 5.0 8.3 -4.0 

0.37 0.6 3.6 6.0 -2.3 

0.37 t,o 4.2 4.2 -4,4 

0.50 0.6 1.2 2.0 0 

The fifth row is of special interest because the a..%ociated curve has two local maxima 

of equal value within the range (~/A)(r,"in/~h) < (~/A)(r/tlh) < ("'f..o/A)(r,tt",.Jt.h) 
whereas the local minimum in between lies exactly 3 dB below these maxima. 

Variation of s learns that the value s=0.32 is optimum in the sense that it provides 

the largest value of r """,/r min and therefore, in case r.-; Or r ..... is specified, the largest 
coverage area. It can be readily deduced from Table 3.1 that choosing parameter 
values according to the first, third and seventh row does not yield any advantage when 
compared with parameter values according to the fifth row. Therefore, these alter
natives are not taken into consideration in what follows. 

Now, we demonstrate how Table 3.1 can be used to find a compromise between 

antenna dimensions, extent of the coverage area and level of received power, For this 

we consider an example in which ~ '"' 5.2 mm and .::lIt = 1.6 m while we want to create 

a coverage area around the BS in which an RS can be located with a maximum 

separation distance r ..... -48 m. From this requirement, we can readily calculate values 

of A, L (by using (3.10) and 'milt for the remaining rowS in Table 3.1. The result is 

listed in Table 3.2. 
Dimensioning the antennas according to the first Or fifth rOw of Table 3.2 

leads to unpractjcally large antenna dimensions and a (relatively) large value of r ttWt.' 

Therefore we discard these options. 

Fortunately, it occurs that the choice that gives the best (smallest) value for rmM 

(third row of Table 3.2) also yields the smallest antenna dimensions. Choosing this 

option (among the three remaining alternatives). however, implies that a power 

penalty of 1.2 dB resp. 1.7 dB is payed. 
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Table 3.2: Design options 

s A (mm) L (mm) r'H!H (m) Pr.",,,,, (dB) 

0.12 173 600 32 -1.7 

0.25 30.0 86.6 l3.S -2.& 

0.32 31.2 73.1 5.X -4.0 

0.37 43.3 122 8.0 -2.3 

0.50 130 813 24 0 

So far, we only considered the direct ray. The reflected rays shown in Fig. 3.2 provide 

a coverage area in the same manner as the direct ray. We denote such region as 
indirectly-illuminated coverage area which we define as the Urea in which the antenna 

of an RS must be located to meet 

is: Oil: O.S{3: . .,.. ' n=2,3, ... N , (:U5) 

where tF is the (normalized) received power associated with the nth reflected ray. 
n 

f3~ is the maximum obtainable (normalized) received power associated with the nth 
n ...... 

reflected ray. Indirectly-illuminated coverage areas c,m be determined by com;idering 

the directly-illuminated coverage area in case the assumption is made that the walls 

are fully transparent for the direct ray. We will call this area the vinLtal (directly 

illuminated) coverage area. Fig. 3.5 shows a map of a rectangular room (horizontal 

plane) and its mirrored versions (dashed) and the virtual coverage area. This area is 

specified by a minimum separation distance r mbI and maximum separation di~tance f ""'"' 

with respect to the position of the BS antenna which is located in the middle of the 

room at position 0. We denote the area witbin the circle with radius f mi,> which lies 

symmetrically around 0, the base station (BS) area. An RS antenna at position P is 

located inside the BS area and thus outside the virtual (directly illuminated) coverage 

area. However, the reflected ray that runs via O-Rp-P provides a coverage area as 

defined by (3.15). The coverage area provided by this single-rdlected ray equals the 

area for which p', Le., the image of P wnen mirrored with respect to wall WI, is 

positioned within the virtual (directly illuminated) coverage area. The corresponding 
indirect coverage arCa is the mirror image of the virtual area thus defined. Similar 

coverage areas can be defined by considering multiple-reflected rays, e.g., the one 

that rons via O-Rq l-Rq2-Q with im,lges Q' with respect to W2 and Q" with respect 

to W4. 
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Fig. 3.5: Map of a ro()m, its mirrored versions and the virtual coverage area. 
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In the BS area (thus for r<rm;,,) the reflected rays are likely to dominate over the 
direct ray and they are therefore expected to determine the normalized received 
power P,. In this area, the power contributions of reflected rays will thus yield hjgher 

values of received power than those observed when only the direct ray would be 
present (as in an anechoic room). 

3.3.2.3 Achievement of the desired azimuth independence of the radiation pattern 

In this section, it is shown how a rotationally symmetrical radiation pattern, with 
respect to the antenna axis (I.e., omnidirectional in the horizontal plane), can be 

achieved. 

The biconical horn itself is rotationally symmetrical. This implies that a rotationally 
symmetrical radiation pattern with respect to the antenna. axis can be achieved by ex-
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citing the horn with a rotationally symmetrical mode pattern. The circular (-,ylinJrical 

entrance of the antenna exclusively supports the TEll mode if 0.5HSA,1 < d -:: O.764~1 

[3]. It can be readily shown that the TEu mode pattern is rotationally symmetrical 

onJy in case it is circularly polarized~. Therefore, the linear TEll mode has to be 

transformed to a circularly polarized TEu mode. This can he cstablished by a 

polarizer, i.e., a dielectric slab in the antenna entrance, rotated at 45 ~ angle relative 

to the polari:l.ation vector of the incident wave. The incoming TEu mode may be 

decomposed into two orthogonal TEll modes, polarized paralld and perpendicular to 

the polarizer, respectively. The parallel mode has a larger propagation constant than 

the perpendicular mode. The length of the polarizer has to he chosen in such a way 

that the differential phase equals 90 (mod 180) degrees, or 

(3.16) 

where I is the effective slab length and kl and k~ are the propagation constants of the 

parallel and perpendicular mode, respectively. 

3.3.2.4 Achievement of the desired polarization state of the radiated field 

In this section it is shown how a well-defined polarization state of lhe radiated field 

can be achieved. 

For Y2~<a<l\o, the TEll mode in the circular guide excites the TMI(~ TMII ,inO the 

TEll mode in the radial section. The TMIO and TMII modes are radiated through the 

biconical horn with vertical polarization whereas the TEll mode is radiated with 

horizontal polarization [4]. AS a con~equence, the polarization state of the radiated 

field is elliptical. For a < 'hAo, the TEll mode in the circular guide excites the TM IO 

mode in the radial section which is radiated through the horn with vertical 

polarization. 

Suppression of the modes that support the vertical component for h>-O < a"::: ~ is 

mechanically difficult so that a badly defined radiation field may he the result [5]. 
Such problem will not arise if we take a"::: 0~ for the vertical polarization case. 

1 A cin:ularly pularizeu TEll mou~ impli~s that the ~ntire moue patt~rn rotat~s, with rt:spect 
to the waveguide axis, with angular frequency 27rJ. This is obvious when we feali".e that the TEll 
mode pattern is the unly pattern that can exist in the waveguide (if we assume 
0.585Xo<d<O.764Xo) and consequently only the polarization state and !lot the pattt:nI itself can be 
changed. 
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Therefore we consider a biconical-horn antenna with a < YzAo which yields a vertically
polarized radiated field. 

According to the reciprocity principle, the receive antenna transforms incident waves 

with vertical polarization into the circularly polarized TEll mode in the circular 

cylindrical outlet (which supports the TEll mode). By placing a slab (identical to the 
one at the transmitting end) in the outlet, the circularly polarized TEll mode is 
transformed into the linearly polarized TEJJ mode which is in turn transformed into 
the (linearly polarized) TEol mode by a circular-to.rectangular taper. 

It has to be emphasized that the transformation of linear polarization into circular 

polarization and vice versa is only provided in order to achieve a rotationally 
symmetrical radiation pattern in the azimuth plane. The circular polarization in the 

waveguide does not automatically generate the desired polarization state of the 
radiation field! As already noted, the polarization state of the radiation field is deter

nrined by the radial section spacing distance a. 

3.3..3 Dimensioning of the biconical-horn antennas 

For experimental verification, we constructed two pairs of biconical-horn antennas 

having a geometry as depicted in Fig. 3.3. One pair was designed to operate within a 
channel bandwidth of 2 GHz centered around 58 GHz (~-5.2 mm). The other pair 
was designed to operate within a channel bandwidth of 2 GHz centered around 

42 GHz (Ao""7.1 mm). The design objective was to achieve the largest possible 

(directly illuminated) coverage area around the BS with r","" "'- 48 m and .ih "" 1.6 m. In 
the previous section it was determined that this design objective can be met by 
choosing A -31.2 mm and L-73.1 mm for the 57-590Hz band yielding r"",,-5.8 m. 
For the 41-43 GHz band the dimensions are A -43.1 mm and L;= 100 mm. The 
biconical horns for the 41-43 GHz band are thus scaled versions of the bic()nical 
horns for the 57-59 GHz band. The fact that the resulting radiation patterns are 

nearly identical enables a fair comparison of the channel characteristics obtained in 
the two bands. The upper part of each antenna is fixed to the lower part by a Teflon 
support of t;;VzA, thickness enclosing the horn (At denotes the wavelength in Teflon, 
being 3.7 nun and 5.0 nun for 57-59 GHz and 41-43 GHz, respectively). The matching 

screw is used to optimize the standing-wave ratio of the antenna. 

In order to connect the biconical-horn antennas to the WR-19 waveguide 
hardware, rectangular to circular tapers with a length of 5 em are used. These tapers 

transform the TEoI mode supported by the WR-19 waveguide into the TEll mode 
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which is exclusively supported by the circular cylindrical entrance of the transmit 

antenna. 

The polarizer in the antenna entrance is made of 0.5 mm thick Teflon (~,=2). 

Its ends are 2 mm tapered to a point in order to reduce ref1cctinns to a minimum. 

The effective length f is not equal to the point-to-point length, due to the slab 
tapering and has been determined experimentally with the mm-wave test set of the 

network analyzer. For this, both tapers were connected to its WR-19 test port flanges. 

The differential phase delay between the two modes was measured as foll()w~; The 

dielectric slab was placed orthogonal with respect to the polarization of the incoming 

wave in the round wave guide. The pha:se response corresponding to a (lelay of k/
was measured. After that, the slab was rotated 9()" and the measured phase delay 

corresponding to kif was compared to that corresponding to k) by calculating the 

difference of the two phase responses. The slab length was adjusted until the 

differential phase equalled 90° ± 1 Q within the entire channel banJwidth. for the 

57-59 GHz band, the tutal point. to-point slab length equalled 12 mm which cor· 

responds to an effective sian length of 9.6 mm for n '" 1. The re~\Ilting differential 

amplitude wa.~ less than 0.0 I dB. 

The relevant dimensions of the various parts of the constructed biconlcal-horn 

antelUlas are listed in Tahle 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Dimensions of biconicaf·hom antennas (mm) 

Parameter 57-59 GHz 41-43 GHz 

aperture width A 31.2 4J.l 

horn length L 73.1 100 

radial section spacing distance a 2 J 

radial section diameter b 10 2() 

antenna entrance diametre d 3 5 

polari~er length f 12.0 1(,.6 

support thickness t 3.7 :'i.O 

3.3.4 Characteristics or the biconical-horn antennas 

The standing-wave ratio (SWR) of all manufactureu bic(lnical-horn antenna~ could be 

tuned to an average value of about 1.4 over the channel bandwidth. With this 
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adjustment radiation patterns were measured in an anechoic room_ The co- and crOSS

polarization radiation patterns in the azimuth plane of one of the 57-59 GHz 

biconical-horn antennas are depicted in Fig. 3.6. 

90 

Rete tive power (dB) 

Fig- 3- 6: Co- and cross polarization radiation pattern in the azimuth plane of a 
57-59 CHz biconical-hom antenna. 

Fig 3.6 shows that the 2-mm spacing distance of the radial section results in vertically 
polarized waves with at least 25 dB suppression of the horizontally polarized com

ponents. This implies that the design objective to achieve a well defined polarization 
state of the radiated field, namely vertical polarization, is met. Furthermore, it shows 

a maximum deviation of about 2 dB from a perfectly omnidirectional radiation 
pattern, which implies that the design objective to achieve a rotationally symmetrical 
radiation pattern in the azimuth plane, is also met. 

The measured radiation pattern in the elevation plane of the same antenna is 
depicted in Fig. 3.7 together with the theoretical pattern according to (3,7) to (3_10). 

Good agreement between theoretical and measured results is shown for 

elevation angles in the range .600 < £I < 600 (and 120 0 < 8 < 2400). Outside this range, 

diffracted rays originating from the horn edges become dominant [6]- These diffrac
tion effects j which are not included in (3.7) to (3.10), might have a favourable effect 
since the diffracted rays cover the BS area so that they tend to extend the coverage 

area. The antenna directivity D(s) can be determined by pattern integration according 
to (3.11) which results for both measured and theoretical pattern in D(0.32) =9 dBL 
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The 3 dB beamwidth of both patterns is 9°. The good agreement between theoretical 
and me8.$UTed results is found for all manufactured biconical-horn antenna~. This 
implies that the design objective to achieve an approximate cosecO elevation depen
dence of the radiation pattern is also met. 
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Fig. 3.7: Measured and theoretical radiation pattern in the elevation plane. 
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In conclusion, it is shown that biconical-hom antennas can be designed 10 yield a 
well-defined radiation pattern that approaches a co~ecO dependence in elevation 
whereas the radiation pattern is approximately rotationally symmetrical with respect 
to the antenna axis. In addition, the de~ign procedure presented yields a well-defined 
polarization state of the radiated field being vertical polarization. 

3.3.5 The circular-horn antenna 

In addition to the biconical-horn antenna..~, a circular-horn antenna was constructed 
for operation in a 2 GHz band centred around 58 GI-Iz having a con~iderably smaller 
bearnwidth than the radiation beams of the biconical antennas. With this antenna. 
additional measurement se~~ions were carried out in order to investigate the influence 
of antenna directivity on the channel characteristics, Its cross section is depicted in 

Fig. 3.8. The measured co-polar azimuth and elevation radiation patterns of this 
antenna are shown in Fig. 3.9a and Fig, 3,9b, respectively. From these figure~ a 3 dB 
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beamwidth of 27" in both planes can be derived. Theoretically, the beamwidths in 
these two planes are approximately 24° [4]. The directivity of this antenna is 15.2 dBi 
(theoretically 17 dBI). The average SWR ratio within the 57-59 GHz band is 1.4. 

d - .:'3.5 mm 

A ;;;; 14.2 mm 

J I. d 
L 10.9 rnm 

Fig. 3.8: Cross-section of the circular· horn antenna. 

Relative power (dB) 

Fig. 3.9a: Measured co-polarization radiation patterns of the 57-59 GHz circular-hom 
antenna for the azimuth plane. 
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Fig. 3.9b: Measured co-polarization radiation. pattems of the 57-59 GHz circular-hom 
antenna for the elevation plane. 

3.4. Description of the indoor environments under consideration 

With the antennas described above, measurements were carried out in cight different 

indoor environments at the University. These environments consist of one single 
roOffi, a single corridor, Or a single hall only, because millimetre waves are severely 

attenuated by most inner walls. In the following these environments are denoted A to 

R 

Environment A (Reception Room in the Auditorium Building, also denoted as "Room 
An) is an empty, almost perfectly rectangular room with dimensions 24.3'11.2*4.5 m~. 

One (long) side is completely windowed with double thermopane glass in a steel 

framework from floor to ceiling. The walls are mainly made of wood. The concrete 
floor is covered with carpet. The ceiling is a complex structure made of plastic. 

Environment B (Large Room in the Auditorium Building) is an amphi-thcatrc"shaped 

room with approximate dimensions of 30*21 *6 m3
, TIle walls and ceiling are made of 

wood covered by acoustically soft material (rock wool). The central Hoor on which 

the measurement equipment was located is made of wood. Cushioned chairs are 

placed in an amphi-theatre-like manner on two sides of the central floor. A number 
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of chairs are also lined up on the central floor. The t,ansmitter was moved randomly 
among them_ The ceiling is covered with plastic panelling with lighting holders and 
spotlights. 

Environment C (La,ge HaJl in the Auditorium Building) has a complex structure with 
approxi.mate dimensions 43*41*7 ml. Dominant objects are four staircases which lead 
to the balustrade of the second floor. The walls ~d ceiling consist of plastered 
concrete. The floor consists of linoleum glued on concrete. Some tables and chairs 
are placed throughout the halL 

Environment 0 (Vax: Room in the Computing-Center Building also denoted as 
"Room Oil) has a complex structure with dimensions of 33.5*32.2*3.1 m3

_ The room 
has a bare concrete wall, one metal wall and two glass sides_ The floor is linoleum 
glued on concrete. Many large mainframe computer and filing cabinets are dominant 
objects in this rOom. 

Environment E (Corridor in the Computing-Center Building) is a straight, empty cor
ridor with dimensions 44.7*2.4*3.1 ml. The long sides are smooth metallic walls up to 
a height of 2.5 m and windows above. Swivelling doors with glass in a wooden frame 
are located half way down the corridor. These doors were open during the 
measurements except for One additional experiment in which the transmissivity of the 
glass was measured. The floor is covered with thin carpeting and the ceiling is made 
of aluminum profiles with lighting holders. 

Environment F (Computer Room in the Computer-Center Building. also denoted as 
"Room P) is a rectangular Room with dimensions 9.9*8.7*3.1 m3

• One (long) side 
consists of large floor to ceiling double-glazed windows encased in a steel frame while 
the other sides are smooth metallic walls. Some 20 personal computers are lined up 
against these walls_ Wooden chairs and tables with metal legs are lined up through 
the room. 

Environment G (Lecture Room in the Auditorium Building also denoted as 
"Room Got) is a typical rectangular class room with dimensions 12.9*8.9*4.0 m3

• One 
(long) side consists of large windows in a steel framework from 1 m height to ceiling. 
Up to 1 m height there is concrete. The other sides are walls which are completely 
covered with wooden lathing. The concrete floor is covered with linoleum. The ceiling 
is covered with lighting holders. Tables and chairs are lined up throughout the room. 
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Environment H (Laboratory Room in the Faculty Building of Electrical Engineering, 
also denoted as Room H) is rectangular with dimensions 11.3*7.3"3.1 m3. One (short) 
side consists of a window from 1 m height to the ceiling and a metal heating radiator 
case below. The other walls consist of smoothly plastered cOnCrete. "Ibe floor is 
linoleum on concrete. Four square (0.5*0.5 m~) concrete pillars and a metal cupboard 

in a corner are dominant objects in this room. A number of large wooden benches 

with wooden shelves On top are located in this room. The ceiling consists of 

aluminum plates and lighting hOlders. 

3.4.1 Transmissivity properties 

In order to get an impression of the transmissivity properties of the superstructure of 
a typical indoor environment at 57-59 GHz, some ad-hoc transmission measurements 
have been carried out. 

In Environment E, a transmission experiment was performed at 57-59 GHz by 

dosing the two swivelling glass doors between the transmit and receive antenna. As a 
result the NRP dropped only 4.8 dB whereas the RDS increased from 64 to 68 ns. 
This propagation experiment shows that radio-waves at 57-59 GHz can pass through 
windows very well. The change in the RDS may be caused by some "new" rays which 
''bounce'' between the glass doors. 

An additional transmission experiment was performed for a 15 cm thick 
concrete wall at 57-59 GHz. The NRP level was -116 dB and thus barely exceeded 

the -120 dB receiver noise floor, Under LOS conditions the NRP would be -80 dB, 
hence; the transmission attenuation was about 36 dB. 

Ganesh and Pahlavan [8] reported a transmission attenuation of 3-7 dB at 

60 GHz through doubly-glazed windows. Tharek and McGeehan [9] reported a 27 dB 
transmission attenuation through a concrete wall at 60 GHz. These figures thus 
comply fairly well with our measurement results. 

3.4.2 Reflection properties 

In order to be able to relate the measurement results obtained to the reflection 

properties of the indoor environment we measured the return loss of some typical 
indoor walls. This parameter is defined in dB as 

RdB " 20log [{3.w<row::.] 
131M1 

(3.17) 
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in which i3'<It is the amplitude of the received echo pulse that originates from a 
perpendicular reflection against the wall under test whereas {37*=<~ is the amplitude 
of the corre5ponding echo pulse in case the wall under test is covered by a metal 
plate obtained under the same measurement conditions. We used a 1 m1 aluminium 
square~shaped plate, 1 mm thick, with its center located at the geometric optical 

reflection point. The results are listed in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Measured Return Loss. 

Environment Material 
41-43 GHz 

Room A wiudows 2.1 

wooden doors 3.2 

wooden panels 9.6 

RoomG wooden laths 

RoomH concrete walls 

metal o 

3.5 Detennination of nonnali2:ed received power and rms dela.y spread 

57·59 GHz 

13.1 

3.9 

7.9 

13.0 

2.0 

o 

NRP and RDS values of measured impulse responses cannot be determined exactly 

according to (2.16) and (2.18)-(2.19), respectively, since the span of the integral in the 
numerator of (2,16) and the span of both integrals in (2.19) are infinite whereas the 
aliasing-free range is finite. Moreover, the actual impulse response is contaminated 
with (additive) noise. The NRP can, however, be approximated by 

Pr.lr_...> ;;; Jo·~lr/1)+nlr)PdT 

P, I_:lb(rWdT 
, i=1,2 . (3.18) 

where T"""" is the maximum exceSS time up to which data points are included in the 
calculation of the impulse response. nt( r) represents the noise component of the kth 

measured impulse response rir)+nir). The RDS can be approximated by 
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0-19) 

with 

fOT-/lr/r) +nirWdT 

LT-1rt(r) + nkWdr 
, i=1,2 . (3.20) 

For all NRP and ROS calculations we took l' I1IiJX '" 390 ns. The 390-400 ns range was 
excluded to avoid residual aliasing, 

The maximum excess time has a more profound influence on the reliability of the 
RDS values obtained than on the reliability of NRP values obtained since the echo 
pulses are weighed more heavily with increasing excess time in the RDS calculation 

than in the NRP calculation where all echo pulses have equal weight Hence; the 

"tail" of the impulse response yields a mOre significant contrihution to the RDS then 

to the associated NRP. Therefore, we only examine the innucnce of maximum excess 

time on RDS, For this, we consider the measured average power dday profile (average 

PDP) p".(r,T,..,,,) which is defined for each measurement subset consisting of K (about 
20) impulse responses as 

(3_21) 

In calculating the average PDP, each individual PDP is thus weighed with the 

corresponding NRP value. This is done because a single PDP should not dominate in 

the average PDP. 

We calculated the RDS of the average PDP as function of TI1IiJX for subsets obtained in 
the 57"59 GHz band with a configuration in which the transmit and receive antenna 

were the biconical-horn antennas with characteristics as described in Section 3.3.4_ 

The transmit antenna was located at 1.4 m above the floor at K randomly-chosen 

(horizontal) positions. The receive antenna was placed in the centre of the environ

ment under test at 3 m height. In what follows, this configuration is referred to as the 

(57-59 GHz) standard configuration. In each of the eight environments described in 

the previous section, one subset of impulse resonses was obtained with this standard 

configuration. For each of these eight subsets, the RDS of the average PDP is 

calculated according to 
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where 

J QT_-rp",,(T,Tm.JI)dr 

I o'-Pa.('f,1' mu.)d1' 

, i=1,2 . 

73 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

In Fig. 3.10a, the RDS of the average PDP is drawn as a function of 1'""", for the small 
roomS (i.e., envirorunents A,F, G and H) whereas Fig. 3.10b shows similar plots for 
the large envirorunents (I.e., B, C, D) and the corridor (Le., Envirorunent E). 
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Fig. 3.10a: Rms delay spread of the average PDP as function of the maximum excess 
delay considered for environments A,F,G and H obtained with biconical-hom 
an.tennas in the 57-59 GHz band. 
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Fig. 3.10b: Rms delay spread of the average PDP as function of the maximum excess 

delay considered for elZvironments B,C,D and E obtained with biconical-horn 

antennas in the 57-59 GHz band-. 

These figures demonstrate that the RDS of the average PDP does not drop sharpJy if 
'rIO"" is reduced from 390 ns. This is also the case for the RDS of average POPs 
associated with the subsets obtained with the remaining non-standard configurations_ 

With respect to Our measurement results this indicates that (3.18) to (3,23), with 

1' ...... =390 ns, yield accurate ROS values, This also indicates that NRP value5 arC 

determined accurately when they arc calculated according to (3.18) with T~ .. =390 nS_ 

3.6. Measurement results and discussion 

In this section~ the results are discussed of the large-scale mea5urement campaign 

carried out in the eight environments previously described by which some 300 impulse 

responses of mm-wave indoor radio channels were collected, In e,tch environment, at 

least one subset of about 20 impulse responses w:lS ohtained_ These implll~e respon

ses were measured in the 57-59 GHz band using the 9 dBi 57-59 GHz hiconical·horn 

antennas, In two rooms (A and F), additional subsets of about 20 impulse responses 
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were obtained in the 41·43 GHz band with the 9 dBi 41-43 GHz biconical-horn 
antermas. Furthermore, we discuss the results of additional measurements performed 
in the 57·59 GHz band with the 15 dBi 57-59 GHz circular-hom antcrma. 

Practically all our measurements concerned line-of-sight (LOS) channels. The 
channels with obstructed LOS path will be designated as obstructed (OBS) channels. 
These OBS-channels are derived from the impulse responses obtained under LOS
conditions by mathematical removal of the direct ray. This method is justified by the 

experience that obstruction of the direct ray by a person, cabinet or piece of absorber 
caused a drop of the LOS-ray in such way that the LOS component could not be 

recognized anymore in the measured response. (For a discussion concerning the 

significance of a (pardy) obstructed LOS ray see also Section 5.2.2.) 

3.6.1 Results obtained with the 57·59 GHz biconical·horn antennas 

Firstly, measurement results are presented that have been obtained in the standard 
cOnfiguration of each indoor environment under test (standard configuration: transmit 

anterma placed at randomly.chosen (horizontal) positions at 1.4 m height, receive 
antelU1a placed in the middle of each indoor area at 3 m height, frequency band is 

57-59 GH~ transmit antenna and receive antenna are both 9 dBi 57-59 GHz 
biconical-horn antennas). With this configuration, a 5ubset of about 20 impulse 
responses was obtained for each of the eight environments under test. 

3.6.1.1 NonnaLized received power 

Fig. 3.lla shows scatter plots of NRP values versus separation distance on a logarith" 
mic scale for both LOS and QBS situations obtained in the small rooms (i.e., A, F, G 

and H). Fig. 3.11b shows similar plots for the large environments B, C, D and E. The 
lines are linear fits based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) with the 

relationship 

lOlog( Pk» " 101og( P,(l») - lOalog(r) , 
P, Pt 

(3.24) 

in which P ..(l)/Pr is the (fitted) value of NRP at the separation distance of 1 m, while 
ex represents the decay exponent of the fit. Parameter ex thus represents the slope of 
each regression line. 
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Fig. 3.Jla: Normalized received power versus separation distance for environments A, F, 
a and H obtained with biconical-Izom antennas itt the 57·59 GHz band. 
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The decay-exponent values of all regression lines are determined and listed in 
Fig. 3.12 for each environment, together with average and standard deviation of the 
NRP values obtained. Fig. 3.12 also includes an overview of environment dimensioru; 
and return loss values in the 57-59 GHz band of the most dominant wall partitions so 

that the measurement results can be readily related to these environment properties. 
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Fig. 3.12: (a) decay rate of NRP, (b) mean of NRP values, (e) standard deviation of 

NRP values, (d) environment dimensions, (e) rerum loss (57-590Hz). 
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Decay rate of NRP with separation distance 

Especially for the large environments (B, C and 0), Fig. 3.l2a shows decay exponent 
values dose to zero for WS situations. This confirms the theory presented in 
Section 3.3.2.2 which predicts a ring-shaped virtual directly-illuminated coverage area 
(with rnhrimum radius r,.",;;;6 m and maximum radius r..".=48 m), lying symmetrically 
around the (boriwntaI) position of the centrally located antenna. The most negative 
value of a (-1.65) is found for Room G. This can be explained by the fact that in this 
room: 1) the (virtual) directly-illuminated coverage area lies outside the room and 2) 
the reflected rays cannot dominate the direct ray because the walls of this rOom are 
made of wood, which has a return loss of l3 dB. The same effect, although less 
serious, can be observed for Room H with concrete waIls having a return loss of 
2 dB. This effect does not appear in Room F since this rOom has metal walls so that 
indirectly-illuminated coverage areas are provided by strong reflected rays. The NRP 
values obtained for LOS and aBS at the same position of the transmit antenna. are 
virtuaJiy equal for this room. This indicates tha.t the reflected rays in this small room 
dominate the direct ray in accordance with the principles given in Section 3.3.2.2. 

Areroge of NRP values 

By mutually comparing the different average values in Fig. 3.12h for the different 
rooms we find high values for environments with metal walls (E and F) and environ
ments in which highly reflective (metal) objects are present (Room D), whereas 
relatively low values are found in environments with only low reflective materials like 
wood (Room B and G). This confirms the idea that rays reflecting from metal walls 
and objects contribute significantly to the mean of NRP values. 

In all environments, equal or lower NRP values are obtained for the BS area (i.e., 
r<r .... "'5.8 m) when compared with the m~an of NRP values obtained in the directly
illuminated coverage area (r>r_-"'5.8 m); in rooms with many metal walls and/or 
metal objects (0, E and F) no differences in mean NRP values for both areas were 
found, while lowe.- values are obtained for the BS area in rooms without highly
reflective surfaces. This complies with what we expect when regarding the effects of 
power contributions of reflected rays (see Section 3.3.2.2). 
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Spread in NRP values 

One reason for the spread in NRP values is the irregularity of the environment; 

especially in Room 0, in which many metal cabinets are present, reflected rays 

strongly depend On the specific position of the transmit antenna. In addition, the non
ideal radiation patterns (in the azimuth plane as well as in the elevation plane) of 

both antennas contribute to the spread in NRP values. Furthermore, constructive and 

destructive addition of the various (complex) rays contribute to the spread in received 

power. 

Differences between LOS and OBS results 

In highly-reflective indoor environments (E and F), differences in NRP values bet

ween LOS and aBS situations are only small (a few dBs at maximum). This indicates 

that throughout such environments the level of NRP is maintained well in the case 
that the direct LOS-ray is blocked. In low-reflective environments (B, C and G), 

however, substantial differences between LOS and OBS can be observed due to the 

severe attenuation at each reflection. For separation distances in excess of the upper 
limit r""", of the indirectly-illuminated coverage area, there is also another mechanism 

responsible for these differences; outside this area, the power contributions of the 
reflected rays tend to decrease mOre rapidly with increasing separation distance (,.-2_ 
law) in comparison with the power contribution of the direct ray with path length 

below r...... This explains the differences in excess of 7 dB between LOS and OBS 

situations which can be observed for some measurements positions at relatively large 

separation distances in Environment C. 

3.6.1.l Rms delay spread 

From the measured responses, RDS values have been calculated according to (2.18)

(2.19) yielding values between 10 us and 100 ns. In Fig. 3.13, the (complementary) 

cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) are sho\VIl for the RDS values obtained in 

the eight environments. 

By comparing the curves G, H and F, it OccurS that RDS values tend to increa.~e with 

the increasing reflectivity of the walIs. Room G has wooden walls (RdB-13 dB), Room 

H has concrete walls (Rdil""Z dB) and Room F has highly-reflective walls (R,I/.l=O dB). 
RDS values found in the small Room F with metal walls are even larger than those 

found in the large Room B. 
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Fig. 3.13a: Distribution functions of RDS values in environments A,F,G and II ohtained 

with biconical-hom antennas in the 57-59 GHz band. 
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It would be interesting to See how the RDS values alter at increasing separation 

distances. As an example Fig. 3.14 shows the relationship between the RDS and 

separation distance in Room A. 
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Fig. 3.14: RDS verSus separation distance in Room A. 

From this figure, it is clear that the RDS values also remain fairly constant for 

increasing distances in Room A. This property, which is also observed for the other 

environments) indicates that roughly the same performance degradation caused by lSI 

is experienced everywhere in a particular room4
• 

3.6.2 Results obtained with the 41-43 GHz biconical·horn antennas 

Additional mea.~urements in the 41-43 GHz band have been undertaken in a low and 

highly reflective room (Room A and Room P, respectively) with the 41-43 GHz 

4 Here, we mean performance degradation in terms of maximum feasible symbol rate ', ...... In 
[101 it is shown that, for transmission systems in which no channel equalization is applied, there 
exists a direct, though approximate, relationship between r,,_ and the RDS which reads; 
r"_",,,O.2/(J ..... 
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biconical-horn antennas placed at the same positions as in the standard configuration. 

3.6.2.1 Normalized received power 

Fig. 3.15 shows a scatterplot of the NRP values obtained and associated MMSE 
regression lines. 
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Fig. 3.15: NRP values for Room A and Room F obtained in the 41-43 GHz hand. 

It can be concluded that, for both rooms, the 41-43 Gliz results are very similar to 

the 57-59 GHz results; the corresponding decay exponents are the ~ame for both 
frequency bands whereas the mean of NRP values are 3 dB higher for the 41-43 GHz 
measurements. 111is 3 dB difference complies well with (3.12) which predicts an 
average increase in NRP of 2.8 dB at 41·43 GHz. 

3.6.2.2 Rms delay spread 

Fig. 3.16 shows CDFs of RDS values for WS situations obtained in the 41·43 GHz 
band and 57-59 GHz band. 
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Fig. 3.16a: Distribution functions of RDS for 41-43 GHz and 57·59 GHz for Room A. 
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No significant differences between the two bands could be observed_ This indicates 

that the reflectivity properties of wall material do not differ significantly fur huth 

frequency bands. 

3.6.3 Results obtained with the circular-horn antenna in the 57-59 GHt barHI 

In order to examine the influence of antenna radiation patterns on the NRP and 

RDS, we performed additional measurements in Room A using the directional 

(15 dBj) circular-horn antenna described in Section 3.3.5 We applied this antenna in 

two different measurement configurations as depicted in Fig. 3.17. 

(~ 
R~molc -

(aJ Conjlglmllir)11 A 

~---l 
------_/ 

(--------~ .. ~------ .... ) ._-------.--.-.. _. Remote 

(b) Configuration B 

....... -.-(.~::;::::-J ...... <:.--......... :-) ... -............ ---...... _ ..... -...... -

Base 

(::~> ...... -:.: ........ -) 
Remote 

(c) standard configr.lrution 

Fig. 3.17: Measurement configarations. 
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In one configuration the directional antenna was used as the transmit antenna. It was 

placed at 20 randomly-chosen (horizontal) positions 1A m above the floor. The 

receive antenna was a 9 dBi omnidirectional biconical-horn antenna positioned in the 

middle of the room at 3 m height. At each measurement position, the directional 

horn was pointing in the horizonbJ plane towards the receive antenna. This con

figuration is depicted, schematically, in Fig. 3.17a and will be denoted as 

"Configuration A". 
In the second configuration the directional antenna Wa5 used as the receive 

antenna. However, it was not located in the middle of the worn but in a corner at 

3 m height. The boresight direction waS horizontal towards the opposite corner of the 

(rectangular) room. The receive antenna was a 9 dBi biconical-horn antenna. It was 

placed at 20 randomly-chosen horizontal positions 1.4 m above the floor. This 
configuration is depicted in Fig. 3.17b and will he denoted as "Configuration B". 

For each configuration we obtained a subset of 20 impulse responses. These two 

subsets will be mutually compared. In addition, these two subsets will be compared 

with the subset obtained in Room A with the standard configuration as defined in 

Section 3.5. The standard configuration is depicted in Fig. 3.17c. 

3.6.3.1 Normalized received power 

Fig. 3.18a and Fig. 3.18b are scatter plots of NRP values versus separation distance 

under WS and OBS conditions for Configuration A and Configuration B, respec

tively. The lines are linear MMSE fits drawn for LOS ami QBS situations. 

Comparison of Fig. 3.18a, Fig. 3.18b and Fig. 3.lla yields the conclusion that Con

figuration A exhibits the highest NRP values under LOS conditions. Under OBS 

conditions, however, the standard configuration has the highest NRP values. The 

lowest spread in NRP values is obseIVed for the standard configuration. 
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3.6.3.2 Rms delay spread 

Fig. 3.19 depicts the cumulative distribution functions of RDS for the three con

fjgurations considered under both LOS and OBS-conditions. 
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Fig. 3.19 Distn'bution functions of nm delay spread in Room A for lhe Configurations A 
and B and the standard configuration.. 

Fig. 3.19 shows that Configuration A and Configuration B both exhibit a larger spread 

in RDS values when compared with the standard configuration. The maximum RDS 

value found for Configuration A equals the maximum RDS value for the standard 
configuration. The maximum RDS value found for Configuration B exceeds the 

maximum RDS value for the standard configuration. This indica.tes that the use of 
more directive antennas does not automatically lead to lower RDS values as 

sometimes suggested in literature (see e.g., [11]). In fact, the use of more directive 

antennas might even lead to significantly higher ROS values when the directive 

antenna is not precisely directed towards the other antenna as in Configurations A 

and B. This effect of antenna mispointing is studied in more detail by means of 

simulations in Chapter 5. 
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3.7 Summary and conclusions 

In this chapter, the measurements of the mm-wave indoor radio ch;lnnels, carried out 

in eight indoor environments, are discussed. 1l1e main ohjective of these 

measurements was to obtain a large number of equivalent lowpass impulse responses 

from which channel characteristics can be derived. 

We applied a frequency-stepping technique within a 2 GHz bandwidth cenlered 

around 58 GHz or 42 GHz yielding the equivalent lowpass tran~fer fundion of each 

channel under test. By applying Inverse Fourier Transformation, complex equiv,llent 

lowpass impulse responses could be obtained with a time-domain resolution of I ns 

whereas differences in ray amplitude of about 40 dB could be observed. The aliasing

free range in the time domain was 400 ns, which is sufficient for reliable channel 

characterization. 

The anterul3S applied in the measurement setllp receive c()n~iderable attention since 

their radiation patterns have great impact On the channel's characteristics. It is shown 

that biconical-horn antennas cUn be dimensioned in such way that the level of 

normalized received power (NRP) does not depend strongly on the (horizontal) 

position of the remote-::;tation antenna. 

In each environment, at le,lst one subset of about 20 impulse resf-Ionses W:l$ obtained. 

These impulse responses were measured at randomly-chosen positions of lhe transmit 

antenna at desktop height (1.4 m). The receive antenna wa.~ located in the middle of 

each environment at 3 m height. As predicted by theol)' the NRP values derived from 

the impulse responses obtained do not strongly depend on the horizontal position of 

the transmit antenna (i.e., the antenna that represents the rernote-station antenna). 

Especially in highly reflective environments the level of NRP is maintained well in 

case the direct line-of-sight ray becomes obstructed. 

Typical rms delay spread (ROS) values range hetween 15 and 45 ns for the small 

rooms and are between 30 to 70 ns for the larger ones. Obstruction of the direct path 

causes onJy slight changes in RDS. The largest value obtained is 100 nS. 

A preliminary comparison with coverage results at 41-43 GHz shows similar RDS 

values for both frequency bands; the difference in atillospheric ,ntenuation al 

41·43 GHz and 57-59 GHz (0,1 dB/km and 12 dB/km, respectively) is not noticeable 

in our measurement results. This indicates that atmospheric attenualion has not a 

significant impact on the characteristics of mm-wave indoor radio channels. 
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In order to examine the influence of antenna radiation patterns on the NRP and 
RDS, we performed additional measurements in one room using a circular-horn 
antenna having 15 dBi antenna gain. The theoretical and empirical results indicate 
that application of biconical-horn antennas may yield clear advantages when com
pared with the use of more directive antennas. This topic deserves more extended 
examination. A thorough reconsideration of the effects of radiation patterns on NRP 
and RDS is presented in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STATISTICAL MODELLING OF 
MILLIMETRE~WAVE INDOOR RADIO CHANNELS 

4.1 Introduction 

93 

In general, an idealized mathematical representation of the characteristics of a 
channel can be a useful tool in studies concerning the evaluation of transmission 
performance [1]-[5]. According to [6], such an idealized 1 representation may be 
termed a channel model. In principle, a channel model can be a statistical represen
tation as well as a determini\·tic representation. A statistical channel model represents 
the statistical properties of the channel considered by describing the details of the 
impulse response in terms of probability distribution functions and thejr statistical 
moments. These distribution functions can be derived from mea~urements. A 
deterministic channel model is an algorithm to calculate the channel properties from 
a predefined environment. For an indoor multipath channel, the details of the 
impulse response can be determined on the ba"is of geometrical optics and eventually 
diffraction and scattering theory. The two modelling methods, statistical modelling 

1 The fact that a model is an idealked representation is expressed in the definition of the noun 
"modelling" given In [6] which reads; "technique of system analysis and design using mathema
tical or physical idealiz(11ions of all or a portion of the system" _ Completeness and reality of the 
model are dependent on the questions to be answered, the state of knowledge of the system, and 
its environment_ 
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and deterministic modelling, have their own merits and complement each other; 
statistical modelling provides a compact summary of the overall charactt~ristics for an 

environment or a class of environment types whereas deterministic ll10delling can 

provide mOre detail on a site-by-site basis. A statistical model is especially useful if 

system performance is to be evaluated through outage probabilities (see Section 2.4 

and 2.5) since, for each calculation of an outage probability, this requires the 

generation of numerous individual channel responses. In this chapter, a statistical 

model for the impulse response of the mm-wave indoor radio channel is developcd on 

the basis of physical reasoning and measurement data obtained from the 

measurements described in Chapter 3 whereas Chapter 5 deals with deterministic 

modelling of mm-wave indoor radio channck The objective of the statistical model· 
ling is to obtain a first·order model approximation that can eventually be refined 

further (in the sense that more environment and antenna effeds are incorporated). 

This refinement can be based on a more detailed analysis of our meaSu['(:Illcnt results 

and future results of other researchers in the field. 

To date~ no statistical models for mm-wave indoor radio channels have becn rcpnrted 

in the literature. On the other hand, there have been several statistical models 

reported for microwave « 3 GHz) indoor radio channels P]-[14]. Both continuous 
and discrete models are available. The continuous model corresponds to a situation 

were, at any excess delay, the channel irnpu/:;e response actually consists of a number 
of individual rays which add up within the measurement time resolution. According to 

the Central Limit Theorem, the resulting process is Gaussian when a large number of 

ray components is assumed and when there is no ray component dominating all the 

others. The distribution of the ray amplitude matches a Rayleigh distribution so that 

the model is also sornetimes referred to as a continuous Rayleigh model. The 

condition that, at any excess delay. the channel impulse response actually consists of a 

number of individual rays, which mutually overlap, may not he a valid assumption 
when wideband transmission is considered. In that case, mllItipath models are better 

described by discrete models. The discrete channel model of the complex eqllivaJent

lowpass impulse response has the form of (2.8). Since the channel to be modelled is 

essentially static (see Section 2.3.2), the resulting discrete channel representation will 
have the form of (2.8) with eliminated time dependence, i.e., 

(4. t) 

where fin' Tn and 0. are the real ray amplitude, excess delay and phase of ray n, 

respectively. Since we consider wideband transmission over multipa.th channeI~\ we 

focus on discrete channel modelling. 
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In Fig. 4.1 a typical example of an observed complex equivalenHowpass impulse 

response is shown (magnitude only). 
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Fig. 4.1: Typical impulse re.\ponse obtained in Room A. 

Individual rays could be detected by blocking the associated ray by an absorbing mat, 

while other rays were not noticeably influenced. The measured channel impulse 

responses in which individual rays can be resolved with a measurement resolution of 

1 ns show that a mm-wave indoor radio channel is indeed essentially a multi path 
channel, as assumed in Chapter 2. Hence; it occurs that the wavelengths considered 
are sufficiently short to be modelled as rays following discrete paths. The complex 
equivalent-lowpass impulse response of a mm-wave indoor radio channel can 
therefore be considered a.,<; di5crete so that it may be written as (4.1). 

In Section 4.2, the data reduction process is described that is applied to extract 
amplitude and time of arrival of individual rays in an impulse response. In Section 

4.3, 4.4 and 45, respectively, the modelling of ray phases, ray amplitudes and ray 

interarrival times are treated. In Section 4.6, we briefly discuss the main difference 

between the modelling results obtained and results reported for UHF channels. 

Finally, in Section 4.7, the resulting statistical model is summarized. 
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4.2 Ray determination for statistical modelling 

The first step towards statistical modelling of the channel impulse re~ponse i~ a data 

reduction by means of a filtering process of the 801 data points which make up a 

measured response. The filtering is necessary because not all data samples can be 

considered as being actual rays, since the respun5es also contain noise and side-lobes 

which result from the bandwidth restriction of 2 GIlz. Also a ray will span mOrt than 

one data sample, whereas in a discrete statistical model a ray is to be modelled as a 

Dirac delta pulse according to (4, I). The search for individual rays is therefore a 

search for local maxima in the responses. The5e local maxima are determined as 

follows: The first data point of each response is per definition a ray, because all 

measured responses were time-aligned so that the maximum of the line-of-sight ray is 

located at zero nanoseconds excess delay. From the second point onwards the excess
delay axis is looked at through a three-point "ray window", i.e., at a particular exce~5 

delay r three consecutive (lata points are considered. If the central point is greater 

than both its neighbour~, the point is declared a possible ray. Next the "window" is 

shifted by 1 position and the process is repeated. To ensme that noise and pulse side

lobes (maximum pulse side-lobe level i~ -44 dB, with the Kaiser window applied jn 

the measurements) are excluded from being modelled as genuine rays, only data 

values that exceed a certain threshold are candidate for a ray, For ruy phase and ray 

amplitude considerations this threshold is chosen 30 dB hdow the maximum of a 

response (magnitude). In order to examine the influence of threshold value on ray 

interarrivaJ times different threshold values (20, 30 and 40 dB) were considered in 

Section 4.5. 

Since the data spacing is 0.5 ns the three.point "ray window" spans ,I 1 ns time 

interval which just equals the measurement resolution. If this "ray window" would 

span more than three points, Some noise cancelation would be the result. However, 

less genuine rays would he detected too since the measurement re::;olution would not 

be used completely. Therefore, we decided to take the span of the "ray window" not 

larger than 1 ns. 

4.3 Distribution of ray phases 

A reasonable assumption for the ray phases is that they are mutually independent 

random variables which are uoiformly {listributed over [-18W,180~]. This follows from 

the fact that the ray phase is critically sensitive to the path length, changing hy the 

order of 360 0 as the path length changes by a wavelength of only a few millimetres, 
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To see if the assumption of uniformly distributed ray phases is rea').onable it was 
checked for all measurement subsets and found to be true_ An example of a typical 

probability density function (pdf) of all ray phase values in a measurement set is 
drawn in Fig. 4.2. The straight line corresponds to a uniform distributjon (lYer 
[~180°, 180<>]. 
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Fig, 4.2: Typical ray phase di.~trihution. 

4.4 Distribution of ray amplitudes 

4.4.1 Assumptions 

An important assumption in determining ray amplitude distributions is that per 

measurement subset all responses considered arC generated according to the same 
statistical process, It is assumed that the ray generation pr()ce~s is a wide-sense 

stationary process with respect to the t variable. (see Section 2,222). In addition, we 

assume that the real part as well as the imaginary part of the ray phasor at a 
particular excess delay cross section are identically distributed random variables. 
Furthermore, it can be assumed that the rays that arrive at the same excess delay arC 
mutually independent (and thus uncorrelated) since they arrive via independent ray 
paths. Reflected rays, however, may be composed of many djfferent components 
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which add up within the measurement resolution. This is because in many C,LSes the 

reflecting waU and objects have a layered and/or irregular structure at a ~c.de smaller 

than (or comparable with) the measurement resolution which is 30 cm. According to 

the Central Limit Theorem, the real part as well as the imaginary part of a ray phasor 

that is built up of many random components is Gau:;~ian distributed. This, together 

with the reasonable assumption of uniformly distributed ray phases, results in the 
assumption that the amplitudes of reflected rays have a Rayleigh distrihution. The 

probability density function (pdf) of the Rayleigh distrihution can be expressed as 

This results in an exponential pdf of ray power values, i.e., 

1 Ji'(i) 

p(P2( r» = ~7:\ e nJ'j , 

(j \TI 

which complies a unit-mean exponential CDF, i.e., 

P(ff(1)/{F(i"j > X) = e-x . 

4.4.2 Average power delay pr(lfile 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

The normalization parameter r} (r) can be identified as the average power delay 

profile (average PDP) defined as 

Itp~(1) 
K~_, E(:P , 

k.n 
" -I 

( 4.5) 

where K denotes the total number of measured responses within the measurement 

subset considered and plr)=lh/T)I~ represents the kth individual power delay profile 

(PDP) with k= 1,2, .. K. The amplitude term (:J~". represents the 11th ray of the kth 
individual impulse responzse with n'" 1,2, .. N. In calculating the average PDP, each 

individual PDP is thus normalized by its normalized received power value (according 

to (2.17». This is done because a single PDP should not dominate in the average 
PDP. 

An example of an average PDP with K;;;;;24 is shown in Fig. 4.3. This profile is 

typical for aU measurement subsets obtained. It can be modelled by a LOS ray 

followed by a constant-level part up to 1''''' 11 which in turn is foJlowe(1 by a linear de
Crease (dB value) down to the noise floor. This general shape is depicted in Fig, 4.4, 
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The normalized received power of the LOS component iF('O) can be calculated using 
the radio equation which for azimuth-independent radi'ltion patterns is given by CUi), 
OBS-situations are modelled by completely omitting the LOS·component (see the 
introduction of Section 3_6). 

The constant·level part is caused by the compensation of frcc.space losses by 
antenna gain cornpen::;ation due to the elevation dependence of the antenna radiation 
patterns and the differcnce between the transmit antenna and receive antenna height 
as explained in Section 3.3.2.2. Thc pubes in a response that immediately follow the 
first pulse (LOS pulse) are likely to come from single reflected rays, This suggests 
that we may use the approximation 

1OIog(~) = 1OIog(lT(O») - RdJl ' 
(43) ) 

where RdlI is the return loss of the most dominant wall partition, 
There are two effects that determine the vallie of r l , First, the cOlllpens,lIion of 

free-space losses with antenna gain decreases with increasing p,Hh kngth (and thlls 
with increasing excess delay), Second, the aggregate retlettion loss for a ray incre,lses 
with increasing number of reflections. Therefore, 71 is relatively small for small rooms 
with walls exhibiting a high return loss tike Room G (50 ns), On the other hand, 1j 

will be relatively high for a large environment with walls having a low return lo~~ like 
Environment C (70 ns), Vervuurt [151 showed that the rms delay spread values of the 
average POPs as modelled are not significantly sensitive to variation of r l in the 
range of the 1"1 values ohtained, i.e, 50 ns < 71 < 70 nS. Therefore, we assume the 
general value 1"1 ;; 60 ns for all meaSl)rement subsets. 

For the linearly decreasing part, the logarithm of f;i (r) can he motlcllctl a..~ a 
linear fit according t() 

(4,7) 

Approximate expressions of parameter A Us function of return loss and environment 
dimensions can be fountl oy applying the radio equation. On lh~: basis of this we can 
write 

10 log ("iP(T) "" IOlog [c IG [~.J .l] + 
Q, .,r 411" 

where C",I and Gd,r arC the antenna gain of the transmit antenna and receive antenna, 
respectively, 0:(1(7)) accounts for reflection losses with 
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1(1') ~ C(T + TlOS) , (4.9) 

where C is the velocity of electromagnetic waves in free space and 1 the pathlength 

that corresponds to the arrival time T+T uw T lOS is the average path delay associated 

with the LOS component in the average PDP. 

Now let us consider those rays that are expected to dominate in a power delay profile 

obtained in a rectangular room whose walls all exhibit a return loss Rd/J' Then, the 

rays that are expected to dominate in the profile are those rays that run in parallel 

with the longest wall since these rays have the lowest number of reflections among 
the rays that have about the same path length. It is obvious from simple image theory 
that the expected attenuation due to return losses of such a ray with path length I can 

be estimated as 

I 
lOtogO'(l) .. -R~/J ' 

L~ 
(4.10) 

in which LIMIt denotes the length of the longest side and in which the ratio 1/ LVAtt 
approximates the number of reflections. 

Substituting (4.9) and (4.10) together with the approximation 20logl ... C1 + 0.21, with 

C1 being a constant which turns out to he irrelevant, into (4.8) yields 

(4.11 ) 

where C~ is a constant representing the sum of C1 and the first term of the right part 

of (4.8). C3 represents the sum of C2 and the two terms in (4.11) associated with 1"~.(lr 

Since T UlfJ only yields a constant contribution in (4.11) it does not contribute to the 
value of parameter A in (4.7). The result of (4.11) implies that 

A ~ [:: .0+ . (4.12) 

In order to examine how far the average PDPs comply with the approximations (4.6) 

and (4.12) we performed linear fitting of the "constant level part" by determining the 

mean value of the PDP curve in the excess delay range O<T<Tj. For the same reason 

we performed linear fitting of the most linear section of the "linear decreasing part" 
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(100 ns < T < 200 ns) ba1\cd on a minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion. 

This yields values for ill.OS ~ 1Olog{J(Ti} - 101ogj:f(TJ (dB) and parameter A, respec

tively. These two parameters are listed in Table 4_1 for each measurement suhset, 
together with the corresponding values calculated according to the relationship 
tJ,.J..b..~""-R4B (as indicated by (4.6)) and (4J2), respectively. Rdb is taken according to the 
values listed in Table 3.4 (the values for Room A :lre <lveraged)_ Although only values 
for four of the eight environment1\ are listed they abo refer to all environrncnl1\ con
sidered2

• In Table 4.1, the term "standard" refers to the standard configuration as 
defined in Section 3.5. "A" and "B" refer to "Configuration A" and "Configuration 13", 
respectively, as defined in Section 3,6,3. 

Table 4,1: Values j()r il/Os and A according to A/.()~=R,I/.l and (4.12), respectiveiy, and 

according to fits ()f the average PDPs j()r all nwwurcment .\"ldJS(~1S_ 

Measurement subset 

Env. f (GHz) Config, 

A 57-59 standard 

B 57-59 standard 

C 57-59 standard 

D 57-59 ~tandard 

E 57-59 standard 

F 57-59 standard 

G 57,59 standard 

H 57"59 standard 

A 41-43 standard 

A 57-59 A 

A 57-59 B 

F 41-43 standard 

F 57-59 B 

ill,OS (dR) ilws (Jil) A (dRjns) A (dUjns) 
;; R,1lI fitted (4.12) fitted 

8 

8 

2 

2 

o 
() 

13 

2 

5 

8 

o 
() 

7 

X 

5 

4 

lO 

10 

4 

12 

12 

2 

J 

0.1 t) 0.12 

0.14 n,14 

0.07 OJ)7 

(u)X O.OS 

0.06 OJ)() 

O.Ot) 0.09 

0.36 0.27 

O.ll 0.17 

(UX O.l2 

0_1 () O.ll 

0,16 0.1 () 

0.06 OJ)!} 

()'o6 n, J 1 

2 Room A ha.~ wooden pan~1s (R~~ 8 dB) at its head ~nJs. The walls or Room B are covered 
with similar panels. Rooms C and D hav/; bare concrete w'IlIs similar to the walls of Room H 
(RdlJ "" 2 dB). Environment E has metal walls similar to the walh of Room F (R,w'" 0 dB). 
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With respect to the values of A1A.~ obtained, we find that the values based on the fits 
of the average PDP match the return loss values with a maximum difference of 3 dB 

for all but one measurement subsets obtained with the standard configuration. The 

exception is the fit of the average PDP for Environment E which shows a con

siderable larger value of Ilws than what can be expected on the basis of !!.UJS-RdB. 

This can be expla.ined by the fact that Environment E is a narrow corridor with highly 

reflective walls so that many strong reflected rays are added with the actual WS ray 

within (or almost within) the mea...~urement resolution of 1 ns. 
With respect to Configuration A and Configuration B considerably higher 

values of fl~,()S than those predicted by (4.6) are found_ This can be simply explained 
by the fact that antennas are used that radiate mainly in the direction of the receiver 
so that the reflected rays are highly suppreSiSed wh~n compared with the direct ray_ 

With respect to the values of parameter A obtained we find that the values based on 

the fits of the average PDP do not depend strongly on the measurement con

figuration, as expected (compare the configurations in Environment A and also those 

in Environment F)_ Furthermore, we find that the values based on the fits of the 

average PDP match (4.12) with a maximum (relative) deviation of 30% for all 

measurement subsets obtained v.rith the standard configuration. Especially for the 

large environments a good match is found. This can be explained by the fact that for 
these environments the effect of the free space losses which is accurately expressed in 

(4.12) dominates the effect of reflection losses. For the non-standard c()nfiguration 
the maximum deviation found is about 50%. The deviations can be attributed to the 
fact that the values of Rd/j given in Table 3.4 are only global indications and that the 

values of A is highly sensitive to the value of Rd8 especially for the small rooms. 

When, for instance, we take Rolli""! dB instead of RJB""O dB for Room F (L~=9_9 m) 

then, according to (4.12). A becomes 0,09 dB/ns yielding a good match with the 

values based on the fits of the average PDP. 

4.4.3 Goodness-or-fit test for the ray amplitudes 

The assumption that a Rayleigh distribution describes the amplitude statistics of 

reflected rays is verified with a goodness-of-fit test TIle test is conditioned to the 

existence of a ray with exclusion of WS rays. Thus, data values that are not recog

nized as (reflected) rays are not taken into consideration and each detected ray is 

represented as a single point having a particular amplitude and exceSS delay in the 

impulse response. With this approach, we obtain a meaningful amplitude distribution 
for each measurement subset since each resulting sample set contained only "non 
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zero" ray amplitudes. Hence; the test can be utili~ed to model the ray amplitude 

generation process independent from the ray arrival process. 

This test was applied to each measurement subset. Per measurement suhsct all 
ray amplitude values in all responses are being lumped into a homogen~~ous random 

process which has a mean accordiog to the average PDP. 

The validity of the hypothetical (Rayleigh) distribution was examined by means of the 

chi-square test. For this test, the measurement data are divided into 
classes. A measure of the discrepancy between the distribution of the 
data and hypothetical distribution is defined as 

a number of 
measurement 

(4.13) 

where 1 denotes the number of classes. In (4.13), hand FJ denote the measured and 

hypothetical frequency in class j. For large numbers of data values, x.~ tends to a 
specific distribution, regardless of the hypothetical distribution. This distrihution is 

generally known as the X2-distribution. From this distribution the probability 

(4_14 ) 

is determined, where X~ is a function of 1. ~ is denoted as the sigmficance level and 

can be found by using a chi·square table. If ~ is smaller than some value, 95 % is 

common practice, then the hypothesis that the hypothetical distribution is the same a~ 

the distribution of the measurement data is rejected. For none of the measurement 

subsets the hypothetical Rayleigh distribution is rejected if a significance level of 

95 % is used as a selection criterion except for the two mCilliurement subsets ohtained 

in Room F with the 41·43 GHz and 57·59 GHz standard configuration. For both 

these subsets the significance level is 89 %. In Fig. 4.5 the COF of the ray-power 

values is drawn (dotted line) that represents the worst fits with respect to the 

57·.59 standard configuration, together with the unity mean exponential function (solid 

line). From the fact that the distribution of ray power values fits an exponential CDF 
for all measurement subsets with a minimum significance level as high as 89% we 

conclude that the associated distribution of ray amplitude values may indeed be 

modelled as a Rayleigh distribution. 
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5 6 

The last item concerns the statistical distribution of the interarrival times between 

consecutive rays A 1. Because the data points of the measured responses are equally 
spaced at 0.5 nS intervals, the time of arrival of a detected ray is also a multiple of 
0.5 us, i.e., 

il1 E {i·O.5 ns} ,where i '" 0,1,2, .... (4.15) 

The 'three point' ray search algorithm automatically implies that interarrival times of 
0.5 I1$ (two consecutive data points) cannot be detected. As with the ray phase and 
amplitude considerations, the interarrival time statistics are considered per measure
ment subset. In determining the ray arrival time distribution, we assume that, in each 

response, the ray arrival process is random and stationary with respect to the t 

variable as well as with respect to the 1 variable. As already stated in Section 4.4, we 
also assume that, per measurement subset, all responses considered are generated 
according to the same statistical process. 
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For each measurement subset all ray interarrival time values ill all responses con

sidered are lumped together, assuming a homogeneous random process. An example 
of an empirical pdf is shown in Fig. 4.6. The probability of an interarrival time ~ 1" is 
simply the quotient of the number of times this interarrival time occurred and the 

total number of interarrival times found in a particular meaSurement subset. Not 

included in Fig. 4.6 are incidental high values found (up to 100 os), These values were 

artefacts of the thresholding procedure applied in the ray determination. Because the 
area under a pdf must equal 1, the height of each bar in Fig. 4.6 is adjusted in such a 

way that height .. width = probability .. unit area. 

0.00 ,--------------------.--.-... -

0040 

0.20 

0.00 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Interarrival time (ns) 

Fig. 4.6: Typical interanival time frequency hi.~togr(lm. 

The shape of the histogram in Fig. 4.6 is typical for those obtained for all environ

ments and, as will be shown, the same for different threshold values. Becallse the 

probability of an interarrival time of 1 ns is smaller than the probability ,l.t 1.5 n5, the 
shape of the empirical pdf suggests that the interarrival time pdf should generally 

look like a Weibull function, i.e., 
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f(tl.r) 
= {: [~r-lexp[ -{~}~] M~O 

o otherwise 

(4.16) 

with (1)0 and f.J>O. In [13]·[14], where UHF indoor radio channels in various 

manufacturing environments have been modelled, interarrival time pdfs with a 

similar shape are reported. In these references, the~e pdfs were modelled as Weibull 

pdfs with 0: ranging from 17.5 to 50.5 and # lying between 1 and 2.9. Consequently 

lim f(~r) ,,0 , 
.:\.,..0 

(4.17) 

as in our case. This suggests that rays could not overlap. However, there is no 

conceivable reason why pulses should not overlap. Overlap does occur but cannot be 

detected because of the limited time domain resolution! Hence; a pdf with a shape 

according to (4.16) does not represent reality since it includes the characteristics of 

the measurement system. The significance of this is that modelling of the ray arrival 

process must not only be based on the pdfs obtained, but also on the reasonable 

assumption that rays arrive randomly, which means that each occurrence is indepen

dent from others and cannot be predicted exactly. 
A process of random independent arrivals is described by a Poisson 

distribution. According to the Poisson di:;tribution the probability of k arrivals in a 
time interval .E equals 

Pk(O = P(k arrivals E interval 0 
=e-M.().,O~ 

------;--';-::....::...., k = 0,1,2,3, .... 
kl 

This distribution is equivalent to a pdf of interarrival time t:.r of 

p(tl.r) '" ).,e·~~T • 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

Parameter)., is the mean arrival rate, and the reciprocal value 1/)., is the roean time 

betw"een two consecutive arrivals. The fact that a POisson distribution can be charac

terized by only one parameter implies that it is an easier representation and easier to 

use than the Weibull distribution for which two parameters need to be determined. 

A pdf of measured interarrival times as depicted in Fig. 4.6 can be ap

proximated by a negative exponential function starting from M '" 1.5 ns. If the 

assumption is made that the ray arrival process is in fact a Poisson process, then the 

following procedure can be used for finding the mean ray arrival rate: First, all 

interarrival values of 1 oS are removed from the data set. Next, an exponential 
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function Ao exp( .>,,1') is fitted to the interarrival pdf of the measurement data accor

ding to a MMSE criterion. The third step is adapting the heights of the bars in the 
frequency histograms in such way that (4.19) is satisfied. In Fig. 4.7 the interanival 
time pdfs for Environment B are depicted for three different thrc~hold v,llues: .4(), 
-30 and -20 dB. In addition, the corresponding exponential fits arC shown. 'faking a 

higher threshold value yields higher values of A for all environments since less data 
points are recognized as rays. 

0.4 --.. -., '"'' '''''_I", 1."._" ••••• ,,"'_ •. , .•. _ ..•••.• ,._._ .• ,., .. 

+ -40 dB me<;ln=O.93 
f:,. -30 d8 l'Tlei;lr"l= 1.16 

0 -20 dB rTleafl,1.96 
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Fig. 4.7: lnterarrival probability density functions and expmzentilll fits p)!' Room B, 

The interarrival time pdfs were subjected to a chi-squared gom.lness-of-fit test. 
Unfortunately, this test failed to yield results of sufficient significance. This is mainly 
caused by the limited number of interarrival time classes, though the total number of 
values is considerable, typically several thousand values per measurement subset. 
(This was not the case for the ray amplitudes, since these data vallle~ are rcal 
continuous variahles.) However, good correlation coefficients (MMS£) hetween 

exponential fit and empirical frcquenc.'Y distributions are found. Hence; we conclude 

that the ray arrival process approximates a Poisson process, j,e" the pdf of ray 

interarrivals is approximately exponential. Table 4.2 lists the mean of Ihe inlerarrival 

times for all measurement subsets and for thresholds of -40, -30 and -20 dB. For each 
threshold the mean interarrival time tends to be relatively small for small environ-
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ments and highly reflective environments and for the standard configurations. 

Obviously, a small and highly reflective environment as well as the omnidirectional 

radiating antennas applied in the standard configuration contribute to the scattering 
of the radio waves. The mean of the interarrival times varies from approximately 0_7 

to 1.1 ns for the threshold of -40 dB, 0.9 to 2.0 n.s for the -30 dB threshold and 1.3 to 
3.1 ns for the -20 dB threshold. Especially the values for the -40 dB threshold are 
comparable to the measurement resolution. This suggests that the discrete multipath 

process of ffiDl-wave indoor radio channels converges toward a continuous Rayleigh 

model and, at every excess delay, the amplitude of the response is statistically charac

terized by a Rayleigh pdf. However, since this threshold is in the order of the 

dynamic range of the measurem~nt system also noise might contribute significantly to 

the result. In this respect, the results for the -20 dB threshold are most reliahle. This 
implies that the mean interarrival time is most reliably characterized as being 1 to 

3 ns for the case that those rays are excluded that have amplitude values that are 

mOre than -20 dB below the highest ray amplitude. 

Table 4.2: Mean interarrival time for diff. thresholds and for all measurement subsets. 

Mea5urement subset I!}.. (ns) for threshold of 

Env. f (GHz) Config. -40 dB -30 dB -20 dB 

A 57-59 standard 0-8 1.1 1.9 

F 57-59 standard 0.9 1.0 1.3 

D 57·59 .standard 1.0 1.2 2.0 

C 57·59 standard 1.0 2.0 3.0 

E 57-59 standard 0_7 1.2 1.5 

B 57-59 standard 0.9 1.2 2.0 

H 57-59 standard 0.9 1.0 1.4 

G 57-59 standard 0.7 1.4 2.2 

A 41-43 standard 0.9 1.0 1.9 

A 57-59 A 1.1 1.6 3.1 

A 57-59 B 1.1 1.5 3.0 

F 41-43 standard 0_8 0.9 1.3 

F 57·59 B 1.0 1.1 1.9 
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4.6 Comparison with results obtained at UHF frequencies 

Saleh and Valenzuela [7] have treated the modelling of UHF indoor radio channels. 

In this paper it was reported that rays arrive jn clusters. The leading peaks of these 

dusters decay with excess time and so do rays within a single duster. The clustering, 
they conclude, is related to the building superstructure; the rays that arrive at the 

receiver with approximately the same excess delay, come from the same direction 
(propagation through the same walls of a room for example) and conse'luently these 

rays will form a duster. Their measurements covered a whole building floor. 
For indoor radio communic,ltions at mm-wave frequencies, thc signal coverage 

is limited to one room. ll1erefore, the individual clusters are not obticrved in our 

case. If a comparison should be made with the model of [7], then all our resolved rays 

belong to the same, first, cluster. 

4.7 Summary and condu$ion~ 

In this chapter, we develope a statistical model for the complex equivollent lowpass 

impulse response of the indoor mm-wave radio channel. The objl:ctive of the 
statistical modelling is only to obtain a first-order model approximation which can 

Serve as a basis for further refinement. The resulting statistical model is mainly based 

on physical reasoning which is confirmed by the mt:<lsurement data obtained from the 

measurement~ described in Chapter 3. The relation hetween the model parameters 

and environment properties (wall dimensions. and return-loss figures) arC descrihed hy 

simple first order approximations. This makes the model readily applicahle to a 

variety of other comparable indoor environments. 

The ray phases are modelled as independent random variables that are uniformly 

distributed Over [-1800, 18(n. 
The amplitude values of the LOS rays are not modelled since they can be 

determined easily on the basis of the radio equation. 

The amplitude values of reflected rays are modelled a5 independent random 

variables that are Rayleigh distrihuted. The normalization parameter of this distri

bution are modelled as a function of CXCeti5 delay by a constant level part followed by 

a linear decrease (dB v.tlue). The level of the con:stant-Ievel part as well as the slope 
parameter of the linear decrew;ing part are related to the specific properties of the 

particular environment under consideration and the antennas applied. 

The ray interarrival times are modelled as independent random variables that 

are exponentially distributed (i.e., a Poisson process). The relation hetween the 
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interarrival time and the threshold used for identification of rays as well as the 
relation between the interarrival time and the environment and antenna properties is 
described. 

The statistical parameters derived from the measurement subsets that were performed 
at 41-43 GHz using the scaled biconical-horn antennas, are practically the same as 
those derived from the 57-59 GHz measurement results attained with a similar 
measurement configuration. This indicates that atmospheric attenuation has not a 
significant impact On the characteristics of mm·wave indoor radio channels and that 
the statistical model can be used for other frequencies in the mm-wave band as well. 

The assumptions underlying the model are mainly based on geometric ray tracing. 
The fact that the measurement results confirm these assumptions suggests that 
geometric ray tracing performed by a simulation programme could yield reliable 
results_ Chapter 5 deals with deterministic modelling based on geometric ray tracing. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DETERMINISTIC MODELLING OF 
MILLIMETRE-WAVE INDOOR RADIO CHANNELS 

5.1 Introduction 

115 

A deterministic channel model can be defined as an algorithm to calculate the 
channel properties from a predefined environment. The motivation for deterministic 
channel modelling is that it can be used to clarify the relationship between environ
ment, antenna characteristics and positioning On One side and wave propagation 
characteristics on the other. It differs from statistical modelling in the sense that it 
provides more detail on a site-by-site basis whereas statistical modelling provides a 
compact summary of the overall characteristics for an environment or a class of 
environment types. Hence, as already stated in the previous chapter; the two model
ling methods have their own merits and complement each other. 

It will be shown that a deterministic model for mm-wave indoor propagation might be 
a reliable tool for at least comparative (parameter sensitivity) studies. It will also be 
shoYffi that even absolute accuracy can be obtained, provided that reasonable accurate 
assessments of wall reflection coefficients are available. TIlis is presumably because 
the characteristics of indoor mm-wave propagation lend themselves well to software 
implementation since the corresponding wavelengths (5 to 10 mm) are small in terms 
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of the dimensions of dominating walJs and ohjecr.s while they are large in terms of 
surface roughness dimensions of most building materials so that convenient high 
frequency approximations can be .tpplied according to the CO[lCepts of classical 
geometrical optics. 

In this chapter, the following subjects are discussed. Firstly, in Section 5.2, we 
introduce the ba.~ic principles of reflection including the effects of surface TOughness. 
After that, we examine the significance of diffraction effects in wmparison with 
reflection effects. We furthermore discuss in which way the dl\;cts that are identified 
as being significant should be incorporated in a deterministic indoor mm-wave 
propagation model. In Section 5.3, such a model is proposed and tile basic algorithms 
underlying this model are presented. In Section 5.4, we treat the dime nsioning of 
various antennas ami their implementation in software 10 be; lIsed for mrn"wave 
indoor radio channel simulations. Results of such computer simulations and com
parisons with measurement resull~ are presented and discussed in Section 5.5. Finally, 
in Section 5.6, a summary is presented and the conclusions are given. 

S.2 Considerations concerning the model choice 

In choosing a deterministic modd for implementation in a simulation programrIle, 
there are some restrictions. first of all, the model must be hased on a representation 
of the environment that is sufficiently accurate to predict at le:.tst the qualitative 
effects of environment and antenna parameter variations on the channel characteris
tics. On the other hand, the degree of refinement of the model must he in proportion 
to the accuracy of the model approximation. Additionally, the modd must give somt 
physical insight in the most important parameters that constitute the characteristics of 
the radio channel. For instance, it must he relatively easy to pred ict the changes in 
the radio channel when an object is moved from One place to another, or when a wall 
is coated with another material, changing the reflectivity. 

These restrictions reduce the choice of a model greatly. Solving the Maxwell 
equations for a particular room configuration, for instance, is very difficult. and hard 
to implement. Hence; this option is not considered here. An alternative is making use 
of Physical Optics (PO) to describe the rct1ections against walls and objects, as is 
commonly done for reflector antenna systems. This mClhud includes an integration of 
the incident electromagnetic fields over all surface~ that are illuminated by the 
transm.itter radiation and radiation rel1ectcd by one or more surfaces. If the room 
configuration becomes complicated, however, the computation of the integrals is very 
time consuming. This means that PO is also not suited as a model for (he indoor 
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radio channel. 

For the frequencies under consideration, there are some methods that are 

based on ray tracing. These are Geometrical Optics (GO) [n Geometrical Theory of 

Diffraction (OID) [2], Uniform geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD) [1,3,4] and 

Uniform Asymptotic Theory of diffraction (UAT) [5]. GO describes the field received 
directly from the transmit antenna and via reflections. This method is based on the 
assumption that the wavelength approaches zero. The other techniques aSSllme that 
the wavelength is small in comparison with the dimensions of the objects the 
electromagnetic wave interacts with. 

GO predicts zero fields in shadow regions. GTD supplies the GO with rays diffracted 

by edges or corners of objects. The major limitation of GTD is its failure at reflection 

and shadow bOllndaries, where it predicts infinite fields. UID is in this context the 

wanted extension; it predicts smooth continuous fields at the boundaries and ap

proaches GID as the obselVation point moves away from these boundaries. UAT also 

predicts finite fields for the directions mentioned, not by adjusting the GTD coef
ficients, but by changing the GO field to infinite fields compensating the OTD infinite 
fields. This gives less physical insight and also causes problems when computing the 

fields. For these reasonS and because UTD is very well described in literature, UTD 

seems an attractive candidate to incorporate diffraction in our model. However, it re
mains to be seen how far the UTD extension contributes to the accuracy already pro

vided by GO alone, since the introduction of the UTD extension on top of 00 
implies a significant increase in software complexity and computer calculation time. 

S.2.t. Determination of reflection coefficients 

Firstly, we consider the reflection coefficients for an incident pla.ne wave of an 

electromagnetically flat, infinite boundary between vacuum and some homogeneous 
material having material properties €I, p.1, and (J, i.e., the relative dielectric constant, 

the relative magnetic permeability and the conductivity, respectively_ Expressions for 

the reflection coefficients can be extracted from the boundary conditions for the 

electric and magnetic field. They can be expressed in field components of the incident 

and reflected fields~ namely the components perpendicular (resp. E ~ ,I and E 1,,) and 

parallel (resp. E '.1 and E I) with respect to the incident plane. For the perpendicular 
and parallel electric field components of an incide;:nt plnne wave expressions for the 

reflection coefficients, known as the Fresnel reflection coefficients, are given in any 

standard work on electromagnetic theory_ For a vacuum-material boundary these 

expressions can be written as 
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R 1 (0,) 
EJ./O) co~O - Jp.f €T - sin2e1 
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T 2'1lj(u 
(5.2) 

in which €o = 8.854 1O-1~ As!Vm. RJ.(O) and Ri(O;) are thus determined hy (:1, fli 

and q (or equivalenly hy fl, fl.' and the loss tangent tan(o)=;a/21if1:(I~'=o6()QA()!€' with 

A.:, the wavelength in vacuum). 

When the material thickness is large (compared to the wavelength) and/or the 

material-related losses are high, reflection coefficients can be approximated according 

to (5.1), FOr media for which the validity of these conditions are Hot fLllfilled the 

thickness must be taken into account. The results in Tahle 3.4 with respect to the 

glass windows with such substantial differences between the two frequency ranges, for 

instance, can only be under5tood by considering the thickness of the window glass. 

The reflection coefficient of a slah having thickness d can be determined as the 

addition of the simple reflection coefficient according to (5.1) with the sum of the 

infinite series of consecutive reflections departing in~ide the slab_ Thi~ reflection 

coefficient Can be expressed as 

(5.3) 

where R is RJ. (OJ) or R II (OJ) for the field components perpendicular or parallel with 
respect to the incident plane, respectively, Furthermore, k, is the propagation constant 

inside the slab which is 

k (5.4 ) 
" 

where A$ is the wavelength in5ide the slab and ~ is the wavelength in free space. 

Parameter fX is the attenuation coefficient inside the slab which can be expressed ,l$ 
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(5.5) 

with c the velocity of electromagnetic waves in vaCuum. Parameter ko in (5.3) i.<; the 

free space propagation con:stant, i.e., 

2'1' k ,,- , 
o >-0 

(5.6) 

and s is the pathlength inside the slab between the two :;urfaces, thus 

d 
s '" 

sin1(8/) 
1--_ 

(5.7) 

e{ 

and b the path length difference on the slab of two consecutive departing reflections: 

2d 
b = r==== 

(5-8) 

In order to be able to use the approximation:; (5.1)-(5.3), we need to have estimates 

of the parameters EI, p.1 and (f for the most commonly used building materials. In [6] 
results are reported for several building materials obtained from power reflection and 

tram;mission measurements at 0.14 GHz and 10 GHz in terms of ~I, p.1 and cr. These 

are listed in Table 5.1. In [7], estimates are reported of e' and tan(Q) based on power 

reflection and transmission measurements at 62 GHz. These are listed in Table 5_2. 
This table shows considerably higher values for the conductivity of concrete at 

62 GHz when compared with the values in Table 5.1 for concrete at 0.14 GHz. This 

indicates that the conductivity of concrete highly depends on frequenq-I_ 

1 In [6}, it is reported that the conductivity of brick highly depends on frequency t especially 
when the relative humidity is high; For 15% relative humiJity I} equaL~ 8_9 {[!m-! for 0.1 GHz 
whereas it amounts to 5507 Q-!m-! at 30 GHz_ In [71. nO data concerning the relative humidity of 
the materials considered are given. A discussiun with the authors revealed, however, that the 
humidity of the.~e materials was 0%_ 
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Table 5.1.- Material characteristics according to [6]. 

Material f (GHz) ,/ Po' (1 (fl·lm-I) 

Concrete 

Humitity 0% 0.14 4.5 1.4 10-:1 

Humidity 5% 0.14 6.5 5.6 10.1 

Humidity 15% 0.14 14 2.8 1O-~ 

Glass 10 5-10 

Wood 10 3-7 

Perspex 10 3 

Aluminium 0.14 3.7 10) 

Iron 0.14 1 1(1'-105 9.5 1(1' 

Table 5.2 Material characteri.\·tics al 62 GHz according to [71-

Material E' tan(5) cr (lrlm· l) 

Aerated concrete 3_7 0.034 25.2 

Concrete 1l.5 O'{)26 60.0 

Glass 4_9 0,026 25.6 

Plasterboard 2.8 0.016 9.2 

Wood (chipboard) 2,8 0.056 31.9 

Let us furthermore examine the applicability of (5.1) and (5.3) for deterministic 
modelling by estimating to what degree surface:; as expected to be present in a typical 

indoor environment can be considered as "flat" and "infinite"_ 

To distinguish between electromagnetically flat and rough surfaces the well

known Rayleigh criterion can be used [8}. According to this criterion, an irregular 

surface can be considered as being "flat" if 
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h < (5.9) 

and "rough" otherwise. The parameter h denotes the maximum irregularity height 

difference of the surface while OJ represents the angle of incidence. Hence; the 

roughness of the surface depends on the free-space wavelength Ao and OJ' 
The worst case value for the irregularity height, which divides "rough" from 

"flat" surfaces according to the Rayleigh criterion, appears at perpendicular incidence 

(8j =00) and equals about 0.6 mm for / ... 60 GHz and 0.9 mm for /=40 GHz. 

Therefore, most materials of walls and furniture etc., as encountered in an indoor 

environment, can be considered as electromagnetically flat for the frequency range of 

interest. In this context, a favourable fact with respect to the accuracy of our 

simulations is, that metal surfaces which have the simrle~t reflection characteristics 

and which can be certainly considered as electromagnetically flat also produce the 

strongest reflections. Hence; the most dominant reflections are most accurately 

calculated. 

For rough surfaces the effects of surface roughness can he taken into account by a 

factor yielding an effective reflection coefficient. In [8], a reduction factor Ps is. derived 

for a normal distributed surface roughness yielding the moH general solution of the 

rough-surface scatter problem known to date. This factor, which has to be applied to 

(5.1) and (5.3), reads 

(5.10) 

where d" is the standard deviation of the surface roughness. In deterministic modd

ling one does not need to incorporate this factor in case a reflection coefficient value 

is used which is obtained from measurements, since this factor is already incorporated 

in the measurement result. The same holds for the effects of layering and in

homogenity of the material underneath the surface On the strength of an individual 

reflected ray. 

The time dispersion. of a reflected ray induced hy material layering and jn

homogenities is not noticeable in practice since a path length difference of at \east 

30 cm is necessary to exceed the measurement resolution of 1 ns, whereas transmis

sion measurements showed that millimetre waves cannot travel such distance in buil

ding materials without losses of tens of dB's. 

In principle, radio waves incident On rough surfaces are not completely 
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reflected in the specular direction but there is also a diffuse reflection component. 
Measurements of scattering profiles at 60.2 GHz are reported in [9]. Distinct 

reflection scattering has been observed for o'h>O.3 millimetre (O"h estimated). For 
rough materials that are commonly used in indoor environments, like aerated 

concrete, it occurred that for all directions of reflection the power associated with the 

diffuse component is about 15 dB hclow the power of the speClilar component. 

5.1.1 Significance or diffraction 

In order to estimate the significance of diffraction, the contrihution of the diffracted 
ray power to the total received power in a particular observation point is examined 

for 5 mm wavelength (60 GHz). For this) we c()fI~iJer diffraction by a perfectly 

conducting internal edge as well as diffraction by a perfectly conducting external edge. 

Both these configurations are depicted in Fig. 5.1. The point Source and ohservation 

point are located at a (listance of JO m and 5 m from the edge, respectively. The 
incidence angle ¢ I '" 300 _ 

¢ _-..J,,----~-
-.----- 1/ 

Fig. 5,]: Configuratiol'l.S for calculating the power of diffracted rays: (a) t)]O interna.l 

edge wld (b) 90 ° external edge. 

The diffracted component at the observation point has been cakulated for both soft 

and hard polarizations as a function of angle $. These calculations arc hased on the 

diffraction coefficients of UTD for a perfectly conducting edge as defined in [31. 
Fig. 5.2 shows the difference (in dB) between the diffracted power as function of t:f, 

and the GO reflected power near the reflection boundary. With "GO reflected power 

near the reflection boundary" we mean the power in the lit region just near the reflec

tion boundary calculated according to (5.1), thus on the ha~i~ of GO alone. Fig. 52a 

shows the results for the interior edge of 92°. (For a 9W interior edg~~ UTD predicts, 

correctly, zero diffracted fields_) 
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Fig. 5.2a; Diffracted power nonnalized on reflected power at reflection boundary for the 
92 0 interior edge. 
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Fig. 5.2b: Diffracted power normalized on reflected power at reflection boU/wary for the 
90 ¢ exterior edge. 

The double peaking is due to the choice of the edge angle close (but not equal) to 

900
• In Fig. 5.2b the results for the 90° exterior edge are depicted. These figures show 

that at 60 GHz the difference between the diffracted and reflected component 
remains above -10 dB over a range of observation angles that spans only a few 
degrees around the shadow and reflection boundaries. This indicates that in many 
cases diffracted rays at 60 GHz do not carry a significant amount of power in the 
reflective environments we consider. On the other hand, there may be incidental 

situations in which there are (one or more) edges within the first few Fresnel zones of 
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(one or more) reflection points which may result in significant diffractionl. Then, the 
electric field vector at the observation point cannot be calculated rei iably on the hasis 
of eq. (5.1)-(5.3) alone. For such situations, it would be useful to incorporate diffrac
tion in our model. However, as already said, the calculation of diffraction on top of 
GO implies a significant increase in software complexity and computer calculation 
time. Therefore, we resort to an alternative approa.ch that does not involve these 
drawbacks. According to this approach, the dimensions of the first n Fresnel zones 
are calculated for each reflection along with the actual ray calculations, e.g. for tl =2. 

In addition, it is determined for each retlection whether or not these Fresnel zones 
completely fit the object face considered. To obtain an estimate of the possible sig
nificance of the reflections near edges, normulized received pOW(;r (NRP) as well as 
rms delay spread (RDS) is calculated in two different ways, namely 

1) All rays, wherever their reflection points are located on the various object 
faces, are calculated according to (5.1 )-(5.3). 

2) Only rays for which edges do not lie within the first n Fresnel 'wnes of each 
reflection are taken into account. 

If comparison of the two results does not yield a significant (lifferencc, then it is 
concluded that diffraction does not play a dominant part for the parameter under 
consideration (Le., NRP or RDS). In other words, it is indicated that the result is 
reliable. However, if comparison of the two results yields a significant difference then 
it can be conduded that diffraction may yield a significant contrihution to the 
parameter to be calculated so that the result is unreii'lble. In that case, the ohjects 
defined should be enlarged and/or repositioned and the whole procedure described 
above should be repeated. 

In what follows, we estimate the mlllJn111m required dimensions of the surface area 
around a reflection point that allow application of (5.1).(5.3) for suffici(;I1tly aCCllrate 
calculation of electric field vector at the ohservation point For this, we consider the 
dimensions of the nth Fresnel zone ellipse of a family of Fresnel zolles around a 
reflection point as shown in Fig. 5.3. 

2 It Is exactly when these Fresnel zones excecU an edge that diffraction comes in. 10 the case 
of perpendicular incidence, th~ Fresnel zones an: concentric circles. It is pointe>;! out oy Kerr 181 
that, in that case, the signincant diffraction only OCCurs from edg~ that li~ within half of the first 
Fresnel zone. In case of ~mall grazing angle.~, the eccentricity of the "'I.fnl;;~ is larg~ and it is not 
evident a priori that, in that ca~e, olily diffraction from eJgc:; in half of Ule tlr~t Fre.'mel z(lne 
contributes effectively to the total fidd. Instead, it is widely agl'eoo that the first few Fn:snel 
wnes a(.1: as the principal contrihutors to th~ total field in case of grazing int;id(;l](;c 181. 
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Fig. 5.3: Fresnel zOnes on a reflecting plane. 

Hence; we consider the lengths lmo.,R and I"",j,n of its (full) minor ,\Xis and (full) major 

axis, respectively. Exact expressions for I".;",. and [-J,n are given in [8], but these 
expressions are rather complex_ However, convenient approximations result in case we 
make the assumption that the free-space wavelength Ao as well as the perpendicular 

I 

distance hi from source point A to surface and perpendicular distance h2 from obser-
vation point B to surface are much smaller than the distance r between the projection 
of the Source point and the projection of the observation point on the surface (see 
Fig_ 5.3). This is a rea<;onable assumption for the worst case situation of small grazing 
angles which dictates the mJnimum allowed object dimensiOns for reliable ray-tracing 

results when neglecting diffraction. The resulting approximations for i_,n and l...,j,. 

read 

l""",n "" {nAo' 
(hl+h)l 1+ __ _ 

(5_11) 

n"or 

and 

(5,12) 

For h, ~h2' eq. (5.11) can be simplified to 
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I""",. "" vn'Ao-; . (5.13 ) 

For hi ~h~). JnAJ ' eq_ (5,12) can be simplified to 

(5.14) 

whereas for h t "",h2« v;;.;::;, eq. (5.12) can be simplified to 

(5_15) 

For r=10 m, h,~h2""50 cm and ~) .. 5 mm, for instance, we get '",,,,,1,,,,0.3 m and 

1 •• ,).2 "'" 3 m. 

The software package that we developed for GO ray tracing (see next section) 

includes a "Fresnel zone check" procedure as described ahove, based on (5_11) and 

(5_12). By means of this procedure the significance of diffraction has heen checked for 

the simulation results presented in Section 5.5. The ~Jifferences with respect to NRP 

as well as RDS values are typically less than 5% for n ,..2. Therefore, we conclude 

that diffraction does not playa significant part for the simulation reSlllts we obtained. 

5.J Simulation of millimetre-wave indoor radio channels 

In general, ray-tracing programmes are used extensively for the examination of raJio 

propagation characteristics. In order to investigate the propagation char~u:teristics in 

an indoor environment, various algorithms bave been developed taking into account 

the effect of transmission through walls and polarization [10,11]' In audition, more 

sophisticated techniques have been developed incorporating the efr~cts of diffraction 

[12]. 
For simulation of the indoor propagation of millimetre waves, we developed 

the simulation package PROpagation SIMulation (PROSIM). The nasic algorithms 

and procedures underlying the PROSIM simulation package are based on GO_ From 
the previous section it OCCurs that calculation of the mm-wave propagation on the 

basis of GO yields a good compromise between calculation accuracy and complexity. 

Using GO means that ray pathfi have to be calculated along which electromagnetic 

power travels from transmitter to receiver. Reflection coefficients have to he applied, 

electromagnetic field polarization states have to be considered and r,lyS have to be 
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weighed with the radiation patterns of the transmit and receive antenna. PROSIM 
onJy considers the reflectivity of walls and objects (representing furniture etc.) but not 
the transmissivity. The walls (and windows) of the room are assumed to be infinitely 
thick and the objects within the room do not allow an electromagnetic wave to travel 
through them. The room and the objects within can be represented by smooth faces. 
Objects are assumed to stand on the ground and can be arbitrarily oriented with 

respect to the horizontal plane. 

5.3.1 Geometric optical ray tracing 

This section provides the foundations for a ray-tracing algorithm tailored to examine 
the propagation characteristics of mm-wave indoor radio channels. The ray-tracing 

algorithm traces possible rays between transmit and receive antenna according to 
Snell's reflection law which states that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of 
departure. An example of a multiple reflection is depicted in Fig. 5A. 

Fig- 5.4: Example of u mu.ltiple reflection. 

In this figure, Tx and Rx are the positions of the transmit antenna and receive 
antenna, respectively. SI and Si are the reflection points at Wall I and WaH2 , respec
tively. Ml is the image of Tx with respect tel Wall l_ M2 is the image of Ml with respect 

to WaJl2• 

If we know the number of reflections in advance, we can find a possible ray from TIt 
to Rx, for this configuration, by repeating the following algorithm: 
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II ray trace 

Mo :;:: Tx; i""l; j"'l; 
while i < ''desired number of reflection points" do 
{ 

MI ", WallrMirror(M{_I); //wherej""'-I ifi=odd andj=2 ifi;;;;.even 

i .. i+ I; i'" (j + I) mod 2; 
} 

/ / ray venfication 

PI = Rx; P2 '" Mu· 

do 
if (WallJ ./n.terSection(PI 'P2's{)) then 
{ 

} 
else 

PI'" .!il ; P2 '" MI_}; 

j".j.l; j=(j+1) mod 2; 

" intersection point not on walL Not a valid ray"; 

until i""1; 

The function Wallj.Mirror(Mj .J) mirrors vector M i_1 with respect to Wall;, where j is the 

index of the wall under consideration. The point between Wall} and the function Mir· 
tor(-) denotes that Mif1'or(-) is a member of object WaIP. The function 

WallJ.lnterSection(PJ ,P2,SJ returns TRUE if there's an intersection point S; between 
WallJ and the line between PI and P2- In what follows, the equations needed are 

developed to implement a r<'ly-tracing algorithm, that c<ln <lccomodate any configura

tion of planes. 

Two functions are used intensively; firstly the calculation of the image of $ome point 

in space with respect to the illuminated face of an object, and secondly the calculation 

of the intersection point between some line section and a face of an objec\. For these 

calculations each wall can be described as a plane V: 

u X v 
V : ~,i), where tt = --:............. , 

I!{ x !:: I 
(5.16) 

which is known as the nurmal equation of a. plane. u. and E denote tbe direction 

1 The Object Oriented Programl;Tling technique has heen ust:J to Mructure the spet:itkation of 
the simulation software [131-
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vectors of the plane and,I denotes the place vector with respect to the origin Q. The. 

resulting normalized outer product is called the normal vector 1.. By making use of 

this normal vector) the mirror point ll1 of the original point (1 with respect to plane V 

can be written as 

(5.17) 

Let uS consider a line section that begins at g, and ends at p... If that line section 

intersects the plane V, then q has to be On one side and 12 on the other, hence 

(5.1S) 

If this property holds, then the intersection point .t can be calculated according to 

(5.19) 

for an infinite plane V. Let V be bounded by the length of its direction vectors "- and 

J:: and Jet (!f,J;;:) -0. Then, an interr;ection point exists if the projections of .£ -,£ on the 

direction vectors !L and 1: are both smaller than the length of the direction vectors, i.e., 
if 

(5.20) 

In the ray·tracing algorithm, we have to check whether or not a ray is obstructed by 
any of the objects in the room. We can do this in 3·0, but then we will have to check 
every face of every object to determine whether a ray intersects some object. The 

calculation efficiency can be considerably improved by applying a preselection in 2D. 

For this, each object in the room is wrapped in a rectangular box and all these boxes 

are projected to a hori~ontal plane. The line section from {J to 12 is also projected to 

that horizontal plane. The preselection then results from 2D intersection checks in 

that plane. 

Let us consider a reflected ray with K reflection points. We denote the kth reflection 

point (counted from the transmitting end) as £.t, kE {l,2 ... K}. Then, the ray path 

consists of K + 1 (straight) path sections. Let ~ be the propagation direction vector of 

the kth path section., i.e., the path section between ,u.1 and £.t for k E {2,3 ... K}. 
Furthermore, let wand Cx+l be the propagation direction vectors associated with the 

path section between 'L and ~I and the path section between L: and B..) respectively. 
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For each reflected ray the vector set {1:/, t:~, ... , 0:+1} must he known for calculation 

of the field contribution at the receive antenna. Furthermore, we have to determine 

the normal vectors of the reflecting planes_ Thus, with !l,.~,~ being the normal vector 

of the reflecting plane of £.t the vector set {a,.q!,1, !L~.2' ... , u"fl,d needs to he Jeter· 

mined. In addition, the total path length 'Pill/! must he (ktermined. 

5.3.2 Coordinate system 

It is most convenient to define the environment configuration with respect to a 

Cartesian coordinate system <e. ,ey ,e.> with the tloor lying in the xy plane. With 
respect to this coordinate system, we define the position of the transmit antenna as 

L = (T~ ,T1 ,T~) whcrc,J$ the position of the receive antenna is !L:o;; (R, ,H~ ,I<~ ). 

In PROSIM antenna beam directivity functions can be defined in the spherical 

coordinate system <e~ ,et >. The directivity functions are defined in a conven.ient way 

in the sense that the antenna beams a.~ defined are symmetrical with respect to the ~

axis or xy plane. The directivity pattern c.~n be pointed arbitrarily by a rotation 

operation: The directivity function is defined as 

(5.21) 

Its rotated version is 

(5.22) 

where A() is the rotation angle in the elevation plane in the positive ()"dir~ction, and 

111> is the rotation angle in the azimuth plane in the pm;itive f-direction. 

5.3.3 Determination of field vectors 

In order to calculate the field strength and polarization changes at the reflection 

points and the resulting electric field components at the receive antenna we define a 

reference plane V r.if:(a.-oif, Q). For convenience, the xy plane (I.e., the floor) is chosen 

as the reference plane. Hence; rl.r.-j=~. Let us consider a reflected ray and let uS 

introduce a vector d.t representing the electric field vector along the ktk ray section, 

with exclusion of the free space loss_ The polarization components of d . .., being A 6,k 

and A.,k. are in the direction of the unity vectors t:J;,x. and 4.t, respectively, as depicted 

in Fig. 5.5; ~,t lies parallel to the reference plane while 0J.t is perpendicular to 4.k 
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and [J; which points in the direction of propagation_ 

Fig. 5.5: Definition of field components of a ray. 

The direction vectors can be descrihed with respect to the plane Vr,if as 

n x r -,t! -k 

In x r I -"if -k 

~oj>,~ X (~ 

I ~oI.k X tk I 

Let uS consider a reflection at £.t as depicted in Fig. 5.6. 

Fig. 5.6: Reflection against a plane boundary_ 
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(5.23) 

In order to allow determination of A Il•w and AoII.k+l by applying eq. (5.1) we first have 

to determine the components of .&. perpendicular and parallel to the plane of 

incidence associated with the kth ray section. 

The perpendicular unity vector eLk can be founJ by using the fact that the 

incidence plane V;:(1Ii! 41 is perpendicular to the reflecting plane of the kth reflection 

V "II'f,~:(!l.-1I,. , £,J, and by using the fact that the ray lies in the incidence plane. The 

parallel unity vector ~I.J: is perpendicular to w and ~l,k' Hence; 
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e ,. 
- .L.~ 

n X r 
-r~fl.k -~ 

I !!~,k X ~k I 
r.L,~ X c~ 

Iru X Ck I 
(5.24) 

At the kth ray ~ection the reference rotation from <e6,k' ~,k> to <tp, f..L,k/ thus 
yields 

[

A I,~ 

A l,~ 

(5.25) 

The incidence angle to the plane V"!f/,dtl.r{/i.k' W is e<.jual to the arccosine of the inner 
product of the normal vector !lr'fi,~ with ~, Using this prope rty, we call write the 
rdlection coefficient for the kth reflection as 

R 
.l ,~ 

(5.26) 

in which the subscribt "k" refers (0 the material pJ'()per(ie~ of the renectio[] surface of 
reflection poinL -tt. Multiplying A II.~ and A .L,k by thelr reflection coefficielll~ yielJ~ 

A~,k.l =Rp AII,~ 
(5.27) 

A 1 ,k.l "'R.L ,k A.L ,k 

A6.k+I and A.,HI with respect to <CD.hI , i4.HI > are obtained by 

(5.2R) 

5.3.4 Determination of ray parameters 

Let the reflection at 4 be characterized hy the matrix operation fJ.
j 

which transforms 
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into according to (5.25) to (5.28), Then, the actual electric field 

vector at the receive antenna 

can be calculated according to 

~ (C.) = !i!i ... B. ~ (l Ih) , 
"",-..' -1 --2 - K /'OJ f" 

(5.29) 

In which f" .. ,ilpOlh) is the far-zone elec.:tric field at distance 'p<JrA from the transmit 
antenna in the direction of radiati(Jn. e..",.i(H.lIh) incorporates the directivity function of 
the transmit antenna as well as a factor l;.~e-JI<,}"", which accounts for the free space 
propagation. 

!b...t(Ip<JiJt) is weighed with the directivity function of the receive antenna, which can he 

written as F '" F .c + F,.., J with e = (~ and e ." -e . 1l1erefore, the ray 
-....., ....... , .• ~-. -~ -~,K+l -. ->1>,1(+1 

amplitude /3, phase'; and excess delay l' are2 

i3 " elf ..... 6E,....6 - F,.c,1>Erot .<t> I . 
tf = arg{F =.eEr«.Q - F ,.." .• E"""q,} , (5.30) 

1" = 
I - I . path [J1LIjI, 

c 

in which C is a constant whereas /",;" is the shortest ray path (i.e., the direct ray in the 
LOS case) and c is the velocity of light in free space. TIle constant C may incorporate 
antenna losses and impedance mismatches and can be determined on the basis of the 
radio equation. When, for example, the standard confi&'1Iration as described in Section 
3.5 is considered we can apply (3.13) and (5.30) to express the received power of an 
arbitrary LOS ray as 

(5.31 ) 

yielding the (positive) value of C. 

1 Here, the ray phase is denoted as f instead of 0 in order to avoid confusion with the 
coordinate angle 8. 
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5.4 Implementation of antenna directivity functions 

In PROSIM, directivity functions can either be entered in formula form or, alter

natively, be stored in a look-up table. The latter enahles the use of measurement data 

without data reduction. In this section, two types of aperture antcnna.~ are treated: 1) 

sectorial-horn antennas1 and 2) biconical-horn antenna.~. R,ldlation patterns of both 

these antennas are pre-implemented in PROSIM. 

5.4.1 Sectorial-hom antennas 

The analysis of the spatial E-fielJ orlgmating from a smooth walled sectorial-horn 

antenna has extensively been treated in [141 and {IS]. The cross-sections of sud) an 

antenna are shown in Fig. 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7; Cross-sections of the sectorial-hom antenna. 

It can be com~iJered as a taper section between the feeJing rectangular waveguide 

and an opening aperture with cross-sectional dimensions Lo accommodate a mode 

impedance which approximates that of free space. The far-zone electric field can be 

determined by integrating the tangential fields whith arise from the aLtutheJ 

! The sectorial-horn antenna exhibits 11 radiation patter11 similar to th~ narrow beam of the 
circular-horn antenna used in some of our measurernCnt~ (see Sections 3.3.5 ar,d 3.6.3). Here, the 
sectorjal-horn antenna is treated instead of the circular-horn alltenna for the reaw[\ that the 
directivity function of the sectorial-horn antenna is much easier to analy~e ,\rId th/,;r/Jfore much 
easier to implement in PRO~IM. 
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waveguide over the aperture. The aperture plane for the s.ectorial horn will be taken 

to be the .ty-plane. Furthermore, we will assume that the waveguide carries the 
dominant 1£10 rectangular waveguide mode. The aperture field is linearly polarized 

in y"direction and the amplitude distribution is, like that in the waveguide, a cosine 

taper in the x-direction. The far-zone electric field produced by the aperture field is 

given by [14] as 

-AI" 
'k e P . E6 = J o-~ 'smq, , 

2'!rr y 
(5.32) 

where r is the length of [: being the position vector from the origin in the aperture to 

the observation point in the far field. Py is a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the 

aperture field E"", given by 

Py = I I E, .. /.r:.')·e'\l'!.'dS' , 
s .. 

(53}) 

where Sap is the geometrical aperture surface. 

The radiation pattern of the smooth walled sectorial-horn antenna is now completely 

determined for z>O by its geometrical dimensions (A, B, L). We have to determine 

the geometrical dimensions of the horn th:!t will produce the desired 3-dB beam
widths in the two main planes: the one containing the electric field in the aperture 

(called the E-plane) and the one orthogonal to this (called the H-pJane). The electric 

field in the aperture is linearly polarized along the y-axis. Hence; the H-plane 

corresponds to the 4>=0 plane cut and the E-plane to the 4>=900 plane cut. 

We applied the design procedure as described in [15]. The design iii. based on an 

interpolation of the results obtained from many analysed horns. Those results are 

given in the form of the so-called "universal E and H-plane patterns." [14]. Based on 

these patterns, a set of geometrical dimen.~ions (A, S, Oil;> (til) in the corresponding E 
or H-plane are generated producing the desired 3-dB beamwidth. 

Not all of the combinations of E and H-plane dimensions are possible simul

taneously since the perpendicular distance from the aperture plane to the waveguide

horn intersection plane must be equal in both planes. If we define this distance as the 

horn length ~ then it implies that 

A - a B - b = __ .,2L ~ 

tanorH 

(5.34) 

where (1 and b are the a priori known waveguide dimensions. Note, that the definition 
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of the horn length L here differs slightly from that of the biconical-horn antenna since 

it is not measured from the (virtual) horn apex_ 

In order to determine the geometrical dimensions of the horn that will produce 

the desired 3"dB beamwidths in the two main planes we select a universal E-plane 

pattern producing the desired heamwidth and we determine the corresponding 

dimensions, A and L. The relation (5.34) can be used to generate a function B(L) for 

the H-plane. We will have a realizable horn antenna if this curve does intersect with a 

universal H-plane pattern producing the desired 3·uR cUIVe in the l1-plane. This 

procedure can be repeated for several other comhinatiQns of A and L producing a 

number of possible geometrical horn configurations with the desired 3-dU bearnwidth 

in the E and H-plane_ In this way) we designed six 57--"19 Gf-{z sectorial horn:s_ 

Geometrical dimensions, 3-dB beamwidth and directivity of the de~igned horns are 

given in Table 5.3_ The dimensions a and b of the attached w<lveguide arc 2.388 rom 

and 4.775 mm) respectively, which complies with waveguide applied in the 

measurement setup. 

Table 5.3-' Dimensions of sectorial-horn antennas. 

3-dB BW 3-dB BW A B O!H all D 
H-plane E-plane 

(degrees) (degrees) (mm) (mm) (degrees) (degrees) (dBi) 

60 10 5.64 26.40 0.68 4.49 17.4 

60 20 5.46 12.70 3.51 9J)O 14.1 

60 30 5.65 8.70 11.3"1 13.56 12.5 

60 6(1 5.21 4.25 0.00 2736 9.1 

30 30 lUi7 26.06 10.22 22.45 t6.2 

10 10 36.53 26.40 7.07 4.49 25.1 

The aperture integration method applied is adequate in the main beam region and 

for moderate aperture sizes. For lower aperture sizes the radiation pattern is strongly 

influenced by the horn aperture flange structure. When we approach the () = 1f /2 zone 

the error in the predictions increases and obviously the method is no longer valid 

beyond 6-7f/2_ To obtain the radiated field in those regions for which the aperture 

integration method produces weak results one Can use GTD techniques [16]-[ IRJ. 

However, the main goal of this section is to investigate antenna effeds 011 an indoor 

radio channel a.nd we expect the zone heyond {)=1f/2 to have little intlucncc. 

Therefore, we simply as~ume the diffracted E-field in this zone to be constant. The 
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diffracted E-field can then be calculated using the relation 

I P ,.)0)d0 + I PdJn)dO = P, • (5.35) 
II.,;'.,;; ;<0<; .. 

where PI denotes the total power radiated by the horn. P foJiJ(o.) denotes the far field 

radiated power density calculated with aperture integration. P dlf!...O) denotes that part 

of the far field radiated power density with the horn diffraction which is assumed to 

be constant for 'h'll'<O<'lI'" and zero for O<8~1f211'_ 

Fig. S.8a and Fig 5.8b show, respectively, the E-plane and H-plane radiation pattern 

of a smooth walled sectorial-horn antenna design with a directivity D ;;;; 17.4 dBi (sec: 

Table 5.3). Also included is the constant level of diffracted power for 1,+11' < 0 < 11". The 

intersection of the dotted lines with the E-plnne and H-plane radiation pattern 

indicate the 3-dB beamwidth in the E-pln.ne and H-plane, respectively_ The 17.4 dBi 

sectorial-horn antenna has 3-dB beamwidths of 10 and 60 degrees in the E-plane and 

H-plane, respectively_ 
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Fig. 5.8a: Radiation pa.ttern of a 17.4 dBt sectodal-hom antenna in the E-plallf!. 
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Fig. 5.8b: Rai:liation pattern of a 17.4 dBi sec/urial-horn antenna in the II-plane. 

5.4.2 Biconical-horn antennas 

The biconical-horn antenna has already been treated (see SeC!ioIl 3.3). Biconical-horn 

antennas consist of a radial line with spacing a and a biconi{~al horn with (apex to 

aperture) length L and aperture width A (see Fig. 3.3). If the radial line is excited 

with the circularly polarised TEll mode in the circulur waveguide, then the biconical 

horn antenna exhibits an omnidirectional radiation pattern in the azimuth plane. The 

polarization is vertical for a < Yz~I' The radiation pattern in the elevation plane is 

determined by the horn (limensions A and L and can be calculated in the same way 

as the E-plane radiation pattern of a smooth walled sectorial horn (exciteu with the 
TEOI mode) described in the previous section. 

Five different biconical horns have been designed for use in the simulations, all with 
different directivity and radiation pattern in the elevation plane. 3-dB beamwidth in 

the elevation plane, geometrical dimensions and antenna direc:tivity of the designed 

antennas are listed in Table 5.4. The dimensions for the 9.0 dBi antenna are the ~ame 

as those of the manufactured antennas applied in the measurements (which indeed 
showed a directivity of 9 dBi). 
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Table 5.4; Dimensions of biconical·hom antennas. 

3-dB BW 8 a<. D 
E-plane 

(degrees) (mm) (degrees) (dBi) 

5 54.3 4.36 12.7 

9 28.8 11.50 9.0 

20 13.5 17.41 6.9 

30 9.0 26'()4 5.3 

40 6.5 18.15 4.5 

5.5 Simulation results and discussion 

With the biconical-horn antennas described above we examined the accuracy of the 
GO model applied by comparing simulation results with measurement results. Since 
good agreement was found between the simulation and measurement re5uit5 we con
tinued with using PROSIM for a more thorough examination of the influence of the 
environment and antenna characteristics on rms delay spread (RDS) and normalized 
received power (NRP). In what follows, we present and discuss the results. 

5.5.1 Comparison of simulation results with measurement results 

The accuracy of the GO propagation model, on which PROSIM is based, is examined 
by comparing simulation results with results obtained from actual measurements. For 
this comparison we used the data obtained from the measurements. 

Fig. 5.9 shows a typical measured and simulated power delay profile, both having 1 ns 
time-domain resolution. The environment under consideration is Room A described 
in Section 3.4. The model for this rOOm is defined in the simulation software as a 
rectangular box with dimensions 24.3~ 11.2~4.5 m3

• One long side is considered as 
entirely consisting of glass. The other sides are aSSumed to consist entirely of wood. 
The wall reflectivity is calculated according to the Fresnel reflection coefficients, 
given by (5.26), with material characteristics taken similar to those listed in Table 5.2. 
Only specular reflection and no diffu5e scattering has heen taken into account. A 
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scatter reduction factor as (5.10) ha~ not been appHed. The antennas applied are the 

9 dBi biconical horn antennas. In the simulations. the hase s(atio!l antenna was 

located in the centre of the room at 3 m height as in the measurement. setup. Per 

environment, 24 positions of the remote antenna have beell exalllilleu. These 

positions were the same as those in the measurement setup. 
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From Fig. 5.9 it occurs that the simulated and measured amplitudes of most dominant 
rays agree fairly well. In addition, it can be observed that the moments of occurrence 
of those dominant rays in the simulated profile agree well with the ones in the 
measured profile. However, in the measured profile the spacings in between the 
dominant rays are filled up with lower-level rays whereas in the simulated profile 

deep nulls are present. This difference may be attributed to diffraction and diffuse 
scattering effects which are not taken into account in the propagation modeL 

Fig. 5.9 also shows the RDS as a function of the muximum excess delay considered in 

calculating the rms delay spread (RDS). These curves give a good impression of the 
amount each individual ray contributes to the total RDS. We find that the weak rays 
in the measured profile which are present between the dominant rays do not yield a 
significant contribution to the total RDS. This fact clearly acts in favour of the 
accuracy of the model applied. For the profiles depicted in Fig. 5.9, it occurs that the 
timespan to be taken into account for calculating RDS should be at least about 200 
ns. As with the measurement we took for the simulations a time span of 390 ns. 

Fig. 5.10 depicts the CDF of the RDS values obtained from the measurements as 
well as the CDF of the corresponding values obtained from the simulations for 24 
different positions of the remote"station antenna. 
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Fig. 5.10: Distribution functions of measured and simulated mLf delay spread. 
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It OCcurs that the simulated CDF curve lies close to the meaf;urcd CDF curve. This is 

also the case with the CDFs of the normalized received power (NRP) values. 

Although measured and simulated CDr curv~s show mOre deviation with respect to 

more irregularly shaped environments they arc still in dose agreement. There was, 

however, one clear exception. The measured and simulated CDF curve~ showed sig

nificant mutual differences of abuut 50% for Room F, the f;lIlall (Y.9~X.7*J.l mJ
) 

room with highly reflective (metal) walls. This was due to the limitation of the 

number of reflections to 4 in the simulation which Causes the profiles to terminate too 

quickly. 

The sim.ilarity ohserved between simulated anJ measured results confirms the 
assumption, that the channel characteristics of principal interest arc IllLtillly deter

mined by the superstructure of the indoor environment (i.e., w,tlls, ceiling, floor) and 

do not depend significantly on the details (i.e., tables, cabinetf; etc.) within that 
superstructure. 

5.5.2 Additional simulations 

In this section, the relation between NRP and RDS on the one hand and the shape 

and orientation of antenna radiation beams on the other i~ evaluated under both 

unobstructed LOS (indicated as "LOS") and obstructed LOS (indicated as "OBS") con· 

ditions. In addition, the influence of wall reflectivity on these parameters is t:xamined. 
Antennas under consideration are the sectorial horn antCrlmlS and hicnnical horn 
antennas described in Section 5.4. 

5.5.2.1 Simulated configurations 

To examine the influence of wall reflectivity two rooms are considered; one room is a 

low reflective room with dimensions 24.3 * 11.2 *4.5 mI. The wall material has electrical 

properties such that, for perpendicular incidence, the average"l return loss is 10 dB. 

The second rOom has exactly the same Jimen5ions but the walls have a consiJcrahly 

lower average return loss of 1.5 dB. In both rOoms, the receive antenna (representing 

the base-station antenna) is located at 3 metres height in the middle of the room, 
whereas the transmit antenna (representing the remote station antenna) i~ placed 

Z I.e., the average of tile six reflection coefficients fOI' perpendicular incidence (4 walls, tloOl' 
and ceiling). 
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1.4 metres above the floor at 24 randomly chosen positions throughout the room. For 

every position of the transmit antenna the power delay profile is calculated. Next, the 
NRP and RDS are derived from each protne obtained. 

Simulations are performed for the three different antenna setups depicted in 

Fig. 5.11. 

'--______ .. _ .••.•.• m·· .. · 

(a) Configuration C 

Base 

(b) Configuration D 

c~-:-_-_-,. ___ I ... ~_.::-_-) 
Base -

(c) standard configuration 

Fig. 5.11: Simulated configurations. 

Fig. 5.11a shows the antenna configuration with a sectorial horn at both the remote 
and base station, denoted as "Configuration C". In this configuration, the sectorial 

horns are pointing towards each other) eventually with a certain amount of mispoln

ting in order to examine the effects of pointing errorS. The orientation of the error 

angles at the remote and base station are mutually independent and randomly chosen. 

Fig. 5.11b depicts the antenna setup with a sectorial horn at the remote station 
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and a biconical horn at the base station, denoted as "Configuration DU

• In this 

configuration, the sectorial horn at the remote station is poillting towards the 

biconicaJ horn. Here, pointing errOrS are only introduced in the radiation beam of the 

sectorial horn at the remote station. 

Fig. 5.11c shows the antenna setup with a biconical horn at both the remote and 

base station, which compiles with the "Standard Configuration" as defined in Section 

3.5. In this configuration, both biconical-horn antennas are radiating in the horizontal 

direction. 

In addition to the effects of pointing errors, also the effects of an ohstructed dircct 

path are investigated. The results for obstructed LOS situations are derived from the 

results for unobstruced LOS situations by mathematical removal of the direct ray. 

This is justified by the observations made during the meawrements, that obstruction 

of the WS path by an onject or person caused a total drop of the LOS ray power. 

5.5.2.2 Simulation results :md discussion 

For the three configurations, the results are presented in tcrms of NRP and ROS 

values. For various antenna beam directivity values and various pointing errors the 

smallest and largest of all (24) NRP values as well as the smallest and largest value of 

RDS are given for unobstructed as well as obstructed LOS. These values are useful 
indicators in e:)timating the level and spread of NRP and ROS that a receiver has to 
cope with under the given circumstances. 

For Configuration C simulations have been performed wilh both antennas having 

dimensions, 3 dB beam widths and beam directivities as tabulated in Tahlc 5.3. In the 

simulations the directivity of the remote-station antenna was always taken equal to 

the directivity of the baISe-station antenna. Table 5.5 lists the minimum and ma.ximum 

NRP values obtained as well as the minimum and maximum RDS values obtained for 

various antenna directivity values and pointing errors for unobstructed LOS as well as 

for obstructed illS. 
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Table 5.5: Minimum and maximum values for NRP and RDS obtained with Con-

figuration c. 

Ant. direct. LOS/ Pnt. err. NRP (dB) RDS (ns) 

(dBi) aBS (degr.) min max min max 

low reflective room 

25.1 LOS 0 -40 -25 0 2 
9.1 WS 0 -70 -60 2 7 

25.1 aBS 0 -108 -72 1 42 
17.4 DBS 0 -104 -71 10 45 

9.1 ORS 0 -91 -74 6 46 

25.1 WS 5 -73 -28 1 7 
9.1 LOS 5 -90 -62 2 41; 

25.1 QBS 5 -lOS -75 0 81 
9.1 OBS 5 -110 -75 10 67 

25.1 WS 15 -91 -40 0 30 
14.1 LOS 15 -88 "57 0 50 
9.1 LOS 15 -90 -67 7 26 
25.1 QBS 15 -110 -72 0 SO 
9.1 aBS 15 -108 "74 5 60 

highly reflective room 

25.1 LOS 0 -40 -28 0 15 
9.1 LOS 0 -70 -60 8 35 
25.1 aBS 0 -90 -51 2 84 
9.1 OBS 0 -78 -70 15 54 
16.2 OBS 0 -85 ·68 S 90 
25.1 LOS 5 -65 ·28 0 62 
16.2 LOS 5 -79 -45 () 90 
25.1 LOS 5 -88 -42 0 74 

25.1 aBS 15 -90 -52 4 88 

With respect to Configuration C we conclude that an antenna setup with 25.1 dBi 
sectorial horns at both ends yields the lowest RDS values and the highest NRP values 
when compared with the other examined configurations, provided that there is nO 
obstruction of the LOS path and p.-ovidcd that the antenna beams are exactly 
pointing towards each other. Configuration C is, however, highly sensitive to LOS 
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obstruction and mispointi ng3. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13, respec

tively, which show the NRP versus RDS for every position of the remote station. The 

combination of LOS obstruction and 5~ mispointing results in a fairly uniform spread 

in RDS and NRP. A higher retlectivety of the walls results in higher NRP valu~s as 

well as higher RDS values. 
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Fig. 5.12: Results for the low reflective room with Configuration C unda OBS COlt" 

ditions. 

3 This conclusion is confirmed by additional experiments wilh an 11 Mhit/s digital radio com
munication link. operating at 58 GHz in Room A. The~e expel'imltnts have heen cill'rit;d out in 
cooperation with the Physics and Electronics Laboratory (FEL.TNO) 1201. 
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Fig. 5.13: Results for the low reflective room with Configuration C under OBS con
ditions. 

For Configuration D, simulations have been performed with a ~ectorial horn at the 
remote station with beam directivity according to Table 5.3 and a 9 dBi biconical 

horn at the base station. Table 5.6 lists the minimum and maximum NRP values 

obtained as well as the minimum and maximum RDS values obtained for various 

beam directivity values of the remote station antenna and for various pointing errors 

under LOS as well as OBS. 

As with Configuration C, it occurs that the Configuration D is higbly sensitive to 

obstruction of the direct ray and mispointing. The effects of LOS obstruction and 
mispointing with 50 pointing error are demonstrated in Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15, respec
tively. The difference with the Confi&,'l,lration C results is, however, that the minimum 
and maximum values for NRP and RDS for Confi,b'l,lration D are not so extreme. The 

spread in NRP values is significantly lower. This can be explained hy the compen

sation effect described in Section 3.3-
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Table 5.6: Minimum and maximum values for NRP and RDS ohlained with 
Configuration D. 

Ant. direct 

(dBi) 

25.1 
9.1 
25.1 
9.1 

25.1 
9.1 

25.1 
9.1 

25.1 
9.1 

25.1 
9.1 

LOS/ PnL err. NRP (dB) 

OBS 

LOS 
LOS 
OBS 
ODS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 

LOS 
LOS 
OBS 
OBS 

(degr.) min 

low reflective room 

() 

o 
() 

o 
5 
5 
15 
15 

·65 
-81 

-102 
-100 
·92 
-90 
·98 
·XX 

highly reflective room 

o 
o 
o 
() 

-62 
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·))5 
-80 
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-60 
-78 
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For the Standard Configuration, simulations have been performed with hiconical-horn 
antennas both having the same heam directivity value (one of tho~e listed in 
Table 5.4)_ Table 5.7 lists the minimum and maximum NRP values ohtained as well 
as the minimum aod maximum ROS values obtaincd for the various beam directivity 
values of the antennas under LOS conditions as well as for ODS situations. 

In contrast with the results obtained with Configuration C and Configuration D, it 
occurs that an increase in antenna directivity yields an increase of the RDS values (on 
average). Fig_ 5_16 depicts the results obtained with a 9 dEi biconical horn at each 
end for both LOS and OBS. The differences in NRP values between those two cases 
are only a few dB. This indicates that the standard configuration is highly insensitive 
to U)S obstruction_ Furthermore, the low spread in NRP values is striking, It 
perfectly demonstrates what is predicted and explained in Section ),3 with repcct to 
the uniformity in observed NRP values in case properly dimensioned hicunical horns 
are applied. The standard configuration also yield~ the lowesl spread in rills delay 
spread values. The low spread in the results has also heen found for the highly 
reflective room with slightly higher NRP and RDS values On '.lVt:rage_ 

Table 5,7.- MiJ1imum and maximum values tor NRP ami RVS olJwined with. 

the standard configuration. 

Ant direct. LOS! NRP (dB) I{J)S (ns) 

(dBi) OBS min max min max 

low reflective room 
----

12.7 LOS -84 -SO 42 5X 
l2.7 OBS -H4 ·HO 3X 53 
9.0 LOS -S2 ·KO 31 51 
9.0 OHS -83 -SO 26 46 

4.5 LOS -82 -77 (() 35 

4.5 ODS ·89 .i\] 25 43 
------

highly reflectlvc room 

12_7 WS -68 ·70 4X 59 
12.7 OBS ·68 -70 48 56 
9.0 LOS ·68 -70 46 56 
9.0 OBS ·68 -70 46 56 

45 LOS "76 ·74 4J 56 

4.5 OBS -77 ·74 40 51 
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Fig, 5,]6; Results for the low reflective room with the standard configuration under LOS 
and aES conditions and with both antennas having 9 dBi beam directivity. 

5.6 Summary and conclusions 

A deterministic model of mm-wave indoor radio channels is discussed. As part of the 

deterministic modelling the significance of diffraction and scatter effects is examined. 

Typically, the diffracted power does not yield a significant contribution to the total 

received power. The surface roughness of building materials that can be typically 

found in indoor environments is such that the resulting scattering (diffuse reflection) 

does not contribute significantly to the total received power either. The dominant 
contributions are expected to come from specular reflections. We can calculate these 
contributions On the basis of the material characteristics ct, /Jot and (f and eventually 
the material thickness and a factor that accounts for scatter loss, 

Based on the above considerations, we propose a channel model on the basis of 

Geometrical Optics (GO) and we present the mathematical fundamentals for its 
implementation. The accuracy of the proposed model is examined by comparing 

simulation results with the data obtained from the measurements presented in Section 
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3.6. The indoor environments defined in the simulation software are simplification~ of 
the corresponding real environments in which the measurements took plact. Although 

the model only includes the superstructure (walls, floor and ceiling) and lacks details 

as tables and cabinets, the simulation results are in good agreement with the 
measurement results. This indicates that the results are mainly determined by the 
superstructure of the indoor environment. 

After it was found that the GO-model yields aCCurate results, we performed computer 
simulations in order to gain a more detailed insight into the influence of environment 

and antenna characteristics On the most interesting channel parameters. For this, we 
defined antenna configurations with sectorial and/or biconical-horn antellnas in the 

simulation software. A configuration with sectorial horns at both ends havillg the 

highest beam directivity considered yields the lowest rms delay spread anJ highcst 
normalized received power when compared with other examinetl setups, provided that 
there is no obstruction of the LOS path and provided that the antenna beams are 
exactly pointing towards each other. A configuration with hiconiC'JJ borns at hoth cnds 
yields results with respect to normalized received power and rills delay spread that 
are highly insensitivc to LOS blocking. In addition, the uniformity in uormalized 

received power values is ohserved as predicted 'lnd explained in Section 3.3. 111is 
setup also yields the lowest spread in rms delay spread values. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

6.1 Introduction 

PERFORMANCE OF MILLIMETRE-WAVE 
INDOOR RADIO TRANSMISSION 

155 

In the previous chapters, measurement results concerning the characteristics of mm
wave indoor radio channels were reported (Chapter 3) and statistically modelled 
(Chapter 4), In addition, simulation results generated according to a deterministi·c 
channel model were given (Chapter 5), ll1ese results and models can be used to 

estimate the performance of mm-wave indoor radio transmission, In this chapter a 

performance evaluation is presented which is directly based on measured impulse res

ponses l , The objective of this performance evaluation is to assist in weighing design 
options such as antenna use, channel equalization complexity and application of 
external diversity_ 

In the next section the transmission performance is evaluated for the case that the 

1 Geerts [J J cal'ried out a transmission performance evaluation based on !lIe statistical model 
presented in Chapter 4, Fernande..~ et. aL [2) evaluated the transmission performance on the basis 
of the deterministic model presented in Chapter 5, The methods applied are ba.~ically the same as 
those presented in this chapter, Because of this and because there are no significant discrepancies 
in the results when compared with the results reported in this chapter we do not discuss these 
evaluations further. 
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modulation format applied is Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (OPSK) where no 
channel equalization is implemented. In Section 63, simulation re~ults are presented 

and discussed. In Section 6.4 the Decision Feedback Equaliser (DFE) is presented 
and the transmission performance of a transmission system applying QPSK/DFE is 
evaluated. Results of QPSKjDFE simulations are presented aod discussed io 
Section 6.5. The adaption to changes in the channel characteristics of the DJ-<E are 
treated in Section 6.6. Finally, in Section 6.7, a summary is presented and conclusions 

are given. 

6.2 Perfontlnncc ot Ql'SK 

The modulation scheme considered is QPSK because this scheme is representative for 
more sophisticated schemes such as Offset QPSK and Gaussian Minimum Shift 
Keying (OMSK) which are envisaged for wireless LAN product~ [3,4,5 I. These 

schemes can cope better with chaMe! non-Iinearities Or have improved oandwidth 
efficiency but they show simJlar performance with respect to probahility of error. 
Therefore, we expect an evaluation of QPSK performance to yield a certain generaIJty 
of the results. Because of the simplicity of the transmission system assumed in this 
section, it can be considered as a reference system allowing evaluation of perfor
mance gain due to more sophisticated rcccive technique~. As sllch, it provides insight 
in performance/complexity trade-off, 

Fig. 6.1 shows the equivalent lowpass model of the indoor radio tran~mi~sion link 
under study, 

nit) 

S(t}~ ht(T) ]1----ilol-1 hC(T) ~ hr(-r)] f-------:;.J~[7-~~;(t) 

Fig. 6.1: Equivalent I()Wpa~.f model of a QPSK indoor radio link 

h,(T) and hAT) are the (complex equivalent lowpass) impulse responses of the transmit 
filter and receive filter, respe<;tively. h.(T) here is the impulse response of the channel. 

nj(t) represents Additive Gaussian Noise with single sided power spectral density No 
at the input of the receiver, s(t) represents the input data whereas .I;(t) is the data 

after detection at the receiver. The input signal s(t) associated with the input data 

sequence {s~} can be formulated as 
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s(t) = L sko(t-kTJ , (6.1) 
~.-oo 

where T. is the symbol time, i.e., the time between successive symbol transmissions 

and li(") is the Dirac delta function. For QPSK modulation the data {Sk}, are selected 

from the set (ak+jb,) where {a~}, {b k} are data sequences for the in-phase and 

quadrature channels. respectively, with Q k '" ± 1, bk ;;;;; ± 1. 

The data sequence is shaped in such way that pulses have zeros periodically spaced in 

time at 1= ± Tn ±2T" ±3T" ... A pulse shape widely in use in digital transmission on 
band-limited channels is generated by the raised cosine filter. This filter has impulse 

response 

erCT) 
sin~r IT. 

TTIT, 

costJn / T, 

1-(2fJT/ TY 
(6.2) 

where 0 5,fJ :S: 1 is the rolloff factor. The value of (3 will be taken 0.5 throughout this 

chapter according to common practice. The convolution with the data sequence (6.1) 

results in a Nyquist pulse. Commonly, the filtering is split equally between transmitter 

and receiver which means that h/T) -hi',) with h/(T) * h.(T) ""cr(r) where * is the 
time domain convolution. 

The complex equivalent lowpass impulse response of the communication link hi.,.) 
depicted in Fig. 6.1 can be written as 

hJ.,.) = p(T)+jq(T) 
= cr(T) * h/T) . 

(6.3) 

The impulse response of the channel hiT') is given by (4.1). The subscript c is added 

to emphasize that the response of the channel is meant whereas the subscript I is used 
for the overall link response. Convoluting cr(t) with hit) yields 

N 

h!r) = L fJ,efi'Cr(T-r.) . (6.4) 
,.1 

The received signal at sampling instant to follows from the time domain convolution 

of the input data sequence s(t) and the link response hAt) and the addition of a 

Gaussian noise process n(t), being the result of convoluting n(l) and h.(t), yielding 
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'" 
r(to} L skh/to-kT,)+n(to} 

.t_-IZI 
00 

.t--oo 
(6.5) 

in which nito} and ni/o) denote the in phase and quadrature components of n(to), 
respectively. These components are assumed to be uncorrelated_ 

If the transmitted symbol of interest is indicated by so, then the intersymbol inter

ference (lSI) follows from the summation over all k ~O. Rewriting the fir~t term in 

the expression on the right hand side of (6.5) with expression (6.4) leads to 

r(to) = s;5:,i3neiO'Cr(tO-r
H

) + [L's~ti3/0'Cr(to-kT,-r.}] + n(to) , (o.fi) 
n.1 n.J 

where L' denotes the summation over all k ~ O. The expression of the first term of 

the right part of (6.6) represents the received pulse whereas the expression between 

the square brackets represents the lSI. If the timing instant to cancels the delays 7'., so 

that the argument of the raised cosine in the lSI expression equals Id~, then the 
shape of the raised cosine leads to zero lSI terms. When the symbol period is large 

when compared with to·r. the lSI terms are small, but when the symbol period 

decreases, and thus symbol rate increa~es, the argument becomes comparable to to"r. 

and starts to depart from the nulls in the raised cosine so that the lSI terms increase_ 

A s}1l1bol error OCcurs if 

E' [a~(p(to-kT) - h~q(to-kT,>] + n,(to) > -uor(tu) + hoq(to) V 

E' [b k (P(to-kl) + a~q(to~kT)] + nq(t(j) > -buP(to)- uoq(t(j) , 

The probability of a symbol error event P, is 

P .... P + P , 
.t "'~ s.q 

(6.7) 

(n_R) 

in which p •.• and p,.q denote the probability of symbol errOr for the in phase and 
quadrature channel, respectively, which both are a<;5umed to be .« 0.5. When Gray 

encoding is employed for symbol mapping and the adjacent pha'\e is selected for the 

transmitted phase, the symbol error contains only one bit error_ Thus, for Gray 

encoding the probability of bit error is 
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1 P ;;; -p '"'" p = P 
b 2' Ii 5,~ 

(6.9) 

In principle Pb can be determined by calculating all significant lSI samples. For this, 

however, considerable mathematical, programming and computational effort might be 

necessary [6,7]. The latter is especially true for calculation of the maximum feasible 
bit rate for a given Pb value which requires many calculations of Pt, for different bit 

rate values. Considerable gain in computing time and required programming effort 

can be achieved by applying simple closed form expressions for upper and lower 

bounds on Pb' Milewski [8] derived expressions for close bounds for a (pseudo) 

random input data sequence. 

The approach of [8] is based on the arrangement of lSI samples in decreasing order 

of magnitude I SI I ~ I S~ I ~ ... ;;;: I Sl I ~ ''', where Sk is either p(to+kTJ/p(tJ or 
q(to+kT J/p(t,). Then, the upper and lower bounds on Pb can be expressed as 

1 ~ 1 
Pb -:f.-erfc«l-D,J{;: )·rr -[ 1 + 

2 ~1 2 

erfc«1-Dp+2IS~I)Y:;:-) ] , 

erfc«l-Dp ){;: ) 

erfC«(1+Dp -2Ek_1)f4)] , 

crfc( (1 +Dp -2Et ){;:) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

where Dl' denotes the peak distortion, i.e., the sum of all the significant lSI samples 

whereas Ek denotes the sum of the first k lSI samples. 'Y~ represents the ratio of the 

energy per bit EI, and No at the detector input. The proofs of (6.10) and (6.11) are 

outside the scope of this thesis but they are given by Milewski [8] in a comprehensive 

and heuristic way. 

The timing instant to used for deriving the lSI samples, can be calculated in two 

different ways; according to the amplitude algorithm and according to the power 

algorithm. 

The amplitude algorithm weighs the excess delays (T~) with the amplitudes (f3.) 
of the different rays, thus 
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00 

Lf,;f~ 
to = 

n-l (6.12) 
'" Ei3n 

n-l 

The power algorithm weighs the ray excess delay:) with the power, i.e., the syuare of 
the ray amplitude, thus 

.. 
L {3n~T" 

t - "-I (6.13 ) 0-
'" 
Ef1/ 
n-I 

6.3 Calculation results and discussion with respect to QPSK 

6.3.1 Parameters under consideration 

The probability of bit error p~ is a simple and clear indication of thl: quality of the 
digital transmission. It can he argued, however, that it i~ a rathe. sensitive parameter 
since a small perturbation in system noise or channel characteristics can induce a 

large change of Pb. Therefore, we consider also another parameter, which is hetter 
suited to our purpose known a~ the maximum bit rate rb,llUlX, i.e., the nmximUJll bit rate 
for which a given value (threshold) of Ph can be achieved. In what follow:), this 
threshold will be denoted as Pp,iII' Parameter rh ..... is a measure that iIldicates the 
perlormance of the entire transmission link (thus including the channel). A meaSure 
that is more indicative for the performance of the receiver alone is tht: n()nllalized 

maximum bit rate Rh.max"'"-tl"",· rb.~' TIlis parameter is a useful parameter in com
paring different receiver structures whereas rb.~ more readily expre~sc~ the rehltion
ship between environments and feasible hit rate performance. 

6.3.2 Comparision of lower and upper Milewski bounds 

In order to a.-;sess the suitability of the lower and upper Milewski bounds for our 
purposes we examined the tightness of these bounds for impulse responses typically 
encountered. In Fig. 6.2, the upper and lower bounds are prc~ented w~rsus EI./Nu 
according to approximations of (6.10) and (6.11), respectively. These are ap
proximations in the sense that only lSI factors up to j;;;;; 40 are taken into account. 
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Fig_ 6-2: Upper and lower Milewski boundv. 

The impulse response under consideration was obtained in Room A with the standard 
measurement configuration as defined in Section 3.5. It is a typical sample with 
respect to "peakedness" and decay. 

The bit rates considered are rb ",4 Mbit/s and Tb""S Mbit/s. Also included is the 
CUNe for QPSK without lSI. When lSI is absent the upper as well as the lower 
Milewski bound comply with 

(6.14) 

Fig. 6.2 shows that the upper bound lies dose to the lower bound. Since the dif
ference is caused by the lSI factors it tends to be especially small for the case that the 
lSI is small, i.e., for the data range of interest. However, even for rb=4 Mbit/s, for 
which the influence of lSI is considerable (when compared with the no-lSI curve), the 
bound~ are dose. This indicates that calculating the probability of bit error on the 
basis of one of these bounds yields satisfactory accuracy. However, we may not 
generalize this conclusion for all impulse responses obtained_ -rherefore, we cal
culated for each response both bounds. We only found differences between lower and 
upper bound that are comparable with those depicted in Fig. 6.2. This implies 
satisfactory accuracy of the results presented in the folloVling which are based on 
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upper (thus; worst case) Milewski bounds. 

6.3.3 Influence of timing algorithm 

The influence of the algorithm, applied to determine the timing instant to On Rb .".", has 
been determined for the LOS measurement subsets obtained in Room A and Room 

D with the standard measurement configuration. Fig. 63 and Fig. 6.4. show the 

(complementary) cumulative distribution functions (COFs) for Room A arid Room D, 
respectively. Pu is 10-6 and there is nO additive noise considered. This means that 

(6.10) and (6.11) have been applied to calculate limPb • 
"'Y~-+"" 

The poweT algorithm shows superiOT performance when compared with the amplitude 

algorithm. This is also the case for the other measurement subsets. Therefore, the 
power algorithm is used in further simulations. 
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Fig. 6.3: Distribution functions of normalized maximum bit rate for amplitude and power 
algorithm, Room A, Pbrh = 1O~. 
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6.3.4 Influence of probability of bit error threshold. 

In order to examine the influence of the parameter Pb,1h we compared the Rb,llllZ< values 
obtained with Pb,Ih'" 10-3 with those obtained with P/I,Ih'" 1O~. The measurement subset 

. considered is the one obtained in Room A with the standard measurement con
figuration. CDFs for the IDS case and OBS case are depicted in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, 
respectively. 

For LOS as well as OBS the difference between the 1O-3.curve and lif-curve is very 
small. This is also the case for the other measurement subsets. In addition the CDFs 
of 7b.mm: values show only a small difference for all measurement subsets under LOS as 
well as OBS conditioIlS- From this, it can be concluded that parameter rb.""", as well as 
Rb,,,,,,,, are highly insensitive to the threshold Pb,lh. 
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6.3.5 Influence of SNR 

In Table 6.1 the probability of bit errOr for various SNR values, i.e_ for various values 

of Eb/ No, is given for different bit rates_ The response considered is one of those 

obtained in Room A with the standard configuration. With 'Ij is meant the calculation 

accuracy. The high probability of bit error values at high SNR demonstrate the 
bottoming effect due to lSI. 

Table 6.1: Probability of bit mor values for vcuious SNR figures and bit rates. 

SNR (dB) 

rb (Mbit/s) 10 20 30 40 no noise 

4 2.10 x 10-4 2.86 X 10-20 
<71 <1/ <"'1 

6 2.26 X 10-3 1.03 X 10.10 <1/ <1"/ <1/ 

8 1.84 X 10-2 3.48 X 10-4 5.67 X 10-11 
<f/ <f/ 

10 1.43 X 10-1 7.09 X lW2 6.25 X 10-2 6.25 X lO'2 6.25 X 10-2 

12 2.50 X 10-1 2.50 X 10-1 2.50 X 10-1 2.50 X 10-1 2.50 X to. 1 

Considering the entire subset of impulse responses obtained in Room A with the 
standard configuration yields Fig. 6.7 in which the rb._ values are given as function of 

the LOS distance for 1) the absence of noise and for 2) an Eb/NO of 20 dB, whereas 

P~.1iI""-10~ . Figure 6.8 is the translation of Fig 6.7 to a CDF of Rb • ...", values obtained. 

From these figures it can be concluded that in case Eb/NO > 20 dB an increase in 

Eb/NO can result in an improvement of rb ...... of about 30% at maximum. In that EblNQ 

range, lSI is the primary factor that determines rb.""", and Rb . ...w Values of these 
parameters may vary considerably with the environment. 
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6.3.6 Innuence of measurement configuration 

Additional simulations have been performed to examine the influence of the 
measurement configuration and to provide an overall impression of the feasible value 
of Rb.ma.t' The results with respect to all measurement subsets obtained are listed in 

Table 6.2 in terms of the average and standard deviation of the Rb.",... values obtained 

for both the LOS and OBS case. Pb,tA was set again to 1O~, The first eight rows refer 
to the standard measurement configuration. The ninth rOw refers to Configuration A 
(see Section 3.6.3). The tenth and bottom row refer to Configuration B (see Section 
3,63). It can be concluded from Table 6.2, that LOS values do not differ significantly 
from the corresponding OBS values. For all mea.")urement subsets obtained taken 
together we get the outage pWbability P(Rb."""" < 0.1) '" 0.13 whereas P(Rh."",-< -< 0.05) 
'" 0.05. Because Rh.""","" r:J ..... rb.""",, the latter implies that for charmels exhibiting an 
rms delay spread in excesS of 50 ns less than 1 Mbit/s is feasible for an outage 
probability of 5%. 

Table 6.2: Average and standard deviation of normalized maximum bit rate for 
LOS and DES. 

Rh.""", for LOS Rb.".,.. for OBS 

Env. Config. average std. dev. average std. dev. 

A standard 0.51 0.36 0.40 0,44 

B standard 0.52 0.32 0.66 0.70 

C standard 0.56 0.34 0.48 0.30 

D standard 0.56 0.36 0.48 0.18 

E standard 0.48 0.36 0,48 0.32 

F standard 056 0.36 0.58 0.34 

G standard 0.54 0.38 0.50 0.42 

H standard 0.52 0.44 0.52 0.38 

A A 0.42 0.37 0.58 0.37 

A B 0.52 0.50 0.46 0.35 

F B 0.48 0.40 0.49 0.35 
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6.3.7 Influence of external diversity 

The improvement effect of antenna diversity is examined by considering the average 

of three RI>,m<vI values based On three impulse responses vvith equal amplitude profiles 

but mutually uncorreIated phase profiles. In that case the average of all Rh,,,,,.. values 

increases from 0.51 to 0.58. Assuming an average rrns delay spread of 60 os this 
indicates that an average bit rate is feasible of about 10 Mbit/s. The avemge of 
standard deviation values decreases from 0.38 to 0.22, whereas an outage probability 

is achieved as good as P(Rb ........ .( 0.2) '" 0.02. This indicates a feasible bit rate of 
about 3.3 Mbit/s for an outage pTObabiHty of 2%. 

6A Pedonnance of QPSK/DFE 

In Section 2.6 it was indicated that the lSI due to multi path can be combatted 

effectively by applying some form of cbannel equalization. In general, for the use of 

an equalizer to rel1love lSI from noisy lineaT channels three different approaches are 
possible; 1) the linear equaJizer (I.E) [9], 2) the decisjon feedback equalizer (OFE) 

[10], and 3) the maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) [111. In practice the 
choice of techniques hinges on the compromise between complexity and dl;:~ired 

performance. 

The LE consists of a transversal tapped delay line filter. Detection takes place 
on its output data. It is tailored for simplicity and cost effectiveness, sacrificing perfor
mance. The DFE has the same structure as the LE except that the reconstructed data 

sequence is filtered and reinserted into the signal path. This feedback of the data 
serves to cancel lSI due to past digits for which decisions have alTeady been made. 

Since in the absence of decision errors this can be done exactly without noise 
enhancement, it follows that the DFE should have superior performance. Moreover, it 

has been established by Salz [12] that when the channel exhibits a deep selective fade 
approaching a null, the DFE greatly outperforms the LE. The MLSE determine5 the 

most likely transmitted data sequence. It gives optimum performance at the expense 
of increased computation and storage requirements. The complexity of the Ml-SE 
using the Viterbi algorithm is exponential in the length of the channel impulse 
response. There is also (possibly long) delay in the decision process. Due at least in 

part to implementation considerations, little improvement has Ileen observed over the 

much simpler adaptive DF€ on dispersive channels [13). 

In what follows, we will focus On DFE because of its highly competitivL: properties 
when compared with the LE and MLSE concepts. Fig. 6.9 shows the DFE structure. 
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Fig. 6.9: Stnlctwe of Decision Feedback Equalizer. 

The forward filter consist of a tapped delay line filter with tap spacing equal to T •• 

The forward tap gains are denoted as f •. -flf' where K is the total number of forward 
taps. The feedback filter consists of a tapped delay line filter with tap spacing equal 

to the symbol length. The feedback taps are denoted as bl ... bL , where L is the total 

number of feedback taps. 

The forward filter acts like a nonna! I.E operating on the received signal, r(t). It is 

used to reduce the effects of future digit lSI, Le., the precursors. The impulse response 
of the forward filter is 

K 

f(t);o; Lh"O(t-i7') , (6.15) 
j-. 

The • denotes the complex conjugate and 6(·) the Dirac delta function. With the 
received signal at sample time to given in (6.5) the output of the forward filter 
becomes 
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(6.16) 

with hI.:) the overall transfer function as expressed by (6.4) including the transfer 

functions of the transmit and receive filter. The output is sampled at the symbol rate 

and held for the symbol duration. 

The feedback filter linearly operates on the reconstructed data {lk } and is used to 

eliminate past digit /SI, i.e., the postcursors. A') a consequence of this, errors in the 
decision process will tend to produce more errors which might result in error 
propagation. This phenomenon, however, has been shown to have only a small effect 
On a particular channel realization when the [SI and noise is not excessive [14]. 

Therefore, we make the assumption that the detected s)'1Ilbols are known and that 

past decisions are correct. Then, the lSI contribution in these symbols can be can

celled exactly by subtracting past symbol values with appropriate weighing from the 
equalizer output. The impulse response of the feedback fJlter containing L taps can 
be described a'l, 

l. 

b(t) = L b/o(t -iT) (6.17) 
I-I 

The output of the feedback filter becomes at the decision time for the symbol s~ 

l. 

b_{kT) = E b/.~(kT. -iT) . (6.]8) 
/-l 

For QPSK modulation the decision process takes the form 

j =sgn[Re(f",,/-b_)] + jsgn[Imlf_-bOHJ] , (6.19) 

where sgn[·] is the signum function. 

A conventional DFE minjmizes the mean·square-error (MSE). By introducing €(kT.), 
defined as the difference between the analog input of the decision device and the 

output of the decision device at time kT, and using the expressions in (6.16) and 

(6.18) the MSE minimization problem can be stated as 

(6.20) 

with 
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where the e~ression between the square brackets is the input of the decision device_ 

For minimizing this MSB, the feedforward and feedback taps are updated, simul
taneously, according to some algorithm that guarantees convergence. Section 6_6 deals 
with update algorithms and associated dynamic (i.e., convergence) characteristics of 
DFEs. 

The perfonnance of DFEjOPSK operating on mm-wave indoor radio channels can be 
estimated on the basis of the theoretical framework given by Monsen [16]. Monsen 
addresses the processing of joint optimal diversity combining and adaptive DFE for 
combatting fading On HF channels which poses a similar set of problems as the rrun
wave indoor radio channel since both types are characterized by severe multjpath and 
slow fading. The basic performance measure is the average probability of errorp ~ 
already introduced in Section 2.5. The theoretical approach for the calculation of the 
average probability of bit error developed in [16] includes the influence of the 
finiteness of the transversal filter used to realize the forward filter of the DFE. The 
radio link considered consists of an ensemble of D external diversity paths as shown 
in Fig. 6.10. The individual channels are considered to be independent of each other. 
A<:, a consequence of this independence we may write 

(6.22) 

where o~ and 60 are the Kronecker delta and continuous delta function, respectively. 

E b is the average received energy per bit per diversity channel. The power delay 

'" 
profile p(t) here represents a unit area function (I.e., f p(t)dt=l). 

-'" 
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n 1 (t) 

Fig. 6.10: Equivalent low pass model of a DFE/QPSK indoor radio link with D diversity 
branches. 

The analytic procedure developed by Mansell provides an estimate of the lSI effect 
on the average probability of bit error. For this, perfect (noiseless) determination of 
tap weights is assumed. Furthermore, it is assumed that the interference symbols $1 , 

i;.:i 0, are Gaussian distributed and that the lSI after equalization can be well ap
proximated by an equivalent additive Gaussian noise term. Based on these 
assumptions, the average probability of error of a QPSKjDFE link is given by [16] a1S 

(6.23) 

where the At are the eigenvalues of the matrix G-I~(tO)' The elements of the matrix 

(;,(tJ are given by 

Ck/(to)" f cr(to -kr, -u)cr(to -IT~ -u)p (u)du , 
- .. 

(6.24) 

where 'T, js the equalizer tap spacing of the forward filter, while a(-) is the impulse 
response of the transmit and receive filters (raised cosine with f3 = 0.5). The elements 

of matrix G are given by 
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(6.25) 

where I is the number of significant future lSI pulses and to the sampling instant. The 

calculation of the inverse matrix of Q can be performed by application of single-value 

decomposition as described by Press et. al. [12]', Note, that the feedback coefficients 

play no part in the analyses. This is because the output of the feedback section of the 

DFE is a weighted sum of noise-free past decisions. 

6.5 Calculation results and discussion with respect to QPSK/DFE 

6 .. 5.1 Parameters under consideration 

Basp.d on (6.23) to (6.25), the average probability of error is calculated as function of 

the nonnalized bit rate Rb", 0,..,; rh. From the results obtained the normalhed maxi" 

mum bit rate Rh,!O<r<"" (J"",' r~,,,,,,,, is derived for an average probability of bit error. 

Fig. 6.11 shows CDFs of R/),=, values obtained in Room A with the standard con

figuration for Ph'" 1Q-3. There is no external diversity applied (Le., D"'-l). Eb/NO is 

40 dB. The DFE uses 3 forward taps. The steep slopes of the curves in Fig. 6.11 

indkate a fairly unifonn performance throughout the room. This equality in perfor
mance is observed for all measurement subsets and thus for all the environments 
considered. A consequence of this unifonnity in perfonnance is that the perfonnance 

can be characteriud well by .iust (lne average of all approximately 20 obtained Rb,.

values per measurement subset. 

I We first tried to find the LU-decomposition and to calculate the inverse matrix by back
substituting. The implementation of this method, however, did not lead to satisfactory results: 

Calculating the unit matrix l=fjJll resulted in non-diagonal elements of factors 100. Therefore a 

more powerful method had to be used to calculate the inverse matf."ix of matrices that are 
numerically very close to singular. 
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Fig. 6.11: Distribution functions of normalized maximum bit rate values, Room A. 

6.5.2 Intlnence of timing algorithm 

The first step in determining the QPSK/DFE perfonnance was to examine the 
influence of the algorithm applied to detennine the timing instant to on Rb.1tul.l: for both 
the illS and OBS case. As for QPSK, the power algorithm showed superior perfor" 
mance when compared with the amplitude algorithm. Therefore, the power algorithm 
is used in further simulations. 

6.5.3 Influence of SNR 

Fig. 6.12 shows the average probability of errOr versus Rb for a radio link in Room A 

for LOS as well as for OBS and for Eb/N(J values. of 30, 40 and 50 dB. Again, we 
consider a 3 (forward) taps DFE without external diversity. 
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Fig. 6.12: Average probability of hir efTOr versus normalized maximum bit rate for 
various SNR values, Room A-

At low Rt, values the E~/No ratio is mainly determining the average probability of 
error, because the thermal noise dominates the lSI. With increasing Rb the probability 
of error first decreases, because the DFE uses the internal diversity resulting from the 
increased multipath. At higher bit rates, where the span of the equalizer becomes too 
small to handle the channel dispersion encountered, the average probability of error 
increases sharply to an unacceptable level. 

Fig. 6.12 shows that obstruction of the direct LOS path has only a minor effect 
on the performance. This desirable feature is encountered in all the environments 
under consideration in case biconical-horn antennas are applied. 

6.5.4 Influence of number or forward taps 

The influence of the number of forward taps is shown in Fig. 6.13, for 3, 5 and 7 taps 
vrithout external diversity for a LOS link in Room A E~/No is 40 dB. 
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Fig. 6.13: Average probability of bir error versus nonnalize.d matimum hit rate for 

various numbers of forward taps. RWJm A. 

In Table 6.3, the averages of RI.,,,,, .. values fOf PI> = 10.1 are Lsted for J, :') am];· fllrward 

taps for each measurement subset. Increasing this number .InCreases th~) s!-'<ln of tte 

equalizer and thus increases the Rh.""", value. In this table, the environ!:HI1CS are 
subdivided in three classes: a) Large rooms, i.e., Room B,C and D. b) l..ofl~ narrow 
structure (a corridor), i.e., Environment E. c) Small rectangular rooms, i"', Room 

A,F,G and H. The large rooms exnibjt the largest R~."",, values under lDS Cii(Umstan
ces. This indicates that, under LOS conditions, there is a levelling effect on equalizer 
perfonuance in the Sense that an equalizer does not perform "proportionally worse" in 
a larger~ mOre dispersive~ environment. 

increasing the amount of forward taps from 3 to 5 results in an average increase in 
R b,,,,,,,, of about a factor 3. The implementation of two mOre forward taps is Ie~s 

effective in the sense that "only" an average improvement factor of 1.7 is~chieved. 
These results fairly comply with results found by Sexton and Pahlavall [P] with 

respect to the performance of DFE operating on similar though theoretical channels. 
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Table 6.3: Max.imum nonnalized hir rare for various number of forward taps for LOS 
and DES. 

LOS QBS 

Class Env. 3 5 7 3 5 7 

B 3.2 8.2 15.8 1.7 5.1 9.1 

Large C 3.5 9.7 18.0 1.8 5.0 11.6 

0 3.2 !l.6 13.6 2.1 6.0 10.3 
........................ lio+~" ....... ~ ................... uu.~ .. ul .. tln+fl ... 1 .. n ................... u~ ..... ~'.++IIH •• I ......... n ...............••• u ....... ", •• II++ •• ! ......................... u ............ ++IIH .. n .............. 

Long E 2_7 9.7 12.0 2.3 6.7 11.4 
,r+'''Mt ............................. , .......... '.I~lllnl •• n ...........• , ............... h.+'.'., ....................................... , •• ", ........ u ....................................... ,.! .................................... 

F 2.0 6_5 10.6 1.9 6.4 10.8 

Small G 2.2 6.4 10.5 1.5 4.7 7.1 

H 1.9 4.7 8.7 1.7 4.5 7.8 

A 2.3 6.3 11.4 1.8 6.1 10.0 

Table 6.4 lists 'b,mW: values that correspond with the values of Rb,~ given in Table 6.3. 

The values in Table 6.4 indicate that there is no dear relationship between environ" 
ment dimensions and rb,n .... values. 

Table 6.4: Maximum bit rate for various number of forward taps for LOS and OES. 

LOS 'b (Mbitjs) OBS 'b (Mbit!s) 

Class Bnv. 3 5 7 3 5 7 

B 95 244 471 53 160 285 

Large C 54 148 275 28 78 180 

D 54 145 230 36 101 174 
••• u ••• n ........................ ~,~++".~ ... n ....... n ......... u ...... ........ ++.11' ....................................... " ...... 0\441++' .. n ......................... u" ....... u.h •• lffl ......... n ......... n ............. " •••• 

Long E 40 144 178 33 97 164 
................. u ... __ .... +I+., .................... u ••••• u.II .. '"11411 •••• n ......................... , ...... ''I''i~++t14nl .......... u •••• , •........... uu ••••• ," •• +oI .................................... n ....... I~+ ............. 

F 47 153 250 45 151 255 

Small G 104 303 498 84 264 399 

H 65 160 297 61 163 281 

A 53 145 262 44 150 246 
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6.5.5 Influence of number of backward taps 

As already stated, the feedback coefficients play no part in determining the equalizer 

performance since the output of the feedback section is assumed to he ,i weighed sum 

of noise-free and error free past decisions. TIle required number of hackward filter 

taps L is mainly determined by the impulse response width and symbol time 7~_ An 

assessment according to [14] yields B,.. 2Jm,/J: which results in B '" J for some tens of 
Mbit/s. A backward filter span exceeding the impulse response width might work 
counter productive since the problem of error propagation raise~ with the alllount of 

backward taps_ 

6.5.6 Influence of measurement configuration 

Table 6.5 lists Rh.tttaX values obtained in Room A with Configuration A as well as R~,,,,,,, 

values obtained with Configuration B and R~.""" values ohtained with the standard 
configuration for 3, 5 and 7 forward taps. Again, E b/NO is 40 dB and Pb = lO-:I. 

Table 6.5: Comparison. of maximwn n.onnalhed hit rate for different measuremott 
configurations. 

LOS OHS 

Configuration 3 5 7 3 5 7 

A 7.3 19,4 31.3 1.7 5.8 8.8 

B 4.6 14_0 23.1 23 7.1 12.8 

standard 2.3 6.3 11.4 1.8 6.1 10.0 

Configuration A yields the highest values of Rh • ..". for LOS situations. However, when 

the line-of·sight path becomes blocked, the peiformance drops significantly. This drop 

is much smaller for the standard configuration because the omnidirectional biconical 

antennas provide mOre path diversity_ 

6.5.7 Influence of external diversity 

Fig. 6.14 shows p~ for a DFE with 3 forward t .. ps in combination with dual antenna 

diversity (D=2) for an EjNo ratio of 40 dB. 
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Fig. 6.14: Average probability of bir error versus nonnali.zed maximum bit rate for no 
and dual external (antenna) diversityl Room A. 

In comparison to the no-diversity ca~e (D=l), Pi> decreases with a factor 3.10-4 for 

small Rb values. A similar improvement is also reported by Pahlavan and Howard [18} 
for measurement data obtained in indoor areas at 910 MHz. With D==2 instead of 

D .. 1 only a slight increase of the Rb•max value can be observed. This indicates, that 

diversity mainly helps to overcome stringent P
b 

TequiTements. 

6.6 Implementation aspect~ 

6.6.1 Adaption of equali:ler coefficients 

In the previous sections (6.4 and 6.5), we implicitely considered OFE performance 
after adaption of the equalizer coefficients to the channel impulse response. In 
addition to this steady"state performance, a crucial item regarding channel e
qualization is the adaption itself to changes in the channel impulse re~poru;e. 

Especially in the case of transmission of short message blocks there is an additional 

requirement of a fast start-up of the equalizer in order to achieve acceptable through

put efficiency. Typically, an adaptive equalizer adjusts its tap coefficients during an 
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initial training period in which a data sequence, known at the receiver, is received!. A 

short training sequence is required in broadband wireless tANs, where the tributary 

terminals transrrtit short meS5age blocks in a time sharing fashion to ,\ centrally 

located base station. Subsequent received message blocks can originate from ter

minals located at totally different positions. Therefore, the equalizer should feature 
considerable agility to adapt to the subsequent characteristics of the channels the 
equalizer has to operate on. 

The adaption time (i.e., the training period) adds to the overhead of the transmi5sion 

capacity. In order to allow determination of the availahle t.ransm iss ion capacity for 

the actual information (net bit rates, see Ch,lpter 7) it is necessary to estimate the 

adaption time in terms of number of iterations (symbol times). This figure, howt~vcr, 

depends highly on the implementation of equalizer convergence, I.e., on the specific 
adaption algorithm applied. In what follows, we therefore investigate the suitability of 
the various iterative adaption algorithms that are conceivable for our application. 

The final choice should he b,lsed on three major items, viz., 

1) fast initial convergence during the training pizase. 
2) accurate (fast and stable) tracking of the time-varying channel characteriqics 

during the in/onnation Or tracking plzaw:. 

3) sufficiently low computational complexity, By computational wl1lplexity we 

mean the number of operations to be performed in one iteration. This is 

especially relevant for the high bit rate applications we consider. With the 

devices currently available, additions and multiplications need about the same 

computation time, whereas divisions cannot be performed with only one 

instruction, hut need a dedicated macro-instruction. This jndicatc~ that the 
number of divisions should he small [20], 

Other items related with adaption time overhead are the astahlishment of (:arricr and 

clock recovery, the application of fractional tap spaced equalization and the ap

plication of off-line processing. 111ese topics are dealt with in Section 0.0.7 to 6.6.10. 

Witb respect to algorithms for iterative adaption of equalizer tap coefficients two 

main classes can be distinguished, i.e., the classical Least Mean Squan~ (LMS) [21] 

1 Adaptive channel equalizatiun can aJ~o be performed withoul resorling to a known h'airling 
sequence, see fO!" instance (191. However, with that approa(;h, the equalizer C(1l1v(;rgeoce is 
relatively slow (in the urder of I (}l iterations) since data symhols are not known at the receiver. 
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algorithms (also denoted as Stochastic Gradient (SO) algorithms) and the Recursive 
Least Squares (RLS) [22] algorithms. The first class includes the Gradient Steepest
Descent (OSD) [23] and the Gradient Adaptive Lattice (GAL) [24] algorithms. The 

second class compri!Ses the Kalman [25], Fast-Kalman (FK) [261, Square-Root Kalman 
(SRK) [27] and the Least Squares Lattice (LSL) [28] algorithms. These RLS al

gorithms seek the minimum of the least squares (LS) to estimate the minimum MSE 

set of tap coefficients, which yields much faster equalizer convergence than can be 

achieved by applying the classical LMS algorithms which seek tbe minimum of the 

MSE itself. The latter will be clarified in the next section. 

6.6.2 Achievement of fast convergence 

The LS minimization problem for a DFE at time kT, can be stated as 

(6.26) 

where fO denotes the difference between tbe input and output of tile decision device 

as expressed in (6.21). Minimizing according to (6.26) thus yields the coefficients It 
and b l • For minimizing the L~, the fOlWard and feedhack taps can be updated simul. 

taneously according to 

.t;[(k+l)Tsl ;;; JJk~] -KJJ[kTJ€[kT.] with i=1,2, .. ,K , 

b{[(k+l)T.l = b{[kT.]+I(i,~[kTJf{kTs] with i=1,2, .. ,L • 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

where /(1)kT.) and K.i,~(kT.) are the elements of the N""-K +L dimensional complex 

Kalman gain vector !5.
N
(kT). Notice, that control is applied to each tap coefficient 

through the corresponding element of !fJ..kT.) which greatly accelerates the equalizer's 

adaptionj independent of the channel's dispersion characteristics {25,29,30]. In 

contrast, the gradient algorithm minimizing the basic MSE, expressed by 

f;[(k+l)Tsl '" J;[kT.]-o:r·[kr.-iT.l'€[k~] with i=I,2, .. ,K , 

b'[(k+l)TJ "bj[kT.]+cd+[kTs-iTsl'€[kT.] with i=I,2, .. ,L , 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

has only one variable parameter, I.e., the step size 0:. Therefore, RLS adaption yields 

much faster equalizer convergence than that achieved by the simple gradient al

gorithm_ The convergence rate of RLS adaption turns out to be independent of the 

channel characteristics as long as the length of the channel's impulse response 

essentially remains below the equalizer span. On the other hand, the convergence rate 

depends strongly upon the total number of equalizer taps N. It is found by 
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Eteftheriou and Falconer [31] and Cowan [32L that the convergence of RLS al

gorithms defined as the number of iterations needed to decrease the estimated MSE 

20 dB below the initial value is within 2N iterations. 

6.6.3 Achievement of low complexity 

It turns out that the least complex: algorithm is the GSD. However, its speed of 

convergence is 400 to 500 symbols, which is much too low for Our applications since 

the message blocks to be transmitted consist only of a few hundred tiymhols so that 

the initial training period would lead to an unacceptable overhead of 200 to 300 

percent. In addition, tlle convergence shows. a substantial dependence on the channel 

characteristicS. 

Apart from the GSD algorithm, the best method with respect to the number of 

additions and multiplications required is the SRK, but this algorithm requires N 
divisions. For large values of N, i.e. N~7, the Kalman algorithm is the most complex, 

but it becomes CC)mpetitive for N < 5 [20]. Tbe complexity of the Kalman algorithm 

comes from the fact that an N by N matrix must be adapted and stored once per 

iteration. Thus; on the order of N1 operations must be performed per itenltion. This 

is in direct contrast with the GSD algorithm, in which on the order of N operations 
per iteration are required. 

To overCome this lirnitn.tion of the Kalman algorithm, several computational 

efficient modifications have been proposed in the literature. These fast algorithms 

exploit a certain shift-invariance property of succeStiive equalizer contents [261 with 

the result that they require on the order of N operations per iteration, thereby main

taining the convergence properties of the Kalman algorithm. A major improvement of 

the Kalman algorithm is the FK algorithm which reduces the amount of operations 

per iteration to a number proportional to N. A full derivation of the FK is given in 

[33]. In addition, an ahbreviated derivation is given in [26], which emphasizes the use 

made of the shifting property of the input vectors and of certain optimal predictor 

equations and a%ociated relationships. A treatment of the complex version of the FK 

algorithm to be applied for the complex DFEs consisting of two nranches (because of 
the quadrature-type modulation) can be found in (351-

Among the fast algorithms, the FK algorithm turns out to be the least complex 

for N~ 10 whereas for 3<N< 10 the SRK algorithm is the least complex and for N'$(,3 
the Kalman algorithm is the least complex [20]. 
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6.6.4 Achievement of accurate tracking 

In the RLS algorithms; all previous equalizer input sequence vectors UkT,) and 
errOrS f.(kT~) are assigned equal weight in determining the current tap coefficient es~ 
timates. This works well for a limited-duration initial start-up phase. However, steady

state operation usually requires that vectors ,J"kT,) in the distant past be "forgotten'\ 

in order to afford the possibility of tracking channel time variations and to avoid 
problems associated with digital round-off errors. The inclusion of an exponential 

weighing factor in the sum-of-squares crilerion (6.20) to meet this steady state 

requirement is proposed in [20,28}. The minimization of an exponentially weighed 

square error at time kT. can be written as 

(6.31) 

in which X is some positive number close to, but less than, l. The inverse of I-X is, 
roughly speaking, the memory of the algorithm [26]_ 

Lim and Mueller [34} reported, however, an unstable behaviour of the FK 

algorithm when they included exponential weighing in their simulations of RLS 
algorithms using single precision flouting point arithmetic although one would expect 

the opposite_ Double precision arithmetic (i,e., 56-bits for lhe mantir;sa) was found to 

eliminate the instability. The Kalman and LSL algorithms did not show this 

instability. In addition, the SRK algorilhm is known to have excellent numerical 

properties and has been shown to be very robust to round off noise in the com

putations [27]. 
With respect to mm-wave indoor radio communications the tracking problem is 

less relevant in comparison with the start-up and complexity problem since we expect 

only slow fading in a typical indoor environment at mm-wave frequencies as indicated 

in Section 2.3; the channel is expected to remain essentially constant over lhe 
equalizer span. Therefore, the information about the "past" contained in the equalizer 

tap coefficient~ is (almost) as important as the information about the present and 

future_ Hence; for our application A should be chosen very dose to 1 or lhe exponen

tial weighing should be simply omitted in order to optimally exploit all available 
information, which will act in favour of the initial convergence properties. 

6.6.5 Adaptive lattice filtering 

In the former j we assumed a tapped delay line equalizer :structure. Another promising 

structure which has attracled considerable attention in the last few years, is based on 
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lattice filters. A lattice filter is obtained by cascading a number of ~tages. Within each 
stage coefficients are adapted without the need for global feedback, making extensive 
pipeIining of computations possible. Therefore, multiple programmable processing 
elements can be used which can work in parallel to speed up the execution of a given 
algorithm. This multi processor [36] approach has two fundamental advantages. First, 
no increase in hardware is needed when the order of the filter is increased_ Second, 
the same system can easily implement a variety of coefficient update algorithms 
without the need for redesign or modification of existing hardware [37]. 

Satorius and Pack [28] compared the convergence properties of lattice equalizers 
based on minimization of the MSE (GAL algorithm) and on minimization of the LS 
(LSL algorithm). By simulation, the LSL algorithm is shown to converge in 40 to 50 

iterations in a situation where the GAL algorithm needs ahout 120 iterations. As for 
transversal equalizers, the convergence rate is about 2N. The price payed for this 
improvement is increased complexity beyond that of the FK and SRK algorithm_ 

Based on computer simulations [38,39] and analyses [401, it can be said that 
among the fast RLS algorithms, the LSL algorithm exhibits the smallest tendency 
toward numerical instabili ty for A < I. 

6.6.6 Achievement of accurate carrier recovery 

Hitherto, we have implicitly assumed that carrier phase for demodulation has been 
properly estimated. However, in practice there might be a significant phase shift 
between the carrier signal and local reference signal which exhibits jitter. This pha<;e 

jitter acts as a real random sequence tP. affecting the phase angle of the channel 
output samples. When its time constant is much larger than the equalizer settling 
time, it can be a,s,1:iumed to cause a constant phase shift. In that case, it can he 
adaptively compensated by the equalizer. Similar conditions hold for a frequency 

offset (i.e., the perturbation of the carrier frequency 10 by a small amount fl/). Since 

the equalizer can track small amounts of phase jitter and frequency offset, we can 

shift the discussion towards the problem of having available a sufficiently accurate 
reference signal for coherent demodulation. For rapid acquisition, as reyuired for 
receiving shorts data packets at high data rates, we can apply open loop re-,covery of a 
pilot which is received along with the actual information signal. 
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6.6.7 Achievement of accurate clock recovery 

For most equalizers proper recovery of the symbol clock is necessary before proper 

adaption can take place. A method of recovering a symbol rate dock with appropriate 

timing phase is to modulate the pilot with a basic clock having a low clock rate when 

compared with the actual symbol rate, so that no significant lSI is encountered. Open

loop dock recovery can easily be applied when binary PSK is used for this. 

Another method is to extract the clock information from the received message 

signal itself. In that case, the clock recovery system has to cope with the lSI of the 

signal on which it operates2
• A well known system is early-late (EL) clock recovery 

(see, e.g., [41]). Clock recovery with only slightly degraded performance due to lSI is 

claimed by [42] by applying some modified form of EL although problems arose when 

deep signal fades were encountered. 

6.6.8 Fractional tap spaced equalization 

A general problem with respect to clock synchronization is formed by the fact that the 

performance of equalizers critically depend on the symbol dock phase derived in the 

receiver in case the tap spacing is taken equal to the symbol spacing T,. The rea~on 
for this is that 

1) the equalizer cannot suppress noise at frequencies outside the Nyquist 

band, If I :;;'2T,. Hence; the burden of rejecting such noise components is 

placed entirely on the filters preceding the equalizer. 

2) adequate equalization is not possible for all symbol dock phases, since the e

qualizer cannot alter the relative magnitudes and phases of signal components 

which in the spectrum are lIT, Hz apart and which in the course of sampling 

the equalizer output at a clock rate lIT, become superimposed. 

Ungerboeck [43] addresses the possibility of eliminating the need for precise clock

phase control by applying fractional tap spacing, i.e., choosing a tap spacing smaller 

than T •. It is shown that 

2 Clock recovery after equalization, which removes this distorsion, cannot be applied as the 
equalizer would be required to wOl'k before the clock recovery system could operate properly, 
since an equalizer requires symhol synchronization for correct operation. 
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1) with fractional tap spacing the MSE becomes, within a large time interval, 

practically independent of the clock phase allowing rather simple dock 

recovery schemes to be used_ 

2) The final LMS error after adaption is slightly smaller when t~ompared with the 

symbol-spaced equalizer. 

3) Less critically designed filters may be used in the receiver section preceding 

the equalizer. 

4) For the same length of the equalizer delay line, a fractionally spaced equalizer 

converges at practically the same speed with respect to the MSE_ 

In general, the tap spacing may be represented as 

I 
T, = €.T, , ( = ] ::;; 1 , (0.32) 

where for the digital implementation J and J should be relative prime integers, The 

cost of fractional tap spacing would then primarily he a J-times higher analog/digital 

(A/D) conversion rate, J-times more memory stages for the equalizer delay line, and 

IlL-times more multiplication::; for the same length of the equalizer Jelay line in 

terms of total delay. 

6.6.9 OtT·line prucessing 

In the former, the problem of real time adaption and carrier and clock recovery arc:: 

considered. This results in additional overhead due to the fact that part of the 

training sequence must be assigned to carrier and clock recovery training. An 

alternative method, which might relax these requirements suhstantially, is off"line 

processing. This means that the received message block is completely stored before 

starting its processing. If this is done in an oversampling mode the appropriate clock 

and carrier pha')e can be found without additional ovcrhe:ld at the cost of a delay in 

the order of the total message block. An additional side benefit of this 'lpproach is 

that the training sequence can be placed in the middle of the data packet in-between 

the actual information bits. The adaptive equalizer can start the aJaption procedure 

from the information bits dose to this training sC4uence (denoted as "rniuamble"), 

and works rightward and leftward, This makes the cllualizer adapt ion process less 

vulnerable for changes of the channel characteristi~$ and phase jitter_ Another ad

vantage of this approach is that subsequent message blocks can he processed in 

parallel. I-Ience; a multiple of low·effort processors can be applied jnst~aJ of one 

high-effort processor. This form of regularity (much of the same) thus implies a 
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reduction of the implementation problem. 

A strategy that can be followed to compute the optimum decision instant to and the 

carrier phase ¢o corresponding to the minimum peak distortion is given in [20]; 

initially, the magnitude M(t) of the correlation function RI'.~(t) of the received 

preamble sequence P is computed, starting from the in.phase and quadrature cOm

ponents R;.lt) and RI'~(t); 

(6.33) 

and to is given by the peak instant of M(t). As already indicated, the search for to is 

performed by applying a sampling rate higher than the bit rate_ The received 

preamble sequence P is then synchronized according to the value of to obtained. 

Finally, the carrier phase can be calculated as 

(6.34 ) 

6.7 Summary and conclusions 

In this chapter, a performance evaluation is presented which is directly based on the 

measured impulse responses. The objective of this performance evaluation is to assist 

in weighing design options as antenna use, channel equalization complexity and 

application of external diversity. 

First, the transmission performance is evaluated for the case that the modulation 

format applied is Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (OPSK) whereas nO channel 

equalization is implemented. For this case, it can be conduded that the values of 

maximum bit rate '1>,,,,,,,, and associated normalized maximum bit rate Rb ,lH<1t obtained 

under LOS conditions do not differ significantly from the corresponding oneS 

obtained under OBS conditions, For all measurement subsets together, we get the 

outage probability P(Rb,1'I4> < 0.1) '" 0.13 whereas P(Rb,_ < 0.05) '" 0.05. The latter 

implies that for typical rms delay spread values, e.g., 60 nS less than 1 Mbit/s is 

feasible for an outage probability of 5%. It also occurs that the average of R~,,,..,, 

values does not depend significantly on the indoor environment considered and the 

type of antennas applied. 

The improvement effect of antenna diversity is examined by considering the average 
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of three Rb,,,,,,,, values based on three impulse responses with equal allIplitutlt: profilt:s 

but mutually uncorrelated phase profiles. In that case, the average of all R/,,=" values 

increases from 0.51 to 058. A~suming an average nns delay spread of 00 ns, this 

indicates that an average bit rate is feasible of about 10 Mbit/s. The average of 

standard deviation values decreases from 0.38 to 0.22, whereas an outage probability 

is achieved as good as P(Rb.nov: < 0_2) '" 0.02. This indicates a fe:L,<;ibIe bit rate of 

about 3.3 Mbit/s for an outage probability of 2%. 

With respect to indoor mm-wave radio links employing QPSK/DFE the performance 

is evaluated of a finite tap OFE operating on a 58 GHz indoor radio channel. The 

evaluation includes the influence of the E/No ratio, the number of forward taps, 
antenna directivity and external (antenna) diversity on the performance. 

The application of a DFE with 3 forward taps yields a rb•max value of about 

30 Mb/s. It is shown that the number of forward taps has a profound influence on the 

the value of Rh.".,,,,; an increase from 3 to 7 forward taps results ill un average 

improvement of about a factor 5_ 
A significant average improvement of rb.~ anti R~,.",. values can he ohtained by 

applying a high gain circular horn antenna at the hase station or remote station 

instead of a biconical-horn antenna. The best results are achieved if the n:mote 

station is equipped with a circular horn. In that case, a factor 3 improvement is 

observed under LOS conditions. 111e perforrnance is severely deteriorated, however, if 

the LOS-path becomes obstructed. In contrast, the reslllts show that indoor mm·wave 

links in which biconical-horn antennas are applied at both the receiving and transmit

ting end are relatively iflsensitive to ohstruction of the direct LOS ray. 

The applicati()I1 of dual antenna diversity on top of DFE enables a 3. [() 4 times 

lower probability of bit error P
b 

for the same rb,noa. value. It can also be used to 

increase the f b•nttlX vulue shghtly or it can be applied to reduce the received power 

penalty for the same value of P . 
~ 

With respect to the implementation of a DFE operating on !11m-wave indoor chan

nels, the Fast Kalman algorithm without exponential weighing offers the hest trade-off 

of convergence, tracking and complexity properties in cw.;e the DFE has a transversal 

structure with a minimum of about 10 taps. For an equalizer huving a smaller amount 

of taps the Square Root Kalman algorithm offers the most favourable characteristics. 

In both cases, the convergence rate does not dependent strongly on the channel 

characteristics and amounts to about 2N iterations_ 

A promising and competitive alternative, allowing more convenient proccs::;ing, 

is a lattice DFE with LSL adaption, which offers a comparable convergence at the 

cost of a slightly higher complexity_ 
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In order to eliminate the need for precise clock-phase control, the tap spacing in the 

feed-foJWard section :should be taken smaller (e_g_ a factor V2) than the symbol time. 

The resulting fractionally spaced equalizer converges at practically the same speed for 

the same length of the equalizer delay line. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

ApPLICATION OF THE ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER MODE 
IN INDOOR \VIRELESS LANS 

7.1 Introduction 

Indoor wireless 0\Ns intended for supporting a wide range of B-ISDN services 

should be efficient in terms of resource usage and must provide jkfibility with respect 
to information transfer, since the range of supported services will impose a wide 
spectrum of traffic characteristics in terms of average bit rate, peak bit rate etc_ 
Hence; the transfer technique applied in a broadband wireless LAN should be 
efficient as well as flexible in terms of capacity requirements and should be suf
ficiently robust to guarantee acceptable end-to·end delay/loss characteristics. Real
time applicatioru; like voice and (real-time) video pose stringent delay requirements 

(time transparency) whereas data traffic requires correct delivery at the destination of 

the bits transmitted by the source (semantic transparency). 

Conceptually, the most efficient transfer technique with respect to reSQurce usage and 
the most flexible transfer technique in terms of bandwidth requirements is packet 
switching_ However, the initial packet switching networks, such as those based on 

X.25, do not allow the transport of services with stringent delay constraints. In 
addition, they suffer from high complexity. The quality of the transmission media was 
such that in order to guarantee an acceptable end-to-end quality, error control was 
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performed on eve!), link_ A~ technology improved, the error rate figu res of the 
transmission media reduced. Hence; the quality of transmission systcrn~ ilKreased 
which enabled the packet switching concept to evolve tow:trds a (ramIe, mode' with 
only a minimal error recovery functionality in the network, thus allowing the {~rror 

performance rctlllired with low transfer delay. The transfer moue that has heen 
chosen for providing high-speed flexible transfer is the A.\Ynchmflous 'J'ram{t~r Mode 

(A1M) initially proposed by Coudreuse [2] and Turner [3j and stan(brdized by 
CenT so XVIII (now lTV T SO 13) [4}. According to the definition of ATM given 
by the ITU, it refers to a transfer mode in which the information is organil.ed in cells; 

it is asynchronous in the Sense that the recurrence of cells cOHtaini ng information 
from an individual user is not necessarily coupled to the net.work transmission rale_ A 
cell is an information unit of fixed length consisting of a hcatkr and an informatiun 
field. In the ATM context the term "cell" is used instead of "packer' in ortit:r to make 
a distinction hdween an information unit identified by a lahel at layer} of the OSI 
reference model (a packct) and an information unit identified by a hlbel at the ATM 
layer of the B-.ISDN protocol rderence model (a cell) [5}. 

With respect to radio networking it is important to notice that the ATM concept was 
developed with the idea that high quality of transmission is guaranteed, which is 
certainly true for the present optical fibre technology_ Transmission via I.he radio 
medium, however, is much less reliable and might depend strongly on environment 
conditions as extensively discussed in the former chapters_ This difference in transmis
sion quality is not essential since fibre technology can not completely prevent lhe 
appearance of transmission errors either. Therdore, ATM still accomrnodates a 
simplified form of error control being end·to-end error control and he,ukr error 
control. Thus, we have to examine whether this simplified form of error control is 
sufficient for the achievement of the required error performan,:e of wireless LANs_ If 
so, ATM can be adopted without modification. When it occurs that the error control 
capability of ATM is insufficient for wireless LANs, then it has to he detarnine,) In 

which way error control functionalities can he added to standard ATM ill order to 
make it suitable for wireless LANs. 

A second major difference between fibre-ba!>ed tn!n~missi()n and radio-hased 
transmission is that in fibre-based networks bandwidth i~ a relatively abundant wm
modity whereas in radio-based networks the available hanuwidth is relatively limited. 

I According to the vocabulary of terms for hl'Oadb;mJ aspects of ISDN r~/,;ommendoo hy 
the ITU the term "tranRfer mode" refers to a..~pl)cts /,;overing lrar\smi~5ion, multlj)lexing and 
switl.:hing in a telecomm\lni(.:ation network III. 
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As with tram;mission quality this difference is not essential since the need for efficient 
broadband network access facilities exists as well for fibre-b'l.sed network~. Multi
access protocols currently developed and implemented for fibre-based accesS are 

therefore also candidates for radio-based access eventually with enhanced error 

control capability. Furthermore, we probably just have to accept that indoor radio 

LANs cannot be dimensioned for offering each users "bandwidth-hungry" services like 

150 Mbit/s High Definition Tekvision simultaneousli. 

In summary, the following questions have to be adJressed: 

1) Is end-to-end error control in combination with header error control sufficient 

for wireless U\Ns? When this is not the case, it has to be determined which 

error control functionalities can be added to standard ATM (and where and 

how) in order to make it suitable for nun-wave indoor wireless LANs. 

2) Which multi-access protocol, originally intended for fibre-based access, is also 

suitable for radio-based access possibly in combination with enhanced error 
control capability?~ 

In considering these questions, we start with a general description of B-ISDN and OSI 

concepts that are relevant to our discussion (Section 7.2). These concepl~ are 

reconsidered in the specific context of radio networking in Section 7.3. A multi-access 

protocol for ATM-based indoor wireless LANs is described in Section 7.4. Finally, a 

summary and conclusions are given in Section 7.5. 

2 In this re.~pect, it should be noted that devdopment.~ in the !idd of source coding have 
great impact on the applicability of wireless LANs for typical brouJband services. These 
developments have led to the establishment of the MPEG- t standard, for instance, according to 
which a high quality video signal is coded in a 1.5 Mbit/s bit stream. Anothil<t example is Ule 
MPEG 2 standard accorJing to which High Definiti()n Television is coded in a 20 Mbitfs bit 
stream. 

l Of course, it is also illstructive to ~xamine the suitability of the tradi(ional solutions for 
radio access for our purpose. This is done by Sonnemllns (61 and Macssen 171 under the guidance 
of the author. These inve.~tigations revealed an appropriate solution similar to the one d~s(;[ib~ in 
Section 7.4 and needs therefore no further treatment. 
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7.2 Basic network concepts 

7.2.1 Evolution of system concepts 

A substantial part of the discussion is focused on additional error control measureS. 

Therefore, it is instructive to discuss the relationship between B-ISDN protocols and 

conventional OSI protocol~ since network concepts according to the OSI prot.ocol 

reference model are based on the a~sumption that conventional transmission rtle<.lia 

cannot guarantee an acceptable end·w-end quality without error contml on every 

link, as shown in Fig. 7.1a. This error control i~ supported by a protocol that includes 

core functions such as error checking and error recovery (forward error correction / 

retransmission). In high-quality networks only core functions of that protocol need to 

be implemented on a link·by-link basis whereas the other functions can be 

implemented on an end-tn-cnd basis (Fig. 7.1 b). For fibre-b:\seJ network technology, 

which features very high quality transmission in terms of probahll ity of hit error Pb 

(e.g., Pb;;;n 1O·~(~, this idea is extended further; in the case of B·ISDN, most of the error 

recovery functions also have been shifted to the edges of the network (Fig. 7.1c). 

End terminal Network. node End terminal 
,--_. 
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2 2 :2 , 

-··"I~.\ 
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FlO- 7.1<1: FIJII error control on each link (X.25) 

:3 3 
FUll error control 

2b ~- 2b 

2a 2a 2a f<;- 2a 
Limit<?d 

1 error control 1 1 e rror 

L-._ ______ .J 
FiQ. 7.1b: Limited errQr control on each lirk 

FIg. 7.1 c: End-to-@nd errOr o:;ontrol (8-15D!',j) 

Fig. 7.1: Evolution in ,Iystem concepts 
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7.2.2 ATM concept 

7.2.2.1 Protocol reference model 

As part of the ATM concept, the functions that are responsible for time transparency 

as well as the functions responsible for semantic transp;J.rency are Shifted to the edges 
of the network. This is done by merging t\Vo well-known concepts, namely packet 
switching and time division multiplexing (TOM). Each of these techniques has been 

modified as follows: 

There is no error control (on the data field) nor flow control on a link-by-link 

basis. 

The transfer is connection oriented at the lowe~t level; all information is 

transferred in a virtual circuit assigned for the complete duration of the 

connection. 
ATM cells have a fixed and small length which allows tbe use of very high 
speed switching nodes. 
The functionality of the cell headers is limited; the primary functionality in the 

cell headers is the identification of the virtual path and the virtual drcuits. In 

addition, some error control on the header is provided. 

"There is no fixed time relation between time slots and ATM cells inside the 

network; there is nO identification by the time position of a cell (this is the 

meaning of the "A" in the acronym "ATM"). That explains the need to have a 

header field containing a virtual circuit identifier. The size of an ATM cell is 

set to 53 octets, the header being 5 octets long and the celJ information field is 

48 octets. 

The B-ISDN protocol reference modd (PRM) for ATM, as recommended by CeITT, 

is depicted in Fig. 7.2. A similarity with the OSI PRM is the layered architecture. A 

characteristic property is that it contains several planes; a user plane to transport user 

information, a control plane to transport signalling information (oUl-of-band signal

ling) and a management plane to perform network maintenance as well as layer 

functions. 

Three layers are defined: the physical layer, which mainly transports information, the 

ATM layer which mainly performs switching and multiplexing and the ATM adaptation 

layer, which is mainly responsihle for adapting service inform,ltion to the ATM 

stream. These layers will be described in more detail. 
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Fig. 7.2: B-/SDN ATM protocol reference model. 

7.2.2.2 Physical layer 

The physical layer (PL) consists of the physical·medium-dependent (PMD) JuMayer and 
the transmission convergence (TC) sublayer. The PMD subl"yer 1s re~pon5jble for the 
correct transmission and reception of bits On the physical medium. Its functions are 
medium dependent (optical, copper, radio). 

The main function of the TC suhlayer is mapping of the ATM cells to the 
transmission system u5ed (synchronous, pJesiochronous, or cell based hierarchies). 
The TC subJayer communicates with the PMD sublayer u5ing bit stream~, and with 
the higher A TM layer in terms of error-free ATM cells. 

7.2.2.3 A TM layer 

The main functions performed in the ATM layer as defined by CCITr P~J are: 

Multiplexing and demultipkxing of cells of different connections onto a single 
cell stream. For this, the virtual chwznd (VC) concept is introuuced which 
describes the unidirectional transport of ATM cells associated with a common 
unique identifier value, the VC identifier (VCI) which is contained in the cell 
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header_ In addition, the virtual paJh (VI» concept is introduced as being a 
bundle of ves. Hence; a cell headeT also contains a VP identifier (VPI). 
The cell header is extracted before the cell is delivered to the adaptation layer 
and added after the cell is received from the adaptation layer_ 
Translation of the Vel might be required at ATM switching nodes. 
Access flow control can be implemented on the user netwoTk interface. 

7.2.2.4 ATM adaptation layer 

The ATM layer, as defined by cenT [9], is not tailored to any specific application. 
A" a consequence, it is not directly usable for many applications. ll1e ATM aJap
tation layer (AAL) enhances the services provided hy the ATM layer according to the 
requirements of specific services. These services can be user services as well a..~ 

control and management services. 

In the area of services, four classes of service were defined: These classes are denoted 
A,B,C and D. This classification was based on whether or not a timing relationship 
must be maintained between source and destination, whether Or not the applic,ltion 
requires a constant bit rate, and whether the transfer is connection-oriented or 
connectionless, as shown in Fig. 7.3. 

~ Criteria 
A I 8 C D 

Timing relationship 

between souroe Required Not reql,Jired 
and destination 

Bit rate Constant I Variable 

Connection mode Connect ion-or iented 
ComectiOf)-

less 

Fig. 7.3: Service classes for the ML-

An example of a class A service is circuit emulation, which is by definition connection 
oriented. In circuit emulation, a constant-bit-rate (CBR) is used- CBR services clearly 
require the maintenance of a timing relation including the control of the peak hit 
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rate. An example of a class B service is variable-bit-rate (VHR) video, SLlch as might 
be used in a teleconference. Here, the application is connection orienled and timing 
is important, but the bit rate varies depending on the amount of activity in the scene. 
Classes C and D correspond to data transfer applications. In both classes, the bit rate 
may vary and no particular timing relationship is required; difference in data rale are 
handled by the end systems u::;ing buffers. The data tran~fer may be connection 
oriented (class C) or conneclionJcss (cla..ss D). 

CeITT ha.~ recommended four types of AAL to support the four service 
classes: type 1,2, 3/4 and 5. Although the AAL types are in accordance with the 
service classes, the user is free to select ally AAL lype for any service class. There is 
also the possibility to have an empty AAL for u~ers who may find the ArM sc["vicl.:s 
sufficient for their requirements. 

The AAL can be subdivided into a sublayer that provides ~:ell segmentation 
and reassembly to interface to the ATM layer and a more service ~IKcific conver
gence suhlayer to interface to the bearer services being carried. 

7.2.3 Mapping or protocol dllta units 

The AAL maps the AAL protocol data unit (AAL POU), i.e., the lolLlI sequence of 
the AAL header, payload and trailer, into the payload field of the ATM cdl and vice 
versa. The ATM layer in turn map~ the ATM PDU, i.e., ATM c/:':II, into the payload of 
the PL PDU, i.e., PL payload and PL overhead purl altached and vice versa. The 
overhead part of the PL rDU consisls [)f 5ynchro[]ization hi IS, an equal izer training 
sequence (see Section 6.6), multi access control bits and (eventually) error control 
bits. An example of lhe mapping of protocol data units is shown in fig. 7.4. This 
figure includes the structure and dimensioning (number of bits for the various parts) 
of the different POU's. The AAL PDU refers exclusively to the AAL 3/4 type. The 
structure and dimensioning shown for the PL PDU is by no means estahlished and is 
just an example of what mighl be appropriate for a wirl.:iess I.AN. 
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Fig. 7.4.- Mapping of the protocol data u.nits. 
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For an analysis of network architectures, a functional reference architecture model for 

the network can be used, which is a conceptual division of network functions [4]. 
Fig. 7.5 provides a conceptua.l modd for a B-ISDN reference configuration consisting 

of functional groupings partitioned by reference points R, S8 and Ts. Functional 
groupings arC arrangements of physical equipment or combin;ltions of equipment. 

Reference points are conceptual points used to separate groups of functions. The 

subscript B indicates broadband reference points. The terminal equipment functions 

that follow ISDN recommendations are denoted as B-TEl whereas the terminal 

equipment functions that do not follow ISDN recommendations are denoted as B
TEl. These B·TE2 functions use a broadband terminal adapter (B-TA) to achjeve 

connection with a broadband network. The R reference point is for non-ISDN 

physical interfaces which require B-TAs to convert their own protocols to the ATM

supported S,JTII interface of the network termination (NT). User equipment 

complying with B-ISDN standards can be directly connected at the SB and Ts 

reference points_ The Sli/Ts interface is based on ATM and has the same capacity as 

the loop interface (UB) which is the designation for the physical interface between the 

NT and the local exchange. The NTI functions contain local switching between SjJ 
interfaces, multiplexing of several Ss interfaces onto the UIl interface and con

centration functions. The B-NT2 functions may be performed by terminal controllers, 

PBX (private branch exchanges) and LANs. A B-NTI that performs PBX or LAN 

functions is termed a distributed B-NT2_ B-NTl fllnction~ terminate the transmission 
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line from the local exchange. The function of this grouping is to provide the physical 
layer interworking of the Til and Ufj interfaces. 

,~ _______ ~"_.w_& ________________ · 

B-TE2 H 
R 

B-TE1 

S-iA 

B-NT2 

T 
B 

I...... ________ .w •• ______ . __________ .-••• "" _______ _ 

Customer- premises 

Pig. 7.5: B·ISDN njerence poillts. 

7.3 Wireless LAN concepts based on A'l'M 

7.3.1 Distributed B-NTI 

U 
8 

Local 

exchanoe 

In the B·ISDN context, a wireless LAN can be considered as a (radio) distributed 
B-NTI. Such a B·NTZ is depicted in Fig. 7.6. It consists of it set of medium adapters 
(MAs) and a base ~tation (BS). The MAs adapt the I3-ISDN protocols running across 
the Sa-interfaces to the protocols of the wireless LAN. They provide a medium access 
mechanism to ensure that all B·TEs get aCCeS~ to the network. The functions of the 
MAs will not be standardized by CCITT. The BS adapts the B-ISDN protocol~ 

running across the TB-interface to the wireless LAN prot()c()l~. The wireless LAN may 
use its own protocols tailored to meet the speciaJ re(luirements imposed by the 
rudeness of the radio medium as long as the B-TEls, B-TE2s/B-TAs and B-NTI are 
connected via the standardized SIt and Ty interfaces, respectively. In the following, the 
combination of B-TEI and MA or B-TE2, B·TA and MA is termed a renlOte station 
(RS). 

The wireless LAN offers a shared bandwidth of some t(;lI~ of Mhit/s (per 
carrier) amongst all connected users while fibre-based ATM "In olfer each user a 
dedicated 155 Mbitfs access. However, incompatibility at the edges of the wireless 
IAN due to its limited capacity can be prevented by establishing a transfer contract 
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that is adapted to the limited capacity of the wireless LAN in the connection setup 
phase. The ~ignals passing the 51! and TB interfaces can then be mapped on the signals 
with lower bit rates in the B-T As and BS. In what follow~, we describe and discuss 

the way in which the ATM cells can be transferred most reliably and efficiently after 

the transfer contract has been established. Relevant to this discussion is 1) the duplex 
method to be applied, 2) the error control measures to be taken and 3) the multi

access method to be applied. Duplexing as well as error control are di5cussed in the 

next section whereas multiple access is treated in Section 7.4. 

Broadband wir~le$$ LAN 

AS 

Fig. 7.6: Example configuration of a radio distn'buted 8-NT2. 

7.3.2 Duplexing methods 

In practice, transmission and reception within one and the same frequency band 

cannot be performed simultaneously by a radio transceiver. Reason for this is the 

huge difference (e.g., 60 dB) between transmit and receive power, which makes 

subtraction of the received signal from the (known) transmitted signal too unreliable 
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to be of use, even when these signals are orthogonal. One duplexing method that can 
be imagined for ATM is random transmission/retransmis);ion of i\ TM cells within 
one and the same frequency band. With this method, however, the resulting efficiency 
is low due to collisions of cells. In addition, time transparancy as nece~sary for real 
time services may not be guar,~nteed due to excessive (re)transmission delays. 

In what follows, we discuss the two remaining duplex methods comnwnly applied m 
radio communications, viz., Time Division Duplex (TDO) and Frequency Division 
Duplex (FOD). In a TOO system a single carrier is used for the transmission of both 
upstream and downstream traffic. FDD, On the other hand, uses different carrier~ for 
the two directions of transmission. The duplexing method applied has all impact on 
radio-network design, implementation and frequency use. We will discuss the criteria 
on which a choice in favour of one of the two candidate duplex methods can be 
based. For this, we aSsume a system in which ch,mnel equallzation is applied for each 
channel. 

For each direction, the line symbol rate in a TDD sy~tem must be at least twice that 
of a FDD system to attain the same transfer capacity because TDO uses only one 
carrier, instead of two in a FOD system. Therefore, the channel equalizer must be 
more complex for the TDD system and there must be at least twice as much signal 
power available at the input of the demodulator for the same transmission perfor
manCe. 

TDO has an advant<lge with respect to the <lpplication of diversity; diversity 
reception with efficient comhining techniques, such as maximum-ratio combining can 
be achieved without the need for multiple antennas at each RS. Instead, antenna 
diversity is implemented only at the BS and efficient signul combining can be 
performed when data symbols are received from an RS; when the BS next transmits 
to that RS, it uses the same combining ratio, making uses of the reciprocity property 
of the radio channeL The reciprocity property cannot be exploited in an rDD system 
since FOO uses separate channels for the two directions of transmission which are 
not instantaneously reciprocal. This, however, does not imply that transmit diversity 
techniques cannot be applied in FDD systems; in the literature various tran!;mit 
diverSity techniques are proposed for FDD systems. These techniques can be clas
sified into three broad categories. The first category uses fcedbuck information from 
the receiver to configure the transmitter [14,151. In the second category feed·forward 
information is used from the transmitter to train the receiver [l6,17J. The third 
category uses multiple transmit antennas ,~nd channel coding to provide diversity 
[18,19]. 

Another design consideration is wether a duplexer i~ required in the BS and 
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RSs. A duplexer is required when simultaneous reception and transmission is per

formed as in most FDD systems4
• TOO does not require a duplexer becau5e in this 

scheme the receiver is switched out during the transmit burst. 

Furthermore, the selection of a duplex scheme has consequences with respect 

to RF filtering; in FDD two filters are required, each having half of the total RF 
bandwidth, whereas in TOO only one RF filter is required having the total RF 

bandwidth. 

In an FDD system, BS-to.RS transmissions cannot interfere with RS-to-BS transmis

sions. The downstream traffic can be a continuous (uninterrupted) stream of data 

symbols. When compared with TDO this 1) facilitates acquisition of the received 

signal at the RSs and 2) eliminates the necessity of guard times between downstream 

bursts thus saving capacity. 

A second implementation consideration is that of equipment utilization. In a 
heavily loaded TDD system, designed to operate at the maximum symbol rate as 

dictated by the time dispersion of the channels and the complexity constraints of the 

equalizer, each RS effectively sits idle half the time. Therefore, for a given amount of 

traffic, a TOO l)y!>tem will require (more thanS
) twice as much transceiver capacity as 

an FDD system, significantly increasing the cost. 

The fact that FDD employs two frequency bands implies th,lt an additional guard 

band must be respected when compared with TDD which only uses one frequency 

band. On the other hand, TDD must accommodate twice the symbol rate, when com

pared with that of FDD for the same transmission capacity, which re~ults in a larger 

sequence required for equalizer training which also requires extra bandwidth. 

Table 7.1 summarizes the relative strengths and weaknesses of both duplex methods. 

In general, the most important advantage of TDO, when compared wilh FDO, is the 

more extended possibility to implement transmit diversity schemes, which eliminate 

the need for multiple antennas at the RSs. This might be a significant advantage for 

systems with small RSs (e.g., handsets), but for our purposes this advantage is of 

minor importance since we consider systems with larger RSs that can be easily 

4 Duplexers might not be necessary in FDD systems employing Time Division Multiple 
Access (fOMA) since with TDMA systems, the transmit time slot and receive time slot of the 
RSs can occur at different times. Hnwever, according to the ATM scheme proposed in Section 
part 7.4, cells must be simultaneously transmitted and receivoo by the BS and RSs. 

S This is due to the fact that for higher bit rates the equalizer training sequences must be 
longer resulting in extra transmission overhead (see Section 6.6.2). 
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equipped with two Or more small-sized mm-wave antennas. For the :~chievell)ent of 

transmission Ove, indoor radio channels at symbol rate values jn excess of the 

coherence bandwidth the equalizer functionality becomes of utmo~t importance. 

Hence; for time-dispersion-limited symbol rates aiS we envision, a system employing 

FDD matches the characteristics of indoor radio channels best. 

Table 7.1 Comparison of FDD and TDD. 

Criteria PDD TDD 

Transmitted Peak power required -::: half ofTDD > twice FDD 

Symbol rate re4uired < half of TDO > twice FDD 
Equalizer complexity Less complex More complex 

Antenna diversity implementation More complex Less complex 

Duplexer required at BS Yes No 

Duplexer required at RS Yes No 
Burst acquisition required at BS Yes Yes 

Burst acquisition required at RS No Yes 

Upstream burst synchronization req. Yes Yes 

Downstream hurst synchr. req. No Yes 

RF filters required Two filters One filler 
Equipment utilization :;.. twice TDD < half of FDD 

Required amount of spectrum Similar Similar 

7.3.3. Error control 

A~ far as tbe control of bit errors is concerned, the performance rC4uirements for 

candidate B"ISDN wireless ~ervices are commonly given in terms of maxim\lm cell 

loss rate [13,20;21,22]. In cable-based ATM networks cdl loss is primarily caused hy 

network saturation. In these networks, hit errors due to noise and inter-symbol 

interference can also cause cell loss when it affects the cell header, but this is only a 

second order effect. In wireless networks, bit errors tend to appear much more 

frequently. In this discussion concerning errOr control, we assume that the influence 

of bit errors On cell loss is acceptable in case the cell·loss rate due to bil crrorS (loes 

not exceed the cell-loss rate due tu network saturalion. 

In general, there are two candidate categories of techniques for controlling tranSl11is

sian errors in data transmission systems; the forward errOr control (FEe) scheme and 

the automatic-repeat-request (ARO) scheme [17J. 
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In an FEe system, an error-correcting code is used which allows the receiving 
terminal to locate and correct a limited number of errors in a received block of data. 
FEe codes add redundant parity check bits to the data bits in a way that allows 
errors to b~ located within a code word. In general, twice as many errorS can be 
detected by an FEC code a.S can be corrected. In an FEe system, there is always a 
finite possibility that an error w:iJl not be corrected, resulting in incorrect data being 
received_ A method to reduce cell loss is implementing FEe at the AAL layer. 
Another method is to implement (additional) measures at ATM layer level by which 
more errOrS can be corrected in the ATM cell header_ Such measures, however, 
would require additional cell overhead and are therefore incompatible with the 
current CCITT standard 1.361 concerning the format of ATM cells. A better method 
is to implement additional FEe in the PL since the major advantage of this approach 
is that the PL carries the ATM cells in a completely transparent way. 

With respect to FEC there are two different types of error detecting and -correcting 
codes in COIDmon use today; convolutional codes and linear block codes. 

Convolutional coding is a more powerful technique than linear block encoding. 
The information contained in anyone data bit is spread through several bits of 
codewords. Decoding convolutional codes, however, is a complex process that requires 
decisions on the most likely transmitted data sequence when a codeword is received 
in eriOr. Because of this complexity, the application of convolutional coding can be 
ruled out for error correction of received cells_ 

Linear block codes are a cia';!; of error-detecting and -correcting codes that can 
be easily implemented. Cyclic codes form an important subclass of linear block codes. 

These codes are attractive for the reason that encoding and decoding can be 
implemented easily by employing shift registers and logic gates. The Bose, Chaudhuri 

and Hocquenghem (BCH) codes form the most powerful group of error-correcting 
cyclic codes yet devised 123]. 

The encoder for a block code divides the information sequence into message 
blocks of k information bits each. In case of cell-based transmission, each cell can be 
treated as a message block. The encoder transforms each message block into a 
codeword of n bits. n is called the block length. Such codeword thus contains n-k 
redundant bits. These n-k bits are called parity check bits. The encoder can generate 
2* different possible code words, corresponding to Zk different possible messages at its 
output. This set of 2t code words of length n is called an (n,k) block code. The ratio 
R --kin is called the code rate. 

BeH codes with the capability of correcting I errorS have a blocklength n '" 2"-1 
with m being an integer and m ~ 3. The number of parity checkbits equals n-k '?:. mt for 
t<2m-l • 
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The message block to be protected consbts of the ATM cell (424) and a MAC-field 

of 8 bits (see Section 7.4, the sequence for equalizer training/synchro-nization is 

bypassed). Consequently, k=432. This implies that m must be at least 9. We can 

minimize the required coding overhead, I.e., the minimum required number of parity 

bits k mm by taking m;9 which results in n=511 and k...,,=n-9t. The BCH(511,502) 

code for instance has the potential to correct 1 bit errur in whatever place of 511, Or 

it can detect 2 errors, a burst of 9 or less, 99.6 % of the bursts of length 10, 99.8 % of 

longer bursts. Alternatively, the BCH(511,493) code has the capahility to correct 2 

errors in whatever place of 511. In addition, it can correct 1 burst crror tip to I:J hits, 

whereas it can detect all burst errors lip to 18 bits [24]. The additional error 

detecting potential makes BCH codes well suitable for applicat.ion in hyhrid 

FECI ARQ schemes. 

In an ARQ system, a code with good error-detecting capahility is used to determine 

whether or not a received block of data is errOr free. If there are too many errors in 

the received block of data, then the receiver communicates this ttl the transmittt:r via 

a return link and the corrupted data block is retransmitted. Provided that all errors 

introduced by the link are detected, retransmission of the corrupted data hlock can be 

repeated until the data are received correctly. ARQ can provide high system 

reliability and may be well suited for indoor applications since round-trip delays are 

very short (only a few symbol times at maximum). This enables vcry short retransmis

sion delay. In ATM cell-by-cell transmission a retransmitted block of data would be 

obviously an ATM cell. It should be noticed, that retransmitted cells may experience 

additional cell delay introduced by the multi access protocol yielding increa.~ed cell 

delay jitter. This problem can be alleviated by applying only a simple form of ARQ 015 

single retransmission. In this scheme, the retransmission strategy is as follows: when in 

a received cell more errors are detected than the number of errors that can be 

corrected the cell is retransmitted once and only once, eventually with priority over 

initially transmitted calls. Additional measures might be necessary in order to 

maintain cell sequence integrity. ARQ can be implemented in the PL as well as in the 

AAL. For this, the A;\L PDU contains a sequence numner for the detection of lost 

and misinserted cells. The A;\L can provide ARO functions tailored to specific 

services; the application of ARQ can be restricted for instance, to services that 

require a low bit error rate but do not require a strict timing relation between source 

and destination (Class C and D services). From an imptem~ntation point of view it 
might be advantageous to leave ARQ over to the AAL IOC<lted in the B·TEs since 

this option eliminates the need for implementing AAL func;tions in the wireless LAN. 

However, a drawback of this approach is that the resulting 4uality of transmission is 
not a feature of the wirele~s network itself but of the terminals attacheu. In other 
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words) the terminals do not experience a LAN that guarantees the (error) perfor

mance of a the cable-based distributed NT-2 on which their error control facilities at 

AAL level are based. Therefore additional ARQ measures can be implemented best 

at PL leveL 

7.3.3 Feasibility of reliable ATM-cell transmission 

The possibility of supporting B-ISDN services by an indoor wireless LAN depends on 

1. The performance requirements by the different services. 

2. The applied wireless-LAN technology. 

ad 1. Table 7.2 lists some candidate B-ISDN wireless services [13,20,21,22] with 

estimated bit rate, typical session duration and maximum cell loss rate. 
ad 2. In this section we consider a wireless-LAN with features as listed in Table 7.3. 

Table Z2: Perfonnance requirements for broadband wireless services. 

Av.rate Peak rate Typical 
Service Max. p<~ (Mbit/s) (Mbit/s) session length 

Video teleconferencing lO-s 0.3·2 10 30 min. 

Video telephony lO's 0.06-2 6 3 min. 

High volume transfer 10.9 1-20 1-20 10-100 Mbit 

High resolution image 

retrieval 10,9 4-45 4-45 8 Mbit 

Portable multimedia 10"9 1-10 10-100 30 min. 

Manufacturing (Robotics) 10-9 0.01-3 0.01-3 continuous 
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Table Z3: Parameter values and descriptions of the system under study. 

Parameter 

Transmit power 

Carrier frequency 

Separation distance 
Front-end noise figure 

Additional losses 

Transfer method 

Duplex type 

Antennas 

Antenna diversity order 
Modulation 

Channel equalization 

Error correction 

Retransmission 

Implementation margin 

Cell-loss probability 

Value/Description 

17dBm 
5S GHz 

25 m 
9 dB 

2 dB 

ATM-cell based 
fOD 

Biconical·horn antenna~ (7 dBi gain) 

1 or 2 
QPSK 
no or DFE with 3,5 or 7 forward taps 

no, '1 or 2 ranuom errors per cell 

110 or single retransmission 

2 (iB 
10-9 or to-~ 

From the data listed in Tahle 7.2 and Table 7.3, it can he estimated to which extend 

antenna diversity and error control needs to be implemented for the slipport of a 

specific B·ISDN service_ This can be done by determining the maximum alluwed tine 

bit rale, Le_, the line bit rate at which the maximum ,tllowed ccll-Jo::;s probability 

Occurs. The term "line bil rate" is used to denote the bit rate at which the individual 

PL PDU's (excluding guard times) are tram milled. As an example, we derive lhe 

feasible line bit rate for 

Maximum allowed probability of cell loss: P,,~,;;:;;; 10-9 

Diversity order: D ",2 

Error-correcting capahility; t = 2 
No retransmission 

The first step irs to delermine the maximum allowed probability of hit error at lhe 

physical layer (and thus experienced by the ATM PDll's) p~.n for P,:!, = 10 9
• For this, 

we assume that bit errorS appear randomly and lhat an ATM cell becomes IOSl in 

case the header of the ATM cell contains more bit errors than lhe number of 

correctable bit errors. I-knee; we can determine Pb.1'J. by considering the hinominaJ 

distribution 
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(7.1) 

in which N is the number of bits in the header of the ATM cell and u is the error 

correcting capability of the ATM cell header. According to [8}, N"'-32 and u "" 1. 

Substituting these figures together with Pel, = 10"9 in (7.1) yields Pp n'" 1 A '1O~. 

The ~econd step is to determine the probability of line bit error, i.e_, the probability of 

bit error at the input of the BeB decoder, required for Pb.PL=1.4·1O-6
, t .. 2 and D;l 

which we denote as Pb,I;".,(PbyL,t,D) "" Pb,lio.(1.4'1O-6,2,1) can be calculated according to 

~ ~ 

E P~.pJI-Pb,pj-i " L P;,lin.(Pp,l,ut ,D)(1-PI>.IJA,(Pb,/'lj, D»)k-I . (7_2) 
i-l i ... ~+ I 

Substituting b=43Z together with Pb,PI. "" 1.4 '10-6
, t:;;;;2 and D;;; 1 m (7.2) yields 

P~,IiN( 1.4 '10-6,2,1) '" 3.5 -10-4_ 

The third step is to determine the Pb,lb!. required for Pb,I'L"" 1.4* 10-6, t = 2 and D:;;;; 2. It 
follows directly from (6.23) that p p,/;"..(Pb,p/..,t,2) can be derived from Pb,IIH.(Ph,PI.,t,1) 

according to 

(7_3) 

which yields Pb,u..(1.4* 10-6,2,2) ""lY 1O-~. 

The fourth step is estimation of the value E~/No required for 

Pu ... (1.4·lcr,2,2) = 1.3'10-2
• This can be done by applying (6.23) to (6.25). Alter

natively, we can estimate the required EblNo by interpolating or extrapolating the 

results given in Fig. 6.12_ For normalized bit rate values up to about 2 and a line bit 

error rate of 1.3'10.2 we find for Eb/NO '" 22 dB. 

Finally, we can determine the line bit rate f.,lin' by 

(7.4 ) 

The figures in Table 7.3 yield C/NoW'98 dB for No is kT, (k is Boltzmann Constant, T, 
is 290 K noise temperature). Substituting this value together with Eb/N~"'"22 dB in 

(7.4) yields f b,w.."'40 Mbit/s. The minimum number of forward taps the channel 
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equalizer should have can be determined on the basis of the worsl-case rms delay 

spread value obtained, being 100 ns. The span of the applied channel equalizer mllst 

be sufficient large to accommodate the inter-symbol interference. According 10 

Fig. 6.14, the minimum required number of forward taps for rb,liIJ.:o40 Mbil/s amounts 

to 5. 

It follows directly from (7.4), that each 3 dB that Can be gained in tile link 

budget offers a factor 2 increase in maximum bil rate provided that the span of the 

applied channel equalizer is sufficient large. 

The net bit rate, i.e., the effective bit rute at which the AAL payload is lransmitted, 

can de determined for the upstream traffic according to 

(7.5) 

in which 

nML.JJif is the number of AA.L informalion bits contained in the payload field of 

the AAL POo. nML,JJ!/ is 376 for AAL type 1 and 352 for AAL lype 3 and 4. 

(nMJ.,/Jtf for ML type 2 is not yet standardized), 

nATM is the total number of bits contained in the ATM PDU. flAiM amounts to 

424. 

nl'l.,"" is the number of PL overhead bits conlained in the midamble field of the 

PL PDU. nl'l.,llh depends on the implementation of the PL fUllctloIlalities. A 

significant part of the PL overhead is likely to he formed by the sequence for 

equalizer training/synchronization. As stated in section 0.6.2, the length of this 

sequence should be at least 2N symbols, where N is the total number of 

fOlWard + backward taps. A 10 taps equalizer in combination with 4uaternary 

modulation should thus be at least 40 bits. In addition, the PL overhead might 

contain 9 or 18 eRe bits as stated in the previou~ sectioll. Furthermore, ahout 
8 bits are necessary for medium access control (see Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.3), It 

can therefore be estimated that nn."" amounts to 59 or 68 hils when two !-;parc 

bits are taken into account, which C4n be used for acknowledgement and 

priority identificalion. 

nt .... n/ is the number of bits corresponding 10 the guard time tx"" ... 1 that must be 

respected between r.:onsecutivc transmitted cells, Henr.:~; n~I~"-d=tt~,,/ 'b,li •• , A 

guard time of 300 ns can accommod:lte differellc(;:s in RS-to-BS separation 

distances of up to 60 m, whic:h is sufficient for our purposes, 

Substituting the given parameter values in (7.5) ylelJs an estimated :Iggregate over· 
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head of 30%6. For CjN~=98 dB and EbjN~=22 dB, this yields rb.~d"'28 lvfbit/s. If the 
cell transmission rate is the same for both directions, then the aggregate overhead in 

the down stream traffic equals the overhead in the upstre,lm traffic. In the continuous 

downstream traffic nO guard times need to be respected. The resulting extra bits can 

be used for additional performance improvement. 

According to the previous procedure, feasible line bit rate values arc determined for 
the parameters. as listed in Table 7.3. The results are listed in Table 7.4a and 7Ab for 
p." _10-9 and P <I< = 1O-~. respectively. The values between brackets denote the required 

number of forward taps of a DFE on ba~is of toO nS rms delay spread according to 
Fig. 6_14. The addition "(no)" indicates that for the net bit rates below 0.35 Mbit/s (or 

equivalently, for line bit rates below 0.5 Mhit/s) no channel equalization needs to be 

implemented (see Section 6.3). 

Table 7.4a: Feasible net bil rates jor P"" "" 10-9• 

Po/>= 10.9 

t=O 
t-l 

t=2 

t: number of correctahle errors / cell 
D: diversity orde.r 

D"'l D=2 

3.5 kb/s (no) 1.7 Mb/s (3) 
1.7 kb/s (no) 14 Mb/s (3) 

0.7 Mb/s (3) 28 Mb/s (5) 

Table 7.4b: Feasible nd hit rales for Pd."" 1O-~. 

P <I< == 10-5 

t-O 

t'" 1 
1-2 

t.- number of correctable en'Ors / cell 
D: diversity order 

D=l D""2 

300 kb/s. (no) 2.2 Mb/s (3) 
1.7 Mb/s (3) 44 Mbjs (5) 

11 Mb/s (3) 70 Mb/s (7) 

It follows from Table 7.4a and 7.4b that, without the implementation of ARQ, the 

error correction capability should be at least one error per ATM cell to achieve bit 

rate values in the order of some tens of Mbit/s. It is even possible to achieve 

16 Mbit/s without the implementation of antenna diversity in case two bit errors can 

be corrected in the received cell for services that allow a maximum probability of cell 

6 III optical networks this aggregate overhead is ahout 20% [22]. 
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loss of 10-5
• From Table 7.2 it follows, however, that typical target wireless services as 

portable multimedia require a probability (If cell loss a~ low as 10-9
• For such a low 

value, net bit rates in the order of some tens of Mhit/s can only be achieved by 

implementing antenna diversity. Hence; for our purposes, t should be at least I and D 
should be 2. [n that case, a bit rate of 20 Mbit!s can be obtained with a DFE having 
only 3 forward taps. A factol" 2 increase in feasible bit rate can he obtaind by 

implementing 1=2 instead of t-1 or, alternatively, by taking meawres that result in a 
3 dB gain in the link budget. The minimum required numher of taps in the forward 

section of the DFE should then he 5. 

In order to examine the reduction of cell loss that can be achieved by a simple form 

of ARQ we consider the single retransmission scheme as descrihed in the introduc

tion of this section. In that case, the effective probability of cell loss p,,{, equals the 

loss probability of a cell when it is transmitted for the first time P"M tiIlltS the loss 

probability of its retransmitted version P'LJ1' We assume that changes in the channel 

occur so slow that we may take p.1.sI ",,-p <iJ2' Furthermore, we assume that. the ack· 
nowledgement ch'lnnel (return link) is error free_ For this ARO scheme, Ihe feasihle 

bit rate can be determined by first calculating Pb/'I.- according to 

(7.6) 

Finally, rb,nt'.l. is calculated using (7.2) to (75). Table 7.5 lists the results for PeL, "" 1() 9. 

Table 7.5: Feasible net bit tateJ' for Pel< =- ]()"9 

with single retransmi,·sion. 

P ru"" "10-9 

lorO 

l;;; I 

1;2 

I: number of correctable erro~ / cell 
D: diversity order 

D=1 D"'2 

0.4 Mb/s (3) 28 Mb/s (5) 

2.8 Mb/s (3) 56 Mb!s (7) 

4.4 Mb!s (3) 88 Mb!s (9) 

From this table, it follows that the application of single retransmission might increase 

the feasible bit rate signjficantly. It even occurs that when applying single retransmis

sion, error correction is not necessary for the achievement of some tens of Mbit!s, 

provided that antenna diversity is still implemented. On the other hand, retransmis

sion increases cell delay variation which might be unacceptable for real-lime services_ 
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7.4 Medium-Access Control 

7.4.1 General concept 

The access to the shared medium is arbitrated by the Medium-Access Control (MAC) 
protocol. Common protocols for shared medium access in fihre-based ATM net1Norks 
such ~ Distributed Queue Dual Bus [111 or Orwell slotted ring [12] cannot be 
applied in wireless LANs with an economic use of the available network resources 
since a single RS-to-RS connection might involve many individual RS-to-RS links. 

Therefore, we propose a wir:eless network in which the communication hetween 
tagged RSs always takes place via the BS. The master of the MAC pwtocol, which 
assigns the available network capacity upon demand ,tmong the various RSs, can be 

located in the BS. With respect to the flexible twnsfer requir:ed such a centralized 
control system is desirahle since it can control the status of the overall system and it 
can easily vary the capacity of each RS according to the needs of each individual RS. 
In addition, the BS fulfils a gateway function to the ATM backbone net. In order to 
approach the ATM concept as much as possible the transmission takes place on a 
cell-by-cell basis. The fact that the transfer is asynchronous implies that an ATM cell 
generated by an RS must wait at the RS until the BS has authori:led that RS to send 
a celL Therefore, each RS must have a buffer to accomodate these waiting cells. The 
number of cells waiting in each RS buffer must be known to the central control in 
order to enable a good match of available net1Nork capacity with the capacity needs nf 
the RSs. In general, the MAC protocol is defined by 

the way the central control is informed about the number of cells that are 

waiting in the buffer of each RS. 
the way the RSs are informed when a cell can be sent (I.e., the permission to 
access the medium). 

the way the available capacity is distributed among the RSs. 

The main function of the MAC protocol in an ATMjfDD-based wireless IAN is to 
avoid collisions of the upstream traffic (i.e., the ATM cells originating from the 
different RSs). It should aim at 

Efficiency: The overhead intwduced hy the protocol should be low. 
PeifomlWlce: The average delay and delay variation introduced by the MAC 

protocol should be kept within the bounds defined by the quality of selVice re
quirements. 

Fairness: One RS should not be subject to more access delay than another. 
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The :MAC protocol presented in the following sections is s[milur to the MAC protocol 

proposed by Casals eL al. ([25]-[271) for an ATM oriented passive optical networks. 

It uses a request/permit mechanism; each RS advertises its capacity requirements by 

means of requests, which are sent to the master of the protocol located in the BS_ 

Using these requests, together with parameters agreed at call set-up, the MAC 
protocol allocates dynamically the available capacity for upstream traffic to the 

various RSs by means of a well defined capacity allocation algorithm. The RSs are 
then informed about the allocated handwidth by means of permit.~. In what follows, we 

give a detailed description of the various components of the protocol. 

7.4.2 Requests 

Each RS is allowed to send two types of reque:=;ts: 

Requests coupled to the up.~tream ATM cells. An upstream cell uriginating from 

a certain RS is preceded by a MAC information field (e,g., R bits long) 

containing the number of cells waiting in queue at thut RS for (li pst ream) 

transmi~5Ion. 

Requests contained in dedicated request bloch. When only requests coupled with 

upstream cells are used, a RS can only reveal its bandwidth needs when it is 
allowed to send an ATM cell. This could not only lead to a ~low response to 

changing traffic situations but a RS may even never he ahJe to declare its 

required transmission capacity. Therefore, the protocol is provided with a 

second type of request. The so called request blocks contain~ r~quests 

originating from a number of consecutive RSs not coupled to upstream cells. A 

request block has the same length a.s an upstream celL It is issued during an 

idle period, which allows the protocol to re~pond fast. 

Fig. 7.7 shows the upstream information structure for ATM cells and request blocks_ 

8 This MAC protoc()l has been defined in the RACE project R2024 BroaJhand ACL:e.% 

Facilities, and is currently being implemented in the demonstrator system of thb projt:cL 

9 A Request block. also contains a dedicated timeslot in which a new station can send a 
request for registration. A randomized retransmisSIon strategy can he used to avoid persistent 
collisions and large retransmission delays. When the BS receives a rcqll~st for regiqriltioD it 
initiates a registration procedure and it appoints an addre~s to the newly tagged RS, 
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[ PL P~ I PL PDU 

/ 
// 

/ 

overhead includinQ~ 

request field j 

[ PL PDU 

ATM PDU 

....... req. block-

PL 
overhead 

Fig. 7.7: Upstream in/onnation strncture. 

7.4.3 Permits 

The MAC protocol allocates the available capacity among the RSs on the basis of the 
information contained in the Requests. The RSs are informed about the allocated 
capacity by means of permits. Such a permit authorizes the RS to send one cell. We 
distinguish two types of permits: 

Permits for ATM cdL~. When according to the allocation algorithm an RS is 

allowed to send a cell) then the BS issues a permit containing the address of 

this RS (e.g., 7 bits long) and adds it to a downstream ATM cell. Downstream 
traffic is broadcasted and hence; no coupling between this downstream cell and 
the permit is needed. An additional bit, namely the permit class bit CL, is 
added to indicate that the permit addresses an ATM cell (CL= 1). 
Pennits for request bloch. When, during a time slot, no permit is generated for 
an ATM cell, the BS issues a permit for a request block (permit class bit 
CL""O). In this case, the permit field contains the address of the RS that is the 
first to send a request in the request block. 

Hence; the BS issues permits for request blocks whenever it has no permits for A TM 

cells to send. Therefore, the idle periods of the upstream traffic (I.e., no ATM cells 
are sent) are used for transmitting request blocks. In that way, the upstream capacity 
spared is exploited to increase the reaction speed of the protocol on changing traffic 
situations. Fig. 7.8 shows the downstream traffic structure, both for permits for ATM 
cells and permits for request blocks. 
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rate conditions. RSJ is said to be ready to send a cell, whenever a cell is present in the 

buffer of RS j and the number of time slots since the last transmission of RS, is at 

least t,. 
The central controller in the as maintains a global permit FIFO queue and 

two counters for each RS: 

The global permit FIFO queue contains permits for RSs corresponding to cells 

which are ready to send, A permit for RS j is put in the global permit FIFO 

queue this RS has a cell ready to send, 
Two counters per RS are maintained, a countdown coun.ter and a requ.est 
counter. For RSJ we have that 

• the countdown counter CNIDOWN _ CNTR(i) is given the value t, at the 

moment the permit for RSi is put in the permit FIFO queue. Its value is 

decreased by 1, at each time slot of the outgoing line. Counting down 

stops as soon as CNTDOWN_CNTR(i)-:;,O. 

• the request counter REC _ CNTR(i) is increased each time a request 
comes in by the number of arrivals since the last request. It is decreased 
by 1 whenever a permit for RS, is put in the global permit FIFO queue. 

When the conditions CNTDO'WN _ CNTR(i) '5, 0 and REQ_ CNTR(i) > 0 are both 
satisfied then 

1) a permlt for RS, is put into the global permit FIFO queue, 

2) REQ_ CNTR(i): ""REQ_ CNTR(i)-l. 

When this permit comes at the head of the permit FIFO queue, it Is sent to RS j and 
the first cell in the buffer of RSJ is transmitted. 

If at the end of the countdown process (Le., as soon as CNTDOWN_ CNTR(i) '5, 0), 

REQ_ CNTR(i)'" 0, then the countdown process stops, and when the next request for 
this RS arrives, besides increasing REQ_ CNTR(i), the countdown process of RSi will 

start again. This makes the two above conditions true, so that a permit is put 

immediately in the global FIFO queue. 

Fig. 7.9 shows an example to illustrate the operation of the permit distribution 

algorithm. 
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Global 1='11=0 

cntdown(3): ~O 

reQJ8st(r-,o: -1 

Fig. 7.9: Operation of the MAC protocol. 

In this example, 

• 

• 

• 

The BS issues a permit for RS I -

A request, originating from RS2• is sent to the BS resulting in an increase of 
REQ_CNTR(2). 

The conditions REQ_ CNTR(3) or. 0 and CNTDOWN _ CNTR(3);;;' 0 .Ire satisfied, 
hence; a permit for RSJ will be put in the global FIFO queue. 

A permit for RSN has been put in the global FIFO queue, R/~'Q __ CNTR(N) is 

decreased by 1 and CNTDOWN _ CNTR(N) is increased by tN-
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7.4.5 Robustness of the protocol 

In order to operate correctly, the RSs must declare their capacity requirement 

through the number of newly arrived cells since the last request. This value is added 

to REQ_CNTR. However, the loss of a request may lead to the situation that cells 
remain in the RS buffer forever. In order to avoid this situation, the request contains 

the queue length of the RS. The MAC controller must be able to compute the 
number of new arrivals from this queue length. For this, it must maintain the number 

of permits that have been generated for which the upstream cell has not been 

received yet for the reason that the permit is still waiting in the global FIFO to be 

transmitted. From this number and the new queue length, the BS can compute the 

number of newly arrived cells since the last request. 

7.4.6 Initiation of equalizer tap coefficients 

The BS receives consecutive cells from different RSs. Hence; the tap coefficients of 

the BS channel equalizer must be adapted for each received cell. In order to aid this 

cell·by-cell adaption process the equalizer can be initiated with the most actual tap 

coefficients which for each RS-to-BS channel are contained in a Jc)(]k-up table. 1his is 

possible becau.~e of the slow.fading conditions assumed (see Section 2.3.2) and 
because the BS receives only cells from RSs that Ure authorized hy the BS itself so 
that at the BS it can be determined, on forehand, via which RS-to-BS channel a cell 
comes in. The tap coefficient values that result at the end of the adaption process (by 

meanS of the training sequence contained in the physical layer preamble) are used to 

update to values contained in the equalizer coefficient look-up table. 

7.5 Summary and conclusions 

In this chapter, we discussed how inh)rmation transfer can be achieved in broadband 
indoor wireless LANs on the basis of the A~ynchronou5 Transfer Mode (ATM). 

In order to identify the most suitable method for duplexing the upstream and 

downstream ATM cells we provided an assessment of the relative advantages and 

disadvantages of two commonly applied duplex methods, viz., Time Division Duplex 

(TDO) and Frequency Division Duplex (FDD). As a result of this, it occurs that FOD 

is the most suitable option to accommodate the transmission at high bit rates as 

required. 
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In order to examine the need to adJ error control measures to standard ATM, for 

applying it in mm-wave indoor wireless LANs, we c(]nsidered a mrn-wave 

FDD/ ATM-based indoor wireless LAN in which the base station (8S) as well as the 

remote stations (RSs) are equipped with biconical·hmn antennas as described in 

Section 3.3. From this examination it occurs that, for cell loss requirements imposed 

by typical broadband services, the error control capability acc(]mmodated hy ATM, a~ 

applied in fibre-based networb, is insufficient for the wireless LAN under consi

deration; for the achievement of several tens of Mbit/s (per carrier), as might be 

required for broadb,md services ~uch as high volume transfer and high resolution 

image, Some form of forward error correction and/or retransmission must he added. 

For this purpose, the nCB codes form an attractive group of error correcting coues; 

the BCH (511,502) code has the pOtential to correct 1 bit error in a received ATM 

cell. Alternatively, the BCH(511,493) code can correct 2 random errors in a cell. A 

considerable reduction of cell loss can also be achieved by applying a simple 

retransmission scheme according to which a cell, in which uncorrectahle errors are 

detected, is retransmitted once and only (lnce. BCB codes can also be used for the 

detection of errors. 111is make~ them especially suitable for hyhrid error correc

tion/retransmission schemes. It OCCurs that these error control measureS are only 

sufficiently effective in case dual diver~ity is applied. The most suitahle place to 

implement these measures is in the physical layer. 

A multi-access protocol for wireless acce~s is described. This protocol uses a re· 

quest/permit mechanism (0 control the access to the shared medium; each RS 

declares its required capacity hy sending requests to the master of lhe protocol 

located in the BS. The available capacity is allocated by means of a strategy that 

approximates a global FIFO queue in such way that the peak bit rate is enforceJ. The 

RSs are informed about the capacity obtained by means of permits. Slich a permit 

authorizes the RS to send a cell. The MAC protocol is thus cell based, meaning that 

an issued permit initiates the transmission of a single cell. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The transmission capacity required for broadband wireless lA.Ns can only be ac
comodated in the millimetre-wave frequency band [rom about 25 GHz to 65 GHz. 
The mm-wave bands are (If special interest for indoor applications because of the 
possibility of frequency reuse between neighbouring rooms. The severe attenuation of 

most inner walls, at these frequencies, causes that the relationship between cell 

boundaries and the physicn.llayout of the indoor environment to be more easily deter

mined, facilitating indoor cell planning. 

In Chapter 2, the propagation characteristics expected to occur in a typical, thus 
reflective, indoor environment are treated, analytically. It is shown to be plausible 
that the mm-wave indoor radio channel may be considered as practically constant 
over many symbol periods for symbol rates of interest (> 1 Msymbjs). It is also 
shown that the mm-wave indoor radio channel can be considered as a discrete mul

tipath channel that might be highly frequency selective for the high symbol rates of 
interest (tens of Msymbjs). It is indicated that considerable performance gain can be 
achieved by exploiting the inherent diver5ity associated with the frequency selective 
nature of the channeL 

In order to assess important parameters like feasible diversity gain, as required 
for the development, design and network planning of wireless LAN:.;, it is essential to 
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provide accurate information ahout the Chanl(~teristics of mm-wave indoor radio 
channels. Since we consider a wireless LAN in which the transceivers are fixed during 
operation) we are primarily interested in the transmission performance dependence 
on the spatial positions of the transceivers involveJ_ 

Chapter 3 treats the channel measurements performed to ohtain a sci of impulse 
responses thai allows for statistically significant conclusions. The frequency-slepping 
technique applied is described and discussed_ It is shown that the aliasing-free range 
in the time domain of 400 ns is sufficient for reliable channel characterization, The 
antennas applied in the measuremenl setup received considerable att\~ntiorl since 
their radiation patterns have a great impact on the channel's charaCleristics_ Further
more, it is shown that biconical-horn antennas can he dimensioned in such way that 
the level of received power does not depend strongly on the separation distance 
between the transmit and receive antenna_ With these anten nas typical rms delay 
spread values range between 15 and 45 ns for small rooms w/lere,ls they aW between 
30 to 70 ns for the larger (lnes. Obstruction of the direct path c<llrses only slight 
changes in rms delay spread. 

In Chapter 4, a statistical model is developed for the complex equivalent.lowpass 
impulse response of the indoor mm-wave radio channel. The ohjective is to provide a 
compact summary of the overall channel characteristics for an environment or class of 
environment types_ 111e resulting statistical model is hased on lhe measuremellt data 
obtained as well as physical reasoning. The relation hctwt:en the model parameters 
and environment properties (wall dimensions and ret\lrn loss figurl.:s) is described by 
simple first order approximations. This makes the model readily upplicable 10 a 
variety of other enmp:trable indoor environments. 

The assumption that the mill-wave indoor radio CklllIWI may he "egarded as a 
discrete multipath channel, as posed in Chapter 2 and confirmed by lire measurement 
results, implies that the channel response can be described by all ensemble of "rays" 

each characterized by an amplitude, phase and excess delay value. 
The ray OCCur<lnCe in an impulse response is modelled as a discrete unCOf

related scattering process. The probability density functions are very simi lar for all 
subsets of measurement data obtained in the various indoor environments_ I n all 
environments it was found that the ray amplitude at a certain excess Jday fits a 
Rayleigh distribution_ The normalization parameter of !Iris distribulion can be 
modelled as a function of excess delay by a constant level part up to 60 ns followed 
by an linear decrease (dB value), The rays arrive with independent uniformly 
distributed phases. The ray arrival process is modelled as a Poisson proce~s with a 
mean interarrival time per measurement ~ubset ranging from I 10 J ns, Dominance of 
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the direct LOS-ray is modelled by taking the level part, which occurs ahead of the 

response, 0 to 13 dB below the level of the direct LOS ray. OES situations arc 

modelled by completely omitting the direct LOS ray. 

In Chapter 5, a deterministic model of mm-wave indoor radio channels is developed 

which accepts a detailed desciption of the indoor environment. As such, it 

complements the statistical model. As part of the deterministic modelling, the 

significance of diffraction and scatter effects is examined. Typically, the diffracted 

power does not yield a significant contribution to the total power at 60 GHz. The 

surface roughness of building materials that can be typically found In indoor environ

ments is such that the resulting scattering (diffuse reflection) does not contribute 

significantly to the total received power, either. The dominant contributions are 

expected to come from specular reflections. Therefore, we propose a channel model 

based on Geometrical Optics (GO) and we presented the mathematical fundamentals 

for its implementation. 

Results of a GO·based ray-tracing simulation programme are compared with 

measurement results. The indoor environments, defined in the simulation software are 

stylized versions of the corresponding real environments in which the mea.<;urements 

took place. Although the idealized versions only include the superstructure (walls, 

floor and ceiling) and lack details a." tables and cabinets, the simulation results are in 

good agreement with the measurement results. This indicates that the results are 

mainly determined by the superstructure of the indoor environment. 

After it was found that the GO-model yields accurate results, we performed 

computer simulations in order to gain a more detailed insight into the influence of 

environment and antenna characteristics on the mOM interesting channel parameters. 

For this, we defined configurations with sectorial and/or hiconical-horn antennas in 
the simulation software. A configuration with sectorial horns at both ends, having the 

highest directivity considered (25.1 dBi), yields the lowest rms delay spread and 

highest received power when compared witb other examined configurations, provided 

that there is no obstruction of the LOS path and provided that the antenna beams are 

exactly pointing towards each other. A configuration with biconical horns at both ends 

yields results, with respect to received power and rms delay spread that are highly 

insensitive to WS blocking. In addition, the uniformity in received power for 

different positions of the remote station is observed. This configuration also yields the 
lowest spread in rms delay spread values_ 

Chapter 6 contains a performance evaluation ~)f data transmISSIOn via mm-wave 

indoor radio channels. This evaluation is directly hased un the measurement results 

obtained. The application of a Decision Feedback Equalization (OFE) with 3 forward 
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taps yields a feasible bit rate of some tens of Mbit/s. It is shown that the numher of 
forward taps has a profound influence on the maximum feasible hit rate; an increase 

from 3 to 7 forward taps result~ in an average improvement of ahout a faclor 5. 
Obstruction of the direct LOS path does not significantly deteriprate the performance 

when bicon.ical-horn antennas are applied, as expected. The appl ication of dual 
antenna diversity, in addition to DFE, enables a 3_10'4 time::; lower prob;lbility of bit 

error for the same bit rate. 

In Chapter 7, we examined in which way information transfer can be achieved in 

broadband wireless L\Ns on the basis of the A~ynchronous Trallsfer Mode (ATM). 
Freqllen~jI Division Duplex was identified as the most witablc method for duplexing 
the ATM upstream and dowllf.;tream traffic. Dual antenna diversity a.~ well as 

additional error control should be implemented in order to meet the stringent ATM

cell loss rate requirements for typical broadband services_ It was indicated that the 

aCH(511,502) and BCH(511,49J) codes are attractive canJi(Mes for error c()m~c· 

tion/detection. The most suitable pJace t(l implement these measurc:-; is ill the 

physical layer. 

Finally, a rnulti-access protocol for ATM-bascd transmbsion in wireless lA.Ns 

is proposed. This protocol uSes a request/perrnit mechanism to control the access to 
the shared medium. The available capacity is allocated by means of a strategy which 
approximates a global FIFO queue in such way that, for each tagged remote station, 
the peak bit rate is enforced_ 

In conclusion, it is believed that a dedicated wireless accc~s of 155 Mbit/s for each 

user, as can be afforded by fibre-based networks, would be an unrealistic design 

objective. It is estimated, on the other hand, that sufficiently reliable tr;lnsmission at a 

rate in the order of some tens of Mbit/s per carrier (e.g., 34 Mbit/s standard rate) is 
feasible. A way to achieve this is the combined application of (low complexity) 

Decision Feedback Equalization, two-fold antenna diversity with biconicu'!·horn 

antennas and additional error control using BCH codes. Hence; a system that uses, 

e.g., 5 carriers can afford an aggregate network C<lpacity that equals the standard rate 

of 155 Mbit/s. Allocation of this C<lpacity can be done in a flexible w,ly according to 

the principles of ATM and by application of a suitable multi';lccess prot.ocol such ,IS 

the One proposed in this thesis. 
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List of acronyms 

AAL 
ACfS 
ARO 
ATM 
AWGN 
BCH 
B-ISDN 
B-NT 
BS 
B-TA 
CBR 
CDF 
COMA 
CLAN 
COST 
eRC 
DFE 
DPSK 
DRIVE 
EfTPOS 
EL 
EM 
ERe 
ETSI 
FOD 
FEC 
FIFO 
FK 
FSK 
GAL 
OMSK 
GO 
GSD 
GSM 
OW 
HDTV 
HF 

ATM Adaptation Layer 
Advanced Conununications Technologies and Services 
Automatic Request for Retransmission 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
Additive White Gaussian Noise 
Bose, Chaudhuri and Hocquenghem 
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network 
Broadband Network Termination 
Base Station 
Broadband Terminal Adaptor 
Continuous Bit Rate 
Cumulative Distribution Function 
Code Division Multiple Access 
Cableless Local Area Network 
European Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical research 
Cyclic Redundancy Check 
Decision Feedback Equalization 
Differential Phase Shift Keying 
Dedicated Road Infra-structure for Vehicle safety in Europe 
Electronic Funds Transfer at Point of Sale 
Early Late 
Electromagnetic 
European Radiocommunication Committee 
European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
Frequency Division Duplex 
Forward Error Correction 
First In First Out 
Fast Kalman 
Frequency Shift Keying 
Gradient Adaptive Lattice 
Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying 
Geometrical Optics 
Gradient Steepest Des.cent 
Global System for Mobile (communications) 
Geometrical Theory of Diffraction 
High Definition Television 
High Frequency 
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IF 
IFf 
INIRC 
IRPA 
ISDN 
lSI 
ITU 
IAN 
LE 
LMS 

LO 
LOS 
LS 
LSL 
MA 
MAC 
MLSE 
M3IC 
M3YDS 
MMSE 
MPE 
MPEG 
MPM 
MSE 
NRP 
NT 
OBS 
OSI 
PDF 
PDP 
PDU 
PL 
PMD 
PO 
PROSIM 

PSK 
QPSK 
RACE 
RDS 

Intermediate Frequency 
Inverse Fourier Transfer 
International Non-Iunizing Radiation CommiHee 
International Radiation Protection A<;sociation 
Integrat(::d Services Digital Network 
Intersymbol Interference 
International TdeconU11Unication Union 
Local Area Nctwork 
Linear Equalizer 
Least Mean Square 
Local Oscillator 
Line-Or-Sigh t 
Least Squares 
Least Squares Lattice 
Medium Adaptor 
Multiple-Access Control 
Maximum Length Sequence Estimation 
Millimetre-wave Monolitic Integrated Circuit 
Millimetre-wave Multichannel Multipoint Videu Distributiun Service 
Minimum Mean Square Error 
Maximum Possible Exposure 
Moving Pictures Expert Group 
Multipath Margin 
Mean Square Error 
Normalized Received Power 
Network Termination 
Obstructed Line-Of-Sighl 
Open Systcms lnterconnection 
Probability Density Function 
Power Delay Profile 
Packet Data Unit 
Physical L".yer 
Physical-medium-dependent 
Physical Optics 
PROpagation SIMmulation 
Phase Shift Keying 
Quaternary Phase Shift Keying 
Research into Advanced Communications Europe 
Rms Delay Spread 
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RF Radio Frequency 
RLAN Radio Local Area Network 

RLS Recursive Least Squares 

RS Remote Station 

SG Stochastic Gradient 

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

SRK Square-Root Kalman 

SWR Standing Wave Ratio 

TA Terminal Adaptor 

TC Transmission Convergence 

TDM Time Division Multiplex 
TOMA Time Division Multiple Access 
TE Terminal Equipment 

UAT Uniform Asymtotic Theory 
UHF Ultra High Frequency 

US Unconelated Scattering 

DID Uniform Theory of Diffraction 
VBR Variable Bit Rate 

VC Virtual ChaIIDel 

VCI Virtual Channel Identifier 

VHSIC Very High Speed Integrated Circuit 
VP Virtual Path 

VPI Virtual Path Identifier 

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network 
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Korte samenvatting 

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is de haalbaarheid van draadloze lokale net
werken '10m breedbandige toepassingen zoals voorzien yoor Breedband-JSDN. De 
behandeling van dit onderwerp is gebaseerd op de aanna-me dat transmissie plaats 
vindt over millimetergolfradiokanalen binnen een inhuisomgeving. 

Een methode wordt besproken voor het meten van de breedbandige karak
teristieken van het beschouwde kanaaltype_ Vervolgens worden de meetresultaten 
gepresenteerd welke zjjn verkregen volgens deze methode. Tevens wordt een 
deterministisch kanaalmodel ontwikkeld op basis van Geometrische Optica (GO). De 
toepasbaarheid) beperkjngen en nauwkeurigheid van dit GO-model worden 
besproken. Resultaten van op dit model gebaseerde kanaalsimulaties worden 
gepresenteerd. Deze resultaten geven een indicatie van de invloed van omgeving en 
antennestralingspatronen op de kanaalkarakteristieken. 

De maximaal haalbare bitsne1heid wordt gd!valueerd bij transmissie over 
millimetergolfradiokanalen op basis van de gcmeten kanaalkarakteristieken. Deze 
evaluatie omvat ondermeer het verbeteringseffect van kanaalegalisatie afhankelijk van 
het aantal vertragingselementen van de toegepaste kanaalegalisator. Tevens wordt de 
invloed van de mis, antenne-"diversity" en antennestralingspatroon beschouwd. 

Ten slotte wordt beschreven hoe op eenvoudige en flexibele wijze transmissie 
van informatie kan plaatsvinden in breedbandige dra.adloze lokale netwerken op basis 
van de Asynchronous Transfer Mode_ In deze context wordt een protocol voor 
botsingsvrije meervoudige toegang voorgesteld_ 
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Epilogue 

After the finishing of this Ph.D. work, the research in the field of broadband wireless 
lANs in our group, i.e., the Telecommunications Division of the EUT, did not stop. 
The activities continued in the framework of the ACfS project MEDIAN (Wireless 
Broadband Customer Premises Network/Local Area Network for Professional and 
Residential Multimedia Applications) initiated and managed by IMSTI. Onc of the 
objectives of this project is to evaluate and optimize the performance of a wireless 
lAN, suitable for multimedia applications, by means of system simulation. Further· 
more, a pilot system should be implemented for examination and demonstration of 
the system concept. This system will consist of one base station and two (wireless) 
remote stations. The transmission of information between the remote t>tatioos will 
take place via the base station according to the principles of ATM. Ad ditj on ally, the 
base station will be connected to the fixed ATM network in order to demonstrate 
interoperability with the environment. The system will be tested in various user envi
ronments. Characteristics that distinghuish the MEDIAN concept from conventional 
wireless LANs are 

1) the unprecedented aggregate user information transport capacity (totally up to 
155 Mbit/s), 

2) the applied frequency band (62-63 GHz), 
3) the flexibility in the assignment of network capacity, (this will be achieved by 

application of ATM), 
4) the internetworking capability with the fixed ATM network. 

The main contribution of our group to the project concerns the definition of inter
working functions between the wireless I...AN and the fixed ATM network. In this 
context, items will be addressed as resource allocation, addressing, routing, priority 
mechanisms etc. The problem of interworking also addresses items as channel coding 

in view of tbe ohjective to match the degree of reliability of the wireless IAN to that 
of the fixed network. Hence; our group will contribute to the design of the system 
architecture and to the specifica.tion of system parameters. Analyses and system simu
lations of parts of the transmission system, and of the whole transmission system 
(including the millimetre-wave channel), are dealt with. The consortium partners 
involved with the system simulation work agreed to take the statistical channel model 
presented in this dissertation as a starting point. The influence of the antennas on the 
channel characteristics, and therefore on the entire system, has been identified as an 

I Institut fuer Mohil- und Satelliumfunktechnik, Kamp Limfort, Germany 
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important item to take into consideration. Initially, the antennas described in this 
dissertation will be applied. In addition, we will design an extended set of antennas 
with different radiation patterns in order to demonstrate the potentials and limitations 
of the various options. Finally, we will participate in integration and testing of the 

pilot system. 
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Account of scientific results 

Several students made major contributions to this work as part of their M.5c. 
graduation work. These contributions are listed below. 

Chapter 3 

The measurements, reported in Section 3.2, have been carried out by the author in 
cooperation with AG. Wage mans. Mr. Wagemans also measured the radiation 
properties of the antennas in the anechoic room at the Electromagnetics Division 
under the guidance of T. Knoben. Furthennore, he performed the numerical 
elaboration of the raw measurement data which led to Fig. 3.10 and to the results 
with respect to normalized received power and rms delay spread presented in Section 
3.6. 

Chapter 4 

The data reduction process) as described in Section 4.2, is proposed and carried out 
by AG. Wagemans. He also contributed to the modelling of ray phases, ray 
amplitudes and ray interarrival times by fitting the measurement data and applying 
the Chi-Square test. The distribution functions and prObability density functions 
shown in Sections 4.3 to 4.5 are the result of his contribution. 

Chapter 5 

A simulation package for geometric ray tracing has been written by M. Melters in 
PASCAL This first version, which has been of great value for this Ph.D work, was 
upgraded by E. Ruis. Mr. Ruis added some convenient options and converted the 
P ASeAL prop-am to a C++ version, which resulted in a considerable gain in 
computing time. Funhennore; he builded a beautiful Gl"afics User Interface around 
the engine. This resulted in the simulation package called PROSIM (PROpagation 
SIMulation) which is extensively used by various institutes. 

The implementation of the antenna directivity functions in software (Section 5.4) has 
been performed by G. Vervuurt. He also generated the simulation results, with 
respect to normalized received power and rms delay spread) presented in Section 5.5. 
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Chapte .. 6 

The numerical elaboration of Eq. (6.10) to (6.13) a..~ well as (6.22) to (6.24) has been 
performed by H. Miiskens_ Mr. Miiskens calculated the results, with respect to 
(average) probability of errOl" and (normalized) maximum bit rate, presented in 
Section 6.3 and 6.5. 
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STELLINGEN 

BEHORENDE BIJ HET PROEFSCHRIFT 

BROADBAND WIRELESS LANS: 

A FEASIBILITY STUDY 

P.F.M. SMULDERS 

EINDHOVEN,4 DECEMBER 1995 



1) J.E. Mitzlaff suggereert ten onrechte, dat het gebruik van anten
nes met een hoge antennewinst automatisch leidt tot een lage 
kanaaldispersie. 

J.E. Mitzlaff, "Radio Propagation an Anti-Multipath Techniques in the 
WIN Environment", IEEE Vetw. Mag., pp. 21-26. 1991. 
Oit proefschrift par. 3.6. 
Dit proefschrift par. 5.6. 

2} P. Yegani en C.O. McGillem veronderstellen in hun beschouwing 
over het aankomst process van echo's ten onrechte dat er geen 
onderlinge overlapping van echo's optreedt. Oit leidt tot een 
Weibull verdeling van het aankomst process terwijl een Poisson 
verdeling realistischer en eenvoudiger te hanteren is. 

P. Yegani en C.O. McGillem, "A statistical model for line-of-sight (LOS) 
factory radio channels", IEEE, Proc. 39th Veh. Tech. Conf., pp. 496-
503, 1989. 
P. Yegani en C.D. McGiUem, "A statistical model for the obstructed 
factory radio channels", IEEE, GLOBECOM '89, Vol. 3. pp. 1351-1355, 
1989. 
Dit proefschrift, par 4.5. 

3) Het incorporeren van diffractie-effecten in een deterministisch 
model voor millimetergolfpropagatie binnen een gebouw leidt niet 
tot een wezenlijke verbetering van de modelbenadering. 

Dit proefschrift par. 5.2. 

4) Het toepassen van infra-rood voor breedbandige draadloze com
municatie is uit veiligheidsoverwegingen af te raden. 

Oit proefschrift, par. 1.3 

5) De evolutie van breedbandige draadloze netwerken wordt gefrus
treerd door een gebrek aan samenwerking tussen ontwikkelaars 
van radionetwerken en hun vakbroeders die zich toeleggen op de 
problematiek van service-integratie. 

Oit proefschrift. par. 1.1. 



6} De CCITT Recommendatie 1.430, waarin de laag-1 karakteristie
ken van de ISDN S-bus zijn gespecificeerd, geeft onvoldoende 
garantie voor een aanvaarbaar risico van compromitterende 
uitstraling. 

A.H.J. Norp en P.F.M. Smulders, "Effects of configuration parameters 
on the radiation of the ISDN S-bus", Proc. Int. Conf. on EMC, Zurich, 
pp. 713-718, March 1991. 
P.F.M. Smulders, "ISDN subscriber line security", Communications Inter
national. Vol. 18. No.6, pp. 8-10. June 1991 . 

. 7) De techniek van de zelfstoppende odometer zoals voorgesteld 
door L. Sallows biedt een fundamentele algoritmische structuur 
voor "brute-force" verificatie en verdient daarom ruimere bekend
heid. 

L Sallows, "op zoek naar een pangram", Intermediair, 22e jaargang 6 -
7 februari. 1986 

8) Het Assessment Center, de Rolls Royce onder de middelen voor 
personeelsselectie. is niet aileen veel duurder en tijdrovender dan 
de simpele intelligentietest. maar heeft ook een geringere 
voorspellende waarde. 

9} Verslagen van spontane paranormale verschijnselen zijn on
toereikend om het werkelijke bestaan van het paranormale te 
bevestigen. 

10) Binnen het wiskunde-onderwijs dient meer aandacht te worden 
besteed aan wiskundige ongelijkheden en hun toepassingen voor 
optimalisatieproblemen. 

11) Door de wijdverbreide misvatting dat men appels niet met peren 
mag vergelijken worden er te veel appels en te weinig peren 
gegeten. 
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